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ABSTRACT
One of the most interesting constructions in Cree is the inverse. The inverse comprises

only half of the paradigm of the active transitive forms in the language and is interesting
because it is typologically unusual. Inverse systems have only been reported in
a few of
the world's languages, and moreover, in the languages in which they occur they have
been problematic for analysis, sometimes being analyzedas this unique voice opposition,
and sometimes as a passive. The inverse in Cree has been problematic in this way,

especially as it is morphologically like a passive, but syntactically like an inverse.

In this thesis,I argue that the inverse originated as a passive construction. Specifically,
I
claim that a passive construction that existed at a much earlier stage in the history of the
language was reanalyzed as an active transitive clause

I use evidence from Cree and Proto-Algonquian,

as

-

the inverse.

well as evidence from Wiyot and

Yurok, sister languages of Proto-Algonquian, to support this analysis. In addition,
provide typological evidence in support of this analysis.

I

The reanalysis account is shown to explain why the inverse is morphologically like
a
passive, but syntactically like a inverse, in this way incorporating the insights
of other
theorists who have previously addressed the analysis of this construction. In addition,
the
reanalysis account for the inverse in Cree is shown to have implications for the
study

of

language more generally.
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CHAPTER. 1: INTRODUCTION

1.0.

Introduction
One of the most interesting grammatical constructions in Cree is the inverse.
Cree, like all of the other languages in the Algonquian family, has a system

of

"directior4" also known as a "direclinverse system." Direction is a category
of transitive verbs such that each verb form is either direct or inverse. Direct
forms a¡e used when the agent outranks the patient with respect to a hierarchy

of person. In Cree, this hierarchy.is 2 > 1 > 3. Conversely, inverse forms are
used when the agent is outanked by the patient with respect to this hierarchy

(Wolfart

7973).1

Consider, for example, the Cree forms in (1).'

(1)

ni(t)- asam- â- w > nitasamâw
1 feed direct 3
'I feed him (1-3)'

a.

b. ni(t)- asam- ekw- w > nitasamik
feed inverse 3
'he feeds me (3-1)'
(Wolfart 1973,24)

1

The forms in (1) are from the mixed set, i.e., one argument is flrst or second
person and the other arguínent is third person.' In (1a), the direct form, marked

'with lâ/, is used because the first person agent outanls the thi¡d

t Wolfart (1973,

tìe

person

terms "astor" and "goal" as is tie convention in Algonquian linguistics.
and "patienf throughout this paper as I incorporate data from
languages in other families as well.
' Interlinear glosses are only provided ifthey are available in the original source unless otherwise indicated.
I have standardized the presentation of examples in the following way: the example itself is given in italics,
the morpheme-by-morpheme gloss (where available) is given in the second line, and the English translation
is given in the third line. The use of abbreviations has been standa¡dized as in the table on page xiii-xiv.
Finally, I have standardized the orthography used to indicate vowel length in Cree and Proto-Algonquian.
For Cree, I use the diacritic ^ over the vowel and for ProtoAlgonquian, I use a colon after the vowel.
' In Cree, verbs a¡e infleaed in th¡ee sets, these being the mixed set, the third pèrson set and the non-third
person set, depending on the person of the agent and patient arguments (Wolfart 1973).

llowever,

26) uses

I will use the terms "agent''

patient' In (1b), the inverse form, marked with lekwl,is used because the
third
person agent is outranked by the first person pafient (wolfart lg73).4
Bloomfield (L946) reconstructs this type of opposition for the proto-language,
Proto-Algonquiaq as in the example in (2). The form in (2a) is marked with
la:/, as in the cree form in (1a), and the form in (2b) is marked with lel,l.
in the Cree form in (1b).

as

(2) a. *newa:pama:wa
'I look

at him'

b. *newa:pamekwa
'he looks at me'
@loomfield 1946,98)

The inverse
paradigm

is

in its distributioD" comprising only half of the
of transitive verbs. For example, consider the agreement
restricted

morphology of forms which have a first or second person arggment and a third
person argument i.e., forms in the "mixed set," in tables l-1 and l-2.r

Ail

fonns in which the agent outanks the patient are direct as in t¿ble l-1, while
all fonns in which the agent is outanked by the patient are inverse as in t¿ble
r-2.
Daûent
:l:i;i: -1::1!Íi1ì* il::::: i;;:.::il:::!:
j:l::i1:i ilti:i::::. a -i.:;!:!::::: ::t
i

)ät¡;;i:::

agent

iítj!:: i+;

j,.: j::::!:íj:¡::

!:-

j::r i!.::

:'fi ;l,i;Í.l:+f iïËil¡:n

il- -aw
ki- -âw
ni- - ânân

ni-

- ânânak

":r'41itl

ki-

- ânaw

ki-

- ânawak

tì:¿Vt.::

ki-

- âwâw

ki-

- âwâwak

ù:.3i¡i;ì:i

ni-

- âwak

ki-

-âwak

:=..¿,Ð:,:

Table

I-I

Agreemeil nrorphologt of directfornrs in the mixed ser
(independent order) fiIrolføt 1923, 1l)

" As Wolfart (1991, 186) indicates, the morphem e lelaul may be realized
as -iko-, -ihy- or -ik- and after a
stem which ends in 'aw'as -åko-, âkv,- or <ik-. The sequenie lekwl +
person -ry- surfaces as -ik-.
third
5
Ttre-paradigm for forms in the mixed set also includes third person "obviative"
forms. These a¡e not
included here as they are not taken up until 3. I .

sqent

,,+*-i#,€1;¡lËi+ì¡+

,''.:¡+i*ris+r:ll;u:¡i

ni- -ik

ni- - âwak

ti-r.-'I+.t-.

pauent

i!::J::r.j

:,-:ii¡t
!Lãã71

ki- -ik
ni- -ikonân
ki- -ikonaw
ki- -ikowâw

ki-

-âwak

ni- -ikonânak

ki-

-ikonawak

ki-

-ikowâwak

Table I-2 Agreentent morphologt of irwerse
forms in rhe mixed se|
(independent order) (Wolfart t973,

4t)

Inverse forrns are interesting because they are typologically
unusual. Besides
the languages of the Algonquian family (e.g, cree), inverse
systems h¿ve

been

reported in only a few of the world's languages. These
languages include:
languages in the Chukotko-Kamchatkan family, e.g.,
Chukchee (Comrie
1980); Kutenai, a language isolate (Dryer r99$;Northwest
sahaptin, a dialect
of Sahap¡i¡ (Rude ß9!; and languages in the Apachean family, e.g.,
Navaho

(Jelinek 1990).

Moreover, in the languages

in which they do occur, the analysis of these

systems has been contoversial. where they do occur,
they are sometimes
analyzed as this unique voice opposition, i.e., an inverse
systern, and by others
as having an active/passive opposition. For example, Klaiman (lggr,
176)
suggests that "the most extensively docrlmented Apachean
inverse system is
that of Navaho" and that "authors generally agree on the description
of Navaho
voice, though not on its analysis." The inverse in Navaho has
þee¡ likened to a
.
passive.

similarly, Klaiman (1991, 186) states that'Although Algonquian languages
are curently the best-studied languages of the inverse
they, like other

wpe,
inverse systems, are subject to conflicting analyses.,' Inverse
systems in the
languages of the Algonquian family bave also been analyzed
as active/passive
oppositions (for example, see voegeLin (1946) for Delaware
and Jolley (19g2)

for cree,

see also

wolfart's (1973,26) survey of

direction in the Algonquian languages).

analyses

for the category of

The analysis of the inverse in Cree is complícated by two aspects of the
morphology in the syncbronic gramma-r of the language. In each of these
aspects, the inverse ís morphologica[y

like a passive. First, the Cree inverse

marker lekw/ forms part of three complex derivational suffixes, each of which
adds a passive-like meaning to the stem to which

it is added (wolfart

1973,

1ee1).

Second, inverse forms in the third person se! i.e., forms which have two third
person arguments, are morphologically marked only for the thematic patient.

Wolfart (1991) claims that these forms may be likened to passives because
they are ma¡ked only for the patient NP.

In this thesis, I address the analysis of the inverse construction in Cree, and I
claim that the inverse construction in this language originated as a passive.
That is, at a much earlier time in the history of the language, a productive
passive construction marked by lelor,l existed, and
reanalyzed as an inverse construction, and

(i) this construction was

(ll) lelcwl was reanalyzed as aa

inverse marker.

1.1.

Bacþround on Cree
cree is a member of the Algonquian family, a family of Ianguages whose
members include Fox, Menomini,

ojibw4

Potawatomi, Shawnee, Blacldoot,

Arapaho and others.6 It is spoken across a vast geographical region" mostly in

Ca¡ada which extends from westem Alberta in the west to the border of
Ontario and Quebec in the eas! where
Montagnais-Naskapi (Wolfart 197 3, 7).
There are five dialects

it forms a dialect continuum

with

of Cree. wolfart (1973) offers a comprehensive

gr¿ülmar of one of tåese, Plains Cree. The Cree examples given in this paper

are from the Plains dialect, having been drawn from the work

of Wolfart

(1973,1991) and also from Dahlstrom (1991).
6

See Teeter

(1973) for a detailed history ofthe su:dy ofthe Algonquian languages.

4

Cree and the other Algonquian languages descend from the proto-language,

Proto-Algonquian. According to Pentland (1979,15), "It is generally ageed
that the initial break-up of Proto-Algonquian produced about two dozen
distinct languages" of which Cree-Montagnais was one. Pentland estimates
th¿t this break-up took place around 1000 B.C. See pentland (1979) for a
detailed classification of the languages in this famity.

Bloomfield (1946) reconstructs the grammar of proto.Algonquian using Fo4
Cree, Menomini and Ojibwa. Although Bloomfield's reconstructions are
based

on only four of the Algonquian

reconstructions will, in the main,

languages, he states that ..these

flt all the languages and can accordingly be

viewed as Proto-Algonquian" (Bloomfield 194ó, 85).

Proto-Algonquian, together with n¡ro languages

of californi4 wiyot

and

Ywok, form a larger genetic grouping known as Algic.'

wiyot, a language of californiq was spoken by approximatety 1000 people at
the middle of the nineteenth century. However, at the time that Reichard came

to do fieldwork for her 1925 grÍrmms' of the language, there were few fluent
speakers and she found that "the language is fast becoming extinct'' (Reichard

7925,5). The last speaker died in 1962 (Teeter 1964, l).
Yu¡ok is a language spoken in an a¡ea in California just north of where Wiyot

is spoken- As with

wiFt,

the number of yurok speakers has been on the

decline since the mid nineteenth century and few fluent speakers ,srnained
when Robins did the fieldwork for his grarnmar which was published in 1958.

The relationship between Algonquian and wiyot and yu¡ok was originally
proposed by sapir (1913). At the time, the nature of this relationship, and

indeed the very existence

'

Teeter (1965) suggests

tle

name

refer to the Algonquian languages.

of

such

a

relationstrip,

wil

the subject of

"Algic" for this family, apparently a term first used by Schoolcraft to

considerable controversy.s According to Haas (195g), the publication
grammars of Wiyot (1925) and Yurok (195S) and especially
the publication

of
of

Bloomfield's (1946) "sketch"

of proto-Algonquian enabled theorists to
substantiate the relationship of wiyot and yurok to proto-Algonquian.
Teeter
(1965, 225) suggests that proto-Algonquian, wiyot and yurok
should be
viewed as "parallel branches" of the Algic famity tee.
1.2.

The prototypical passive and inverse constructions
In this section, I characterize the passive and inverse constructions in terms
of
prototypical characteristics. As the terms ..tJansitive," *intransitive,,,..thematic

roles," and "gammatis¿ rerations" are crucial

in

distinguishing the

prototypical passive and prototypical inverse constructions,

I begm by briefly

discussing these terms as they will be used here.

First tansitivity is a verbal

phenomenon, such

that verbs are either

"üansitive" or "intransitive." Transitive verbs, e.g., hit, select
two nominal
arguments while intransitive verbs e.g., jump, select a single nominal
argument
(Pahner 1994, 8).
Arguments are NPs which are obligatory. Thus, since a transitive verb
has two
arguments, a sentence which has a transitive verb and a síngle
nominal
argument will be ungrammatical, as in (3). on the other hand, the
transitive

verb in (4) occurs in a sentence with th¡ee Nps. In this sentence, howeveç
there are only two obligatory Nps, or arguments; the third Np is optional
(Palms¡ 1994).

(3) *Martin

hit.

(4) Mary hit the balt (with her hand).

t

Truman Michelson was particutarly opposed to the postulation of this relationship.
See Ha¿s (195g) for a
discussion of what she refers to as_the'i{lgonkian-lùtt"* conEoversy," "Rirwa¡"
leing th;term used to
refer to the grouping of Wiyot and yurok.

Second the term "thematic roles" will be used to refer to the particular roles
thæ NPs in sentences can take. -The most cental of these are "agent" and

"patient," the agent being the "one who performs the action designated by the

verb" and the patient being the "one who is affected by the action designated

by the verb." other thematic roles include: beneficiary, locative an¿
instrumental (Palmer 1994).'g

Finally, the term "grarnmatical relations" refers to the notions of "subject,"

"objec!" "indirect object" and "oblique object." In an active transitive
constructioru the agent NP is the subject and the patient Np is the object.to The

indirect object is associated with the beneñciary thematic role, and the locative
and instrumental, when used, occur as obtique objects @almer 1994).t'

A prototypical construction is one which

has the characteristics or features that

are cental to that construction. The use

of

prototypes

is

intended to

accommodate tåe "non-discrete" nafure of grammar: "linguistic structures are

not isolated, but rather tend to show parfial resemblances among themselves"
(Shibatani 1985,

821).

These "partial resemblances",

or overlap,

between

grammatical constructions may be either structural, functional or both.

1.2.1.

The

1.2.1.1.

Syntax

prototypical passive

The English sentences in (5) illustrate the change in the association between
structural positions and thematic roles, i.e., agent and patient, that typifies the

prototypical active/passive alternation That is,

"in the prototypical

active

form an agent is in the subject role, and in the prototypical passive form

a

patient fi.¡nctions as a subject" (Shibatani 1988, 3).

o

Palmer (1994) uses the term "grammatical roles" as I am using "thematic roles."
This is the association beweén grammatical relations and thèmatic roles in an accusative language. See
Palmer (1994) for a discussion of the grammatical relations and thematic roles in an ergative language.
"oblique obj ect'' following Shibaøni (1985, p. 832), Sasse (lg}4, Z4sr,and orhers. patmer
|t I ï9 the term
(1994) simply uses the term "oblique".
to

(5)

a. The dog bit the child.

b. The child was bitten by the dog.

The sentence in (5a) is active. The nansitive verb bite takes two nominal
arguments: (i) the dog ís the thematic agent and the grammaticat subjecg

and

(ä) rhe child is the patient and the object of the sentence.
The sentence in (5b) is passive. The verb has only one argumen! the patient
NP råe child, and it is the grammatical subject. The agent Np the dog occurs
as an oblique object marked by the preposition áy.

The sentences in (5) also illustrate u ,..ond cha¡acteristic of the prototypical
passive construction. That is, passives of transitive verbs a¡e intra¡sitive
constructions.t2 The agent in the passive,
object, as in (5b) where

it is marked as an obrique object with the preposition

by. The agent may not be expressed

(6) The child

if expressed, occurs as an oblique

at all, as in (6) (shibatani 19g5).'3

was biuen.

The structure of the passive is typicalry described in reference to the
corresponding active construction. For example, the patient in the passive is
regarded as having been "promoted" in terms of the hierarchy of grammatical

relations in (7). The patient in the active is the grammatical objecg and in the
passive, it is the grammatical subject (pahner I9g4).

(7) subject > direct object > indirect object > oblique object
(shibatani 1985, 832)

tt As Shibatani (1985)

points out, it is not fully accurate to characterize all passives as intransitive
constuctions, the appropriate generalization being that all passives are reduced in valency in
comparison to
the corresponding active construction. Therefore, pasiives derived from transitiu.,
intransitive
constn¡ctions, but passives derived from ditransitive verbs, i.e., verbs with three arguments, -"
are transitive.
'" [n some languages ttre passive is obligatorily agentless. Wolfart (1991, tZl¡ tists ólassical Arabic,
Latvian and Pashto as examples of languages of this type.

Conversely, the agent in the passive is regarded as being "demoted" in terms

of

this same hierarchy. The agent occurs as the subject in the active construction,
and as an oblique object in the corresponding passive constnÌction (Palmer
1994).t'

Universally, then, the prototypical passive is an intransitive construction in
which the patient NP is the grammatical subject. The agent occurs either as an
oblique object or it may be omitted. The patient in the passive is regarded as

having been promoted and the agent demoted

in

comparison

to

the

corresponding active construction.

The assumed relation between the'active and passiue constructions has played

a significant role in

modern theories

of formal linguistics. The active

construction is regarded as "basic," and the passive
derived from

is

analyzed as being

it. This derivation is expressed in Chomsþ's Government

and

Binding Theory in terms of movement, i.e., movement of the patient Np to the
subject position in the passive, motivated by the need for the patient in the
passive to be assigned case (cf. Haegeman 1992). Similarly, proponents

of

Relational Grammar seek to provide a universal characterization of passive in
terrns of its derivation from the corresponding active construction (Shibatani
1988).

In her typology of voice constructions, Klaiman (1991) works within

the

framework of Relational Grammar. She states that "derived voice encodes a
mapping from one class of configurations, which are basic, to a second class

of

configurations, which are nonbasic and which can be accounted

by

for

derivation" (Klaiman 1991,161). That is, in the basic structural configuration,

the active construction, the agent NP is associated with the subject position,
and the patient NP is associated with the object position. The passive is
derived by a process of "role remapping," a process which alters the

t*

I use the terms "promoted" and "demoted" in this

Grammar.

sense throughout and not as they are used in Relational

association between the structural positions and thematic roles

of the

basíc

configuration, such that the patient in the passive is associated with the subject
position.

1.2.1.2.

Pragmatic functions

In tenns of structu¡e, the patient in the passive is "promoted" and the agent
"demoted" in comparison to the active construction. This structural change
has a functional correlate; the patient is more

"topical" in the passive than

'topical" a¡d the agent is

it is in the corresponding

less

active construction

(Givón |gg4).
Givón (1994) defines four main voice types, the activddirect the inverse, the
passive and the antipassive, in terms of the relative "topicality" of the agent

and

patient The passive, he claims, is a voice construction ín which "the

patient is more topical than the agenL and the agent is extremely non-topical

('suppressed','demoted')" (Givón 1994, 9).
1.2. 1.2.

I.

Referential distance and topic persistence as measures of topicality

According to Givón, the topicality of the agent and patient arguments in these
constructions can be assessed in terms of the "referential distâncÆ" (RD) and

"topic persistence" (TP) of noun

phrases, both

of which he considers to be

and measurable correlates with the topicality of NPs.

.significant

Referential distance refers to the number of clauses between the NP and
antecedent in the

text. Highly topical

NPs have an RD

of

is

1, i.e., the antecedent

occurs in the immediately preceding clause. NPs with an RD of 2 or 3, i.e., the

antecedent

is in the second or third

clause before

its

present usage, are

considered topical. Finally, NPs with an RD of 3 or greater are considered to

be non-topical. The use of referential distance as a measure of topicality is
summarized in table 1-3 (Givón 1994).
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highly topical NP, e.g., pronouns, zero
topical NP, e.9., emphatic and topicalized

Table

I-3. Referential

disrance as q meas-trre of topicality (Givón 1994)

The second measure of topicality, topic persistence, assesses the frequency
with whích the NP is used in the ten clauses preceding its present usage. The
use of topic persistence as a measure of topicality is summarized in table 1-4.

Table

t.2.1.3.

r-i.

Topic persisrence as a measure of topicatity (Givón

t99l)

Morphology
Keenan (1981) offers a survey of passive constructions in the languages of the

world. He argues that

passives can be classified as being one of two types

depending on how they are morphologically marked.

First some languages have what

Keenan (1981,

g) refers to as ..strict

morphological passives." In languages which have passives of this type, the
passive is marked by some morphological process, c.8., by an a.ffix or vowel
change which indicates the passive verb. He lists Sre (Mon-Khmer), Hebrew,

Malagasy, and Latin as examples of languages which have strict morphotogical
passives. An example from Sre is given in (8).

(8)

a.

cal pa? mpon
wind open

door
'The wind opened the door'

b. mpon

ga- pa? ma

cal
wind
'The door was opened by the wind'
(Keenan 1981,8)

door

pass-open

by

11

In the actíve construction in (8a), the transitive
verb pa? ,open, is unmarked
and in the passive consfruction in (8b)
it is prefixed with the passive marker

ga-.

second, some languages have what Keenan
(19gr, r3) refers to as
"periphrastic passives." In
languages which have passives of
this type, the
passive is marked (i) bv an
auxiliary verb, and (ü) bv some morphological
process which affbcts the passive
verb. English is a language that has a

periphrastic passive construction.
Keenan lists German, persian, Russian,
and
French as other languages which have
periphrastic passives. An example
from
persian is given
in (9).

(9) a.AIi Ahmed_ra

Ali
.Ali

b.

ko-st

Ahmed_DO killed
killed Ahmed,

Ahmed ko-sté -sod
Ahmed kilted become
.Ahmed

was killed,
(Keenan 1981, 13)

it is typicatly the case that passives are more morphologically
marked
than the corresponding active construction.
In languages with strict
morphorogrcar passives, tåe passive
verb is marked, and in ranguages with
Thus

periphrastic passives the passive
verb is both marked and accompanied
by an
auxiliary verb.

In addition, âs we saw in r.2.r.r, the agent
in the passive, if

expressed, is

marked as an oblique object.

1.2.2.

The

1.2.2.1.

The syntax of the inverse

prototypical inverse

The inverse differs structurally from
the passive rn two ways. First, the inverse
differs from the passive with respect to valency.
The passive is reduced in

valency
passive

in comparison to the corresponding active constructiorg
i.e., the
of a transitive verb is intansitive. In contrast,
the inverse is a
t2

fiansitive construction. Klaiman (1991, 193) states that "in passives the most
obvious sign of valence reduction is formal intansitivity. But inverse voice
forms, like direct voice forms, are formally transitive."
Second, the inverse differs from the passive with respect to the association
between structural positions and thematic roles. The patient in the passive is

the grammatical subject. In the inverse, however, as in other active
constructions, the agent is the grammatical subject and the patient is the
grammatical object.
Passives are regarded as a "promotional phenomenon"; the patient is promoted

in comparison to the patient in the corresponding active construction according
to the hierarchy: subject > direct object > indírect object > oblique object.

In the inverse, however, as in the corresponding direct construction" the patient
is the grammatical object. Thus, Klaiman (1991, 183) argues that the inverse

differs from the passive

in that there is "no

suppression

or grâmmatical

downgrading" of the inverse subject. According to Pahner (1994,2I2), tnrhe
inverse

"it would

seem that there is no promotion and demotion but merely an

alternafion between the functions of the two NPs, 'direct' indicating Agent +
Patient, and 'ínverse' Patient

* Agent." Similarly, Thompson (1994) claims

that most inverse constructions are "nonpromotional," e.g., the patient in the
inverse is not "promoted" in terms of this hierarchy as it is in the passive.'s

lsfhompson

(1994), however, suggests tlat no single structural diagnostic can be used to differentiate
between inverse and passive constructions, but he also takes a different approach to the inverse, defining it
in strictly functional terms.
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I.2.2.2.

The pragmatic functions of the inverse

1.2.2.2.1. The empathy hierarchy and the irnerse

According to Palmer (1994), many languages have restrictions
on the Wpe of
NP that may serve as the grammæicat subject; these restrictions
commonly
concern (i) the animacy of NPs, with animate NPs
being preferred
as subjects,

and (ü) grammatical person. when the restrictions
on the subject involve
gramrnatical person' discourse salience is the
relevant feature. Nps that a¡e
highly salien! NPs that figure centrally in the discourse
situation, tend to be
prefened as subjects. As discourse salience reflects
the point of view of the
speaker and hearer, first and second person are more
highly salient rhan third
person, and therefore tend to be preferred as
subjects.

The type of restrictions that affect the subject NP
can be expressed using the
empathy hierarchy. According to com¡ie (1980, 62),
although the hierarchy
"diÊfers somewhat from language to
language, especially in that d¡fferent
languages make a difFerent number of distínctions
and have different cut-off
points, certain aspects of this continuum from
most to least animate recur in
language after language,'and these are outlined in (10).

(10)

1,2 > 3 (humans) > 3 (animals) > 3 (inanimates)

(Comrie 1980,62)
The features of animacy and saliency are reflected in
the hierarchy in (10).

In some languages if the higher-ranking argumen! agent or patien!
according
to this hierarcþ, is not the subject, then the sentence is ungrammatical.
Palmer (7994,207) states that the use of inverse systems
constitutes what he
refers to as "an extreme exampre of this type of restriction.,,
In the inverse, the
di¡ect construction is obligatory when the agent outranks
the patient and the
inverse is obligatory when the agent is outranked
by the patient.

t4

In these languages, then" the use ofthe inverse serves to guarantee the
subject
of the active will never be outranked by the object NP. When the agent
Np is
outranked by the patient NP, the active is not.used; instead this unique
voice
constructiorU the inverse. is used.

1.2.2.2.2. Topicality and the patient in the inverse

dççs¡rling to Givón (1994,9), ín the inverse "the patient is more topical than
the agen! but the agent retains considerable topicality." As with the passive,
then' one of the pragmatic fi.mctions of the inverse is that it makes
the patient
more topical. However, the functional profile of the inverse differs from
that
of the passive as in the passive thç agent is non-topical and in the inverse,
it
remains toPical.

I.2.2.3.

Morphology of inverse verbs

Comrie (1989, 128)

¿Lrgues

that "the most natu¡al kind of transitive

construction is one where the A[gent] is high in animacy and definiteness,
and
the P[atient] is lower in animacy and definiteness; and any deviation
from this
pattern leads to a more marked construction." The inverse, then,
is
pragmatically marked in comparison to the direct form, since it
is used when
the agent is ounanked by the patient with respect to the empathy hierarchy.

According to Com¡ie (1989, 128), the inverse verb is also moqphologically
marked "to indicate an unexpected constellation of A and p," i.e., the
agent is
oufanked by the patient with respect to the empathy hierarchy. This
is
illusüated with the example from Northwest sahaptin in (11).

(11)

a.

túk'wash-mash ní+a
cane- lsg-2sg give-FUT

'I
b.

shall give you a cane.'
(Rude 1994, 103)

níipt-nam pá-ni-ta

two-2sg INV-give-FUT
'You will give me two'
(Rude 1994, 103)
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In this example, the direct form is used in (lla) as the fust person

agent

oufranks the second person patient according to the hierarchy that applies in
the language: 1 < 2 < 3prox < 3obv.'u The dírect form of the verb is unmarked

for direction. The inverse form is used in (11b) as the second person agent
outranks the fust person patient. The inverse form of the verb is ma¡ked for

direction with the inverse preftxpá-.
Summary of characteristics of prototypical passive and inverse constructions

r.2.3.

Table 1-5 summarizes the characteristics of prototypical passive and inverse
constructions.

pragmatic function

-rntransluve
-patient is the subject
if expressed. is an oblique

-transitive

L

1. decre¿se the

decre¿se the topicality

ofthe agent

2. increase the topicalitv of

morphology

tle patienl

-the passive verb is marked in comparison
to the active verb
-the ageng if expressed, is marked as an

-agent is the subject

ient is the direct obiect

topicality ofthe agent

(though not as much as the passive)
2. increase the topicality ofthe patient
3. enzure that the subject is the highest-

in the clause
-the inverse verb is ma¡ked in comparison
to the direct verb

oblique objea
Table I-5 Summøy of chøacteristics of prolotypical passive ætd itwerse constntctions

1.3.

Grammaticalization

1.3.1.

Defininggrammaticalization

In 1912, Meillet used the term "grammaticalizalíot'to refer to the process by
-which
lexical items become grammatical morphemes. However, while Meillet
is credited with coining the term grammaticalization to refer to this process,
other theorists had described

it

as early as the eighteenth century (Heine et al.

1991, Traugott and Heine 1991). For example, according

to Heine et

al.

(1991), Condillac observed that verbal affixes, e.g., inflections for tense, traced
their origins to full words in the 1740s.

tu

The distinction between third person proximate and obviative is discussed with respeø to Cree in chapter
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Latet, the use of the term "grammaticalization" came to
include the process by
which grammatical morphemes arise from other grammatical
morphemes.,,

This is reflected in Kurylowicz's definitíon of
"grammaticalizæion consists

in the

increase

grammaticalization:

of the range of a

morpheme

advancing from a lexical to a grammatical or from a
less grammatical to a
more graûlmatical stafus, e.g., from a derivative formant
to an inflectional one,,
(Heine et al. 1991, 3).
The traditional conception of grammaticalization as
changes by which lexical
items become grammatical morphemes, or ress grammatical
morphemes
become more grammatical, has broadend following
the work of Givón and

others,

to

include changes

by which discourse phenomena

become
incorporated into the grammatical structure of a language
(Traugott and Heine
1ee1).

Du Bois's (19s7) analysis of ergative case marking ín sacapultec
(Mayan)
provides u1 s¡¡mple of the grammaticalization of
a discourse sûategy as a
gramm¿¡içal pattern. In an ergative system, it is
the fransitive object which is
marked like the subject of intransitives, i.e., in the absolutive
case, while the
transitive subject is marked in the ergative case. According
to Du Bois,
transitive subjects were marked when new infonnation was
intoduced and this

marking grammaticalized as a grammatical structure, i.e., the
ergative

case

ma¡ker.
1.3.2.

The Iinguistic efects of grammaticalization

Grammatica[zation, then, is the component of language
change by which
grammatical elements are derived from lexical words
and other grammatical
forms' This process is typically represented as a unidirectional continuum
with
forms advancing from ress grammaticar to more gftunmatical.
Although

It

The terms'grammaticization" and "grammaticization" are
also used in the literature refening to the

same process (Traugott and Heine 1991,

l).

L7

changes by which a form becomes less grammatical "have been observed to

occur," Heine et. al (1991,4) find that "they are statisticalty insignificant"
Forms which are "more grarnmatical" are those which are: (i) more abstract in
meaning,

(ii) "semantically bleached," (iii) more

dependent, (iv) phonetically

reduced, (vi) generarized, (vii) more frequently occurring, and

(viii) obligatory

(Hopper and Traugott 1993, Heine et al. 1991). Heine et al. (1991, 213) refer

to these properfies as the "linguistic effects of grammaticalization." tn this
sectior¡ I offer a brief discussion of each

First

as forms grammaticalize they become inç¡s¿5ingly more

abstract Heine

et al. (1991,42) suggest that "in linguistic works, the distinction between
nongrammatical and grammatical 'meaning' is frequently descríbed as one

of

'concrete' versus'abstract' meaning."

In their discussion of the abstractness of
grammatícalaed fonns, Heine et al. (1991,

meaning associated with

M45) give an example from

Ewe

(l'Iiger-Congo). In this language, the word ta" head' has grammaticalized as a
postposition and clause subordinator where

it

has come to express more

abstract meanings such as 'over' and 'on-'

Another linguistic effect

of

grammaticalization

is that forms become

"semantically bleached," i.e., they lose meaning. For example, Meillet
distinguished between lexical words, "mots principaux," and grarnmatical
-morphemes,

which he referred to as "mots accessoires" or "mots vides," i.e.,

"empty words" (Heine et al. 1991).

While there is considerable discussion in the literature concerning the loss of
meaning associated with grammaticalized forms, some theorists take the
position that as forms grammaticalize they acquire new meaníngs. These
theorists argue that grammaticalized forms become "pragmatically enriched,"
i.e., they acquire "pragmatic meaníng," or meaning that arises in the context

of
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use

of a

particular form or expression For example, the verb
go has
grammaticalized and it has acquired the pragmatic
meaning of .future., In
order to understand how it is that a form acquires new
meaning in the contexr
of use, let us consider the use of go in the following sentence (Hopper
and

Traugon 1993).

(12) I was/am goinq to be married. (in the sense .I was/am going
for the
purpose of getting married')
(Hopper and Traugott lgg3, g2)
The use of go

in (12) implies that the event took place at a later time. over

time, meaning that is either implied by the speaker or inferred
by the hearer in
this way ca¡ become associated with the form (Hopper
and Traugott 1993).
In their discussion of semantic bleaching versus pragmatic
enrichment, Hopper
and rraugott (1993, 88) argue that there is "no doubt
that over time meanings
tend to become weakened during the process of grammaticalization.,,
They
distinguish, however, between the early and later stages
of grammaticalization
and argue that the early stages are charactenzedby "aredistribution
or shift

of

meaning," while the later stages involve meaning loss. For
exarnple, using the
gamm¿fiç¿lization of go as an example, they suggest
that initialty go acquired
the pragmatic meaning of "future tense," but that as it
has grammaticalized, it

has also lost meaning,

in

particular the meanings

of

..motion

and

directionality" (Hopper and Traugott 1993, 3).

As forms grammaticalize, they become more dependen! e.g., words
may
grammaticalize as clitics or afftxes, and become phonetically
reduced such that
forms are shorter, vowels are weakened, etc. (Hopper and rraug
ott 1993,
Heine et al. 1991).

Another linguistic effect of grammaticalization is increased
frequency, such
that'the more frequently a form occurs in texts, the more grammatical it is
assumed

to be" (Hopper and Traugott 1993, 103). This is the case for two

reasons' First, as forms grammaticalize and become semantically
bleached,
they can be used in a wider variety of contexts, and therefore
a¡e used more
19

often

Second, grammatical morphemes are used. more frequently than lexical

words.

Therefore,

as lexic¿l words

grammaticalize

morphemes, they are used more often. In addition,

it is forms that are frequently

as

grammatical

it is typicatty the case that

occurring which grammaticalize (Heine et al.

1991, 38-39).

As forms grammaticalae, they also become increasingly more generalized
with respect to meaning and grammatical function. A single form will come to
h¿ve more than one meaning and/or mark a wider range of grammatícal
functions (Hopper and Traugo tt 1993, 96- I 00).
Hopper and Traugott (1993) use the development of the be V-ing construction

in English as an example of a construction which generalizes with respect to
grammatical fi.¡nction. This construction fi¡st marked progressive aspect in
agentive constructions and then it came to be used in passives, e.E.,,,The house
was building." (This passive construction was used in the eighteenth century.)
T1te

be v-ing construction then c€.me to be used in stative contexts, e.g.,,,There

are statues standing in the parl{'(Hopper and rraugott 1993, 100).

Finally, Lehman suggested that as forms grammaticarue they undergo a
process that he refers to as "obligatorification." That is, as forms
grammaticalizs, ¡þsy become increasingly more obligatory. According to
Lehman, in the earlier stages of the process of grammaticaLizatioq there is a

"free choice of items according to communicative intentions" and in the later
stages this "choice tisl systematically constrained
[and] use [is] targely
obligatory" (Heine et al. 1991, 19).
1.3.3.

Reanalysis

one mechanism of grammaticalization is reanalysis. Hopper and Traugott
(1993, 40) and Heine et al. (1991 ,zsr) use Langackels often cited definition

of reanalysis as "change in the structure of an

expression

or class of

expressions that does not involve any immediate or intrinsic modiñcation of its
surface manifestation." That is, the structure of a form or construction chanses
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without affecting the surface structure of that form or construction For
example, one coÌnmon type of change by reanalysis occurs when boundaries
shift as in (13). This is íllustrated with an example from English in (14).
(13) (A, B) C is reanalyzedas A (8, C)
(Heine etal.1991,216)
(14) [þack] of the barnl >
þack of [the barn]l
(Hopper and Traugon 1993,40)

In ( 14), the head novn back and modifring prepositional phrase of the barn haq
been reanalyzed as a complex preposition back

of

artd head novn

barn. This is

a good example

of reanalysis, because although the structure has changed, the
surface form, i.e., back of the barn, remains the same (Hopper and Traugott
1ee3).

As

I will show in this thesis,

another type of reanalysis involves a change by

which a particular morpheme defined in one way becomes defined in another

way. whether the change occurs in rhis way or by boundary shift or by some
other means, changes by reanalysis always involve a change in structure that
does not afflect the surface manifestation of the forrn or expression.

While reanalysis is an important mechanism of grammaticalization, not all
changes by reanalysis involve grammaticalization. Instea¡d, only a subset of
changes

by ¡srnalysis can properly be

regarded as grammaticalizations,
'specifically those which involve
a change from less to more grammatical
(Hopper and Traugott 1993, Heine er al. 1991).
1.3.1.

Grammat ical izat ion as a framew ork

for

analys is

According to Hopper and Traugott (1993), gramm¿fisalization can be defined

both as the component of language change by which forms become more
grammatical over time and, more broadly, as a framework for linguistic study.
They suggest that as a framework for study, grammaticalization "refers to that

2l

part of the study of language that focuses on how gammatical forms
and
constructions arise, how they are used, and how they shape the language,,
(Hopper and Traugott 1993, l).
Grammaticalization used in this second sense, i.e., as a framework for
study,
takes a functional approach to the study of language, focusing on pattems

of

language use.

Heine et al. (1991, 1) use the fonowíng example from Ewe (lrliger-congo)
to
illustrate how linguistic data can be problematic for some of the basic premises

which they claim underlie most post-saussurean models of grammar, e.g.,
the
¿55umption tå.at "a linguistic form has only one function or meaning,'and
that
"linguistic description must be strictly synchronic."

(15) (i) me-ná ga kofí
1sg-give money Kofi
'I gave Kofi money'
(ä)

me-ple þ*rú ná kofí
l sg-buy door give Kofi

(a) 'I bought a door and gave it to Kofi'
þ) 'I bought a door for Kofi'

(ä) me-wc dc vév¡é ná dodóþ,c Iá
lsg-do work hard grve exam DEF
'I worked hard for the exam'
(Heineetal. 1991,

1)

In this s¡ample, ná is a verb meaning 'grve' in (i) and a preposition meaning
'for' in (üi). In the sentence in (ii), ná is ambiguous and can be interpreted
either as a verb 'give' or the preposition

'for.'

Moreover, according to Heine

et al. (1991), the sentences in (15) represent a simplification of the actual use
of ná inEwe in that there are actually far more possible uses of this morpheme.
They suggest

tha!

"given enough contexts in which this form occurs, it would

be possible to demonsûate that these uses can be arranged along a continuum

extending from prototypical verbal uses, as in (i), to prepositional uses, as in

(iii). sentence (ii) exemplifres only one of a large range of possible points
along this continuum" (Heine et al. 1991, 3).
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Heine et al. (1991) claim that ná originated as a verb and has developed uses as
a preposition; they appeal to the diach¡onic development of ná to account for
the continuum-like range of possible usages of thís fonn in the language. This

change involves the process

of

grammaticatization:

for

example, as ná

becomes more granmatical, it develops uses as a preposition and can not be

inflected to tense, aspecL or negation. Forms hke ná, then, are problematic for
the assumptions that a single form has only one meaning or grammatical
function and that tinguistic study shoutd be sftictly synchroníc.

Heine et al. (1991) maintain that the study of grammattcalizatton

can

contribute to the analysis of synchronic tinguistic structures. They use

and

Thompson's study of the change from

svo to sov

Li

word order in chinese

as

an example to show how the grammaticalization analysis not only offers a
plausible motivation for the sþangê, i.e., the fi¡st verb in the sequence S-vl-G.

v2

grammaticalizes as

a

case marker, but how

it

accounts

for

certain

cha¡acteristics in the synchronic grammar of Chinese, for example, that case
ma¡kers occur before the object

ln this

thesis,

I

argue that the grammaticalization analysis accounts for the

morphological similarity of the inverse in the synchroníc grammar of Cree to a
passive, but that it also accounts for the difficulty that there has been in
analyzing passive and inverse constructions in other lansuaees.

L.4.

Overryiew of the chapters

2

looks at the overlap that exiits between passive and inverse
constructions with respect to structure, function and morphology.
Chapter

Chapter 3 looks at the use, distribution and previous analyses of the inverse in
Cree.
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Chapter 4 looks at the origin of the inverse marker lelcwlin Proto,Algonquian

and at two constructions

in sister languages of proto-Algonquian, a

construction marked by -ik/-uk in wiyot and the passive in yurok.
Chapter 5 presents the passive to inverse reanalysis for Cree. According to this

analysis, the inverse

in Cree originated

when a passive construction that

existed at a much ea¡lier time in the history of the language was reanalyzed as
an active hansitive clause, í.e., the inverse. I provide support for the proposed

analysis from the morphology of Cree and inverse in proto.Algonquian and
from the 'iH-uk constuction in Wiyot and the passive in

Yurok In addition, I

offer typologrcal support for the proposed analysis.

Fínally, chapter 6 summarizes and provides some concluding remarks.
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CHAFTER

2: OVERI,AP

BET\ryEEN THE PROTOTYPICAI,

PASSTYE AND I}IYER.SE CONSTR.UCTTONIS

2.0.

Introduction
This chapter describes the overlap that exists between the prototypical passive
and inverse constructions with respect to the structure and function of these
constructions.

2.1.

Morphosyntactic sensitivity to the empathy hierarchy
One

of the defining

characteristics

of

inverse constructions, that being

morphosyntactic sensitivity to the empathy hierarchy, is also associated with
passive conskuctions in some languages. In these languages, ..the
choice of
Agent or Patient as subject, and thereby the choice of an active or passive
construction, depends on the requirement that the argument that is higher
on
the hierarchy must be the subject" (parmer lgg4,30). The active is used when
the agent oufrærks the patien! but when the agent is outranked by the patien!
the passive is used. In this way, the trigher-ranking argument is always the
subject.

For example, the passive construction is preferred in Bantu languages when the
patient NP outranla the igent Np with respect to the hierarchy in (1) (Foley
and Van Valin 1985). This hierarchy is related to the general hierarchy given

n

1.2.2.2.1 but is the hierarchy that applies specifically in the Bantu languages.

(1) 1 > 2 > proper

human > common human > animate > inanimate
(Foley and Van Valin 1995,330)

In other languages, the passive is obligatory in contexts in which the agent is
outranked by the patient. In these languages, the active, like the direct
in a
direclinverse system, is obligatory when the agent outranks the patient, while
the passive, like the inverse, is obligatory when the agent is outanked by the
25

patienl

Here,

I discuss Lummi, Squamisb,

and Lushootseed (coast Salish);

Picurís, and A¡izona Tewa (Tanoan); and Nitinat,

Nootþ

and Makah

(l.Iootkan) as languages of this type.
2.1.1.

Lummì, Squamhh and Lushootseed (Coast SalÍsh)
In Lummi, the empathy hierarchy is 1,2 > 3. In this language, either the active
or passive can be used when both the agent and patient share the same rank in
the hierarchy, e.g.,

l-2,2-l or 3-3. However, the active

is obligatory when the

agent outanks the patient, e.9., 1-3, and the passive is obligatory when the
agent is outranked by the patient, e.g., 3-1 (Jelinek and Demers 1983). A
sentence such as the mnn knows nie/you is an excluded sentence type, but can

be expressed as a passive as in (2).

(2) qôí-t-g-san/sx*

a ca sway?qe?
by the man

know 1/2
'Vyou are known by the man.'
(Jelinek and Demers 1983, 168)

In the passive in (2), the higher-ranking first or

second person patient is

promoted to subject position and the sentence is grammatical. Thus, as the
example

frsp ltrmmi illustrates, the passive is a grammatícal device that can

be used by a langnage to ensure that the subject is the highest-ranking NP in
the clause.

Jelínek (1990) finds similar patterns of distnbution for active and passive in
Squamish and Lushootseed, two other Coast Salish languages. The following

generalization, she claims, applies

to them as it applies to Lummi: "any

transitive or passive sentence where the subject is not the element of highest
rank in the sentence is excluded" (Jelinek 1983, 169).
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2.1.2.

Pícurß and Arìzona Tewø (Tanoan)

2.r.2.1.

Picurís

A similar distribution for active and passive is reported in the Tanoan
family.
For example, the passive in one of these languages, picurís,
is marked with the
suffrx -mia, as in (3).

(3) Ta- mqn -mia ! qn sanene -pa
lsg see -mia PAST man OBL
'The man sawme'

(Klaiman 199t,214)
The distribution of active and passive in Picurís is summarized
in the following
way:

(a)

when zubject and

sentences

.'.

direct object a¡e both third person, eit¡er active or passive

will occur, i.e., passive is optional.

(b) when zubjea and....

direct object a¡e both.non-third person ...[or] ... when subject
s€ntences will occur and

is non-third person and -.. direa object is third p.r.on,
passive is not possible.

"ilu"

(c) when subject is third person ... and direa objea is
non-third person, passive is
required. (Klaiman 1991, Zt3)

The distribution of active and passive in picurís, then, is
much like that in
Lummi, the only difference being that in picurís the active
is obligatory when
both arguments are first or second person, while in Lummi
either the active or
passive can be used in this context.

2.1.2.2.

A¡izona Tewa

Kroskrity (1985) details it" ¿irt iuution of active and passive
in another
Tanoan language, AnzonaTewa. The passive in Arizona
Tewa is not marked
with a passive morpheme and is, therefore, different in structu¡e
from the
passive in Picurís. Here, we will briefly consider
Kroskrity's analysis for
A¡izona Tewa and look at some of the examples he provides.

In Arizona

Tewa, hansitive verbs may be marked with three classes
of
preflxes: (i) reflexivdrecíprocal, (ii) active, and (iii) passive.
In the
examples

below, the transitive verb

-p"edi'to hit' is marked with active and passive

prefixes. Both arguments in these sentences are third person
singular.
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(4)

he'i sen nt'í 'enú nnn-l{*Qdi.
that man this boy 3sg/3.ACT-hit
'That man hit this bov.'

(Kioskrity 1985,309)

'enú I7É'i sen-di 'ó:-l{*Qdi.
this boy that man-OBL 3sg/3.PASS-hit

(5) nle'í

'This boy was hit by that man.'
(Kroskriry 1985,309)

Kroskrity (1985, 315) looks at evidence from the morphology and syntax of
Arizona Tewa and concludes that "patients of passive clauses unmistakably
serye as subjects." The agent may or may not be expressed;

if

expressed

it

occurs as an oblique object marked with the oblique marker -di.

A¡izona Tewa, "like Southern Tiwa" displays a semantic constraint in which

voice must be employed to make the NP which is higher in animacy the
subject of the sentence" Kroskrity (1985,

315). The hierarchy that applies in

Arizona Tewa is given below:

(6) ll 2> 3 > animate

¡ ipenimate

> definite > indefinite
(Kroskrity 1985,309)

As a result of this constraint, the active is required when the agent is non-third
person and the patient is thi¡d person. The passive is required when the patient

is a non-third person.t An active/passive alternation is only possible in this
language when both arguments are third person and of the same rank as in (4)

and (5).

When both arguments are third person, but the subject is not the highestranking argument with respect to the categories in the hierarchy in (6), the
sentence is judged as unacceptable as in (7).

(7) *nÊ'i

p'o hç'í

sen-di

'ó:-sun

this water that man-OBL 3sg/3.PASs-drínk
'This water was drunk by that man.'
(Kroskrity 1985, 315)

' Unlike Picurís in which the active is obligatory when both arguments are non-úird, the passive is
obligatory in Southern Tewa with all non-third patients.
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In (7), the inanimate subject

nt'i p'o'this water'

is outranked by the animate

NP

hþ'i sen-di'that m¡n'

In

confrast, the active sentence corresponding

and the sentence is not acceptable.

to (7), given in (g),

is

grammatical, as the animate subject NP is the highest-ranking Np
in the clause.

(8)

hç'i sen-di nÊ,í p,o
that man this water

mán-stm.

3sg/3.ACT_drink
'That man drank the water.'
(Kroskriry 1985,315)

Thus, the passive in Picurís and Arizona Tewa (Tanoan) is used. as in
Lummi,
Squamislr, and Lushootseed (Coast Salish) as a means for making the highestranking NP the subject/topic. This, then, is an important function
of the
passive in some languages.

2.1.3.

Nìtínat, Nootka, and Makah (Nootkan)
Whistler (1985) addresses the analysis of Nootkan oppositions 5uçþ
as rhat
exemplified by the Nitinat example ín (9).

(9)

a. cuq-siL-ibt-?a

Bill ?u:yuq John

spear-PAST-IhtD/3
'Bill speared John.'
b.

ACC

cuq-si'{-?i:t-íbr?a John ?*y"i:t Bill
spear-PAS S-PA S T-IND/3
'John was speared by Bill'

by

(Whistler 1995,229)
According to whistler (1985), this type of opposition has traditionally
been
analyzed as one of voice, i.e., (9a) is active and (9b) is passive. whistler
argues that these oppositions a¡e better analyzed as oppositions

of direction.

i.e., (9a) is direct and (9b) is inverse.
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Whistler (1985) identifies Nootkan constructions like that in (9b) as
the
"-at tyw construction,' referring specificaily to the morpheme that marks this
construction in Nootk4 though cognate mo¡phemes mark the constructions
in
Nitinat, e.9.,'-?i:t in (9b), and Makah.
One of the reasons Whistler (1935) cites

for analyzngthese

as oppositions

of

direction is that use of this opposition is sensitive to the empathy hierarchy that
applies in these languages, i.e.,1,2> 3. He states the followine.
The distribution of the Nootkan 'passive' constructions . . . is sensitive
to the person of
the arguments in the clause. Briefly stated, the 'passive' construction is
obligatory

for
prohibited
for
others,
n9r¡9+
and
optionar
for
yä
oth"rr.
9f
Whenever the ACTOR (or 'initial subjea') in a transitive clause-is third person
and the
GoAL is first or second person the'-at marking is obligatory. Whenever the reverse
siûration obtains; first or second person ACTõR and úirdi"rron GOAL _
the,_a/
marking is prohibited. It is likewise prohibited when both ACÍOR and
GOAL are firsr
or second person. When both ACTOR and GOAL are third person, '-al marking is
optional (Whistler 1985, 239).
c_ertain configurationl

In this way, the distribution of the 'passive' suffix in Nootkan is the same as
that described for Picurís.

Thus, in Nootkan the construction that has faditionally been analy zed. as a
passive, like the prototypical inverse, is sensitive to the morphosyntactic
hierarchv.
2.1.4.

Sammary
Thus, in these languages, the activdpassive opposition, like the direclinverse
opposition in a direclinverse system, is sensitive to relative rank of the agent
and patient arguments in the empathy hierarchy. The passive, like the inverse

in a direcVinverse system, is used in contexts in which the agent is outranked
by the patient.

However, the constructions

in these languages differ from the prototypical

inverse in two ways. Firs! the agent Np in these constructions. with the
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exception of the construction in Arizona Tewa" is marked as an oblique objecrz
Second, there are contexts in which the choice of active or passive is optional;

this is clearly not the case in a prototypical inverse system.

,t

Topicality of the patient NP
In this section, I show that the one of the dsfining functions of the passive, i.e.,
that the patient is more topical than the patient in the active, is also a defining

functional characteristic of the inverse. The patient in the inverse is more
topical than the patient in the direct construction

2.2.1.

Kutenaí

2.2.1.1.

The passive in Kutenai

Kutenai is a language isolate spoken in southeastern British Columbia and the
northern parts of Montana and ldaho.

According to Dryer (1994,69), the Kutenai construction marked with
"involves a true passive, with the Pfatient] as grammaticar subject."

-tJ

(10) wu:kat- il

-ni
see PASS IND
'He/sheiit was seen.'/'They were seen.'
(Dryer 1gg4,69)

il
I see PASS

(11) hu wu:kat-

'I

-ni
IND

was seen.'

tDryer 1994,69)
The constructions in (10) and (11) are marked with the passive suffix -iJ. The
morpheme hu

n (I1) is the subject proclitic for first person.

in (10) is interpreted as having

a

The construction

third person subject in the absence of an overt

subject marker. This construction

is also not

specified for number, i.e.,

singular or plural, and is therefore ambiguous.

"

Interestingly, however, as discussed

in

2.3.3, the oblique marker

constructions in Lummi (Coast Salish) and the Nootkan languages.

is

sometimes

not used in

the
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))1)

The inverse ín Kutenai

Kutenai also has an inverse construction, an example of which
is given in (12).

(12) wu:kat- aps -i
see INV fND
'He/she/iUthey [obv] saw him/her/it/them.'
(Dryer 1994,69)

The inverse in Kutenai is only used when both arguments of
the verb a¡e third
person, i.e., when the agent is obviative and the patient
is proximate @ryer
1ee4).,

Dryer (1994,68) claims that "while inverse clauses in Kutenai resemble
passive clauses in other languages in some respects,
they differ from typical
passive clauses in that there is no reason to believe that
they are intransitive.,,

Instead, he argues that because the agent in the inverse is
obligatory, the
inverse may be regarded as a transitive consfruction. For
example, with
..cannot
respect to (12), he claims that this sentence
be interpreted as .He
was

seen', in other words it cannot be intørpreted as having an unspecified
A[gent],
in sharp contast to passives in other languages, where the absence
of an overt
A' requires that the sentence be interpreted as having an
unspecified A', (Dryer

1994,68).
2.2.1.3.

Topicality of the patient Np in the passive and inverse
Dryer (1994) uses the measures of referential distance and topic persistence
to
assess the frnction of the active-direct, inverse and passive
constructions in
Kutenai.a Using these measures, he finds that both the inverse
and passive are
constructions which can be used when the patient

Np is highly topical

to

position the NP appropriately for its topicality.

F" ':ll proximate and obviative are discussed with respect to cree in chapter 3. For our purposes here,
it is suffrcient
to note that third person proximate out¡anks third person obviative.
*
Here, the term "active-direct"'it ,t"ii" i*g"ages zuch as
Kutenai where this constn¡ction is opposed to
both the passive and the inverse. This use of ñe term follows
civon 1þr+¡
]
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Table 2-1 summarizes the values for referential distance
of the patient in the
active-direct, inverse and passive. 5
active-direct

inverse

passive

RD=1

38%

RD:2or3

80%

r4%

t7%

RD>3

54%
15%

48%

3%

44%

Table 2-1. Referential distrmce of the patient
@ryer

with

Ig9l,

respect to the values for referential distance in table

75)

2-r, Dryer (lgg4, 7 5)

concludes that:
the most common type of direct clause is one where the RD
of the p[atient] is greater
than 3 while the common type of inverse clause (80%) and
of passive
(jqz")î, ãn"

where the RD of the P is 1." Ttiis reflects the iact ttraittre "ru6.
direct coisrruúio" i,
associated with a less topical P while the inverse and passive
constructions a¡e associated

witl

a more topical p.

Table 2-2 summarizes the values for topic persistence of the patient
in each
the constructions.

Persists0to2clauses
Persists 3 or more clauses
Table

active-direct

inverse

passlve

62%

23%

48%

38%

77%

52%

2-2. Topic persistence of the patient @r1ter Igg1,

of

79)

As with the values for referential distance, Dryer (Igg4,80) concludes
that the
values for topic persistence indicate that: "inverse and passive
constructions
are associated with a more topical

p."

2.2.2.

Northwest Sahaptín 6aíapüan)

2.2.2.1.

The passive in Northwest Sahaptin

An example of the Northwest Sahaptin passive construction is given in (13).

(13)

åw-rya-sh wá sw

kúush

púwan-i

miyánash

now-rather-my be now thus put_STAT child
'But now my child is put in (the ciadle-boa¡d)'
(Rude 1994, 105)

The passive form of the verb in (13) is marked with the 'stativizing
t

suffix'-i.

Dryer (1994) applies dre Fisher Exact Probabiliry Tests to test the statistical
significance of his results.
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According to Rude (1994, 105) this construction is "promotional", i.e., the
thematic patient is the grammatical subject in the intransitive construction. As
in English, the Northwest Sahaptin passive requires a form of the verb å¿ and
the auxilary verb functions as the main verb for purposes of agreement. For
example, the auxiüary in (1a) is marked for agreement with the third person
patient subjecL

Q$ ku cháw tún

i-wá tímash tíman-i

and NEG what NOM-be marking mark-STAT
'And no marking is marked'
(Rude 1994, 105)

2.2.2.2.

The inverse in Northwest Sahaptin

Northwest Sahaptin also has a direclinverse system.6 Direct forms are used
when the agent outanks the patient and inverse forms are used when the agent

is outranked by the patient with respect to the hierarchy

|

> 2 > 3prox > 3obv

(Rude 1994).7

There are two inverse constructions

in Northwest

Sahaptin. One inverse

constructior¡ the semantic (obligatory) inverse, ís used when both participants
are non-third person, i.e.,2-7, or when one participant is third person and the

other is non-third person, i.e., 3-r,2 (Rude 1994). Examples of this
construction are given in (15) and (16).

(15) ku-nam áw
pá;yk-sha
and-2sg now INV-hear-IMpFV
'And now you hear me'
(Rude 1994, 103)

(L6)

i-q'íntu-sha-ash

iwínsh-nim

NOM-see-IMPFV-lsg man-OBV
'The man sees me'
(Rude 1994,104)

'In

chapter

l, we briefly looked at an example of a direct/inverse

' Again' the proximate/obviative distinction is taken up in chapter
it is suffrcient to note that proximate outranks obviative.

contrast in this language.
3 with respect to C.."1 For our purposes,
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In (15), the second person agent is outranked by the first person

patient.

According to Rude (lgg4,l03), "when the agent is 2nd person
and patient is
lst person" rhe inverse must be used, with the verb-pr efrxpá-.,'

In (16), the third person agent is outanked by the fust person patienls
The
preñx pá- is not used in this context.e The inverse
verb in this construction is
marked with the third person nominative prefix r- (Rude
1994, 103).

A

second inverse construction, the pragmatic

('optionar') inverse, is used when

both participants are third person, i.e., 3'-3 (Rude lgg4).
An example of this
construction is given in (17).

(I7)

ku pá:in-a

pch,íimya-n piáp_in
and INv-tell-pAST wildcat-oBJ etáei.urottrer-oBV

'And the elder brother
[obv] told the wild cat [prox],
(Rude 1994,104)

According to Rude (lgg4, 104), in inverse constructions
of the type in (17),
"the verb takes invariant inverse preftxpá_.,,

unlike the agent in a passive which occurs as an oblìque object, the
agent in
the inverse is the grammatical subject For example, there are
two Np
arguments in the inverse ín (17). one is the NP pch,íimya.wild
cat., This
argument is inte¡preted as the patient and it is marked with
the suffix -n as the
gramm¿¡isal object. The other argument, i.e., the
Np piyáp-in .mâñ,,
according to Rude (1994), is the grammatical subject and
thematic agent. This

construction, therefore,

is

synchronicaily an inverse and not

a passive

construction.

*

In inverse constructions of the type in (16), Rude (199a) refers to
the higher-ranking argumen! the fint
person-in (16), as 'proximate' and the lower-ranking'rtgui.nq
the third p"'*o" i"
uJ.ouuiutve., As
we will see in chapter 3, Algonquianists do not ur"ih" i.r*, 'pro*ir*e'
and .obviative, to refer to first or
second person arguments and do not refer to third person ..gur.nt
as obviative in contrast to a higherranking first or second person algument.
'No reason is given as to why the inverse prefix is not used in constructions
having a third person agent
and a first person patient.

liãi
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2.2.2.3.

Topicality of the patient NP in the passive and the inverse

Rude (1994) uses the measures of referential distance (RD) and topic
persistence (TP) to assess the function of the inverse and passive constructions

in Northwest Sahaptin
Table 2-3 summarizes the values for referential distance of the patient in the
active-direct, inverse and passive constructions.

RD:

I

RD:2-3
RD>3

active-direct

lnverse

passrve

34.4o/o

75.7%

75%

2l.zYo

17.6Yo

0o/o

44.4Yo

6.7%

2s%

Table 2-3. Referential distance of the patient @ude 1991, I

I3'I

14)

In table 2-3, the most frequently occurring active-direct clause (44.4%) is one
having an RD or 3 or more, while the most frequently occurring inverse and
passive constructions,75.7yo andT5Yo respectively, have an RD

values indicate that:
passive, and

of 1.

These

(i) the patient is highly topical in both the inverse

and

(ii) the patient in these constructions shows an increase in

topicality in comparison to the active-di¡ect construcfion.
Table 2-4 summarizes the values for topic persistence of the patient-

activedirect
TP = 0-2

TP>2
Table

21.

inverse

passlve

6r.6%

8.lo/o

2s%

38.4o/o

9l.f/o

75Yo

Topic persistence of the potient (Rade 1994, I

I1-l l5)

In table 24,fhe most frequently occurring active-direct clause (6I%) is

one

having a value for topic persistence between 0 and 2, while the most frequently
occurring inverse (91.9%) and passive (75%) constructions have a value of 2

or more. These values clearly indicate that the patient in the inverse and
passive is more topical than the patient in the active-direct construction.

Thus, it is the case in Northwest Sahaptin, as in Kutenai, that both the inverse
and the passive function to increase the topicality of the patient NP.
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2.3"

Morphological overlap

2.3.1.

Morphologìcal markednæs

One of the cha¡acteristics

of the prototypical passive, i.e.,

morphological

markedness, is shared by the inverse.
Passives are typically morphologically marked in one of ¡¡¡o ways. First, the

passive verb itself can be ma¡ked

by some morphological process;

these

Keenan (1981, 8) calls "strict morphological passives."

The other way in which passives are morphologically ma¡ked is that the
passive verb is marked by some morphological process and

it is accompanied

by an auxiliary; these Keenan (1981, 13) refers to as "periphrastic passives."
Similarly, as discussed in 1.2.2.3, inverse constructions tend to be

morphologically marked

to

indicate that the action denoted by the verb

proceeds in the unexpected directiorU i.e., the agent is outranked by the patíent

ín the empathy hierarchy.

2.3.2.

Oblíqae markíng of the agent ínthe ínverse
One of the properties of passive constructions, specifically the obtique marking

of the agent is also found in inverse constructions in some languages.

In passive constructions which have an agentive NP, the demoted

agent is

marked as an oblique object (Shibarani 19S5).

In some languages, the inverse agent is also marked in this way. Givón (1994,
21) states that oblique case-marking of the non-topical agent "with the original

meaning'from', 'with', 'by', through' 'because of or even the genitive 'ofl, is
a common marking pattem tn both passive and inverse clauses."

Here, we look at the inverse constructions in Northwest Sahaptin. According

to Givón (1994), in each of these constructions, the agent NP is marked with

a

morpheme that originated as an oblique case marking.
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First, we look at the construction used for 2-1
and

3-r,2. For exampre,

the

sentence given as (16), and repeated here
as (1g), has a third person agent
and
a fust person patient.

(18) i-q'íntu-sha-ash
3/fIOM/TNV-see-IMpF
'The man sees me'

V_

1

iwírxh-nim
man-OBV

(Rude t994,104)

The suffx -nim in (1g) marks the agent Np
as obviative. This morpheme
originated as an obrique marker meaning .hither.,
The examples in (19)
illustrate how this obrique marker is used
elsewhere in the ranguage, i.e.,
outside the inverse system.

(19) a. wina-tk
go-IMp/pL
'Y'all go (away from here),
b. wina-m-tk
go-hirher-IMptpL
'Y'all come (this way)'
(Givón t994,21)
The sentence in (l9a) indicates movement (of
the second person plural subject)
away from the speaker. The sentence in (r9b)
differs from that in (a) only by
the addition of the suffix -¡2. This suffx adds
the mearring .hither, and.
according to Givón (rgg4), is related to tJre
sufüx -nim in (rg).
second, we look at the inverse construction
used for obviative-on-proximate,
in the example first given as (17) and repeated
here as (20).

'as

(20)

ku pá:in-a

pch,íimya_n

piyáp_in

and iNV-tell-pAST øld.cat_Ogl el¿er.Uroit er.OBV

'And the elder brother
[obv] told the wild cat þr;.f;
(Rude 1994,104)
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In (20), the suffix -in ma¡ks the agent NP

as

obviative. This suffbq according

Givón (1994), originated as the associative suffix'with.' The use of this suffix
outside the inverse system is illustrated with the sentence in (21).

(21) pa-wiyanawi-ya

tilaaki

miyanash-in

3PLAIOM-come-ASP woman child-ASSOC
'The woman came with (her) child'
(Givón 1994,21)

2.3.3.

Absence of oblíque marking of the øgent ín the passíve

Conversely, in some languages the agent in the passive may occasionally not
be marked with an oblique marker. In this case, tåe passive is morphologically

like the prototypical inverse.
One language in which this is the case ls h,mmi (Coast Salish). fa furmmi,
the passive verb is marked with the intansitiver -g and the agent is typically
marked with the oblique marker'by,'

(22)

*

n(22).

aöi-t-g e ca sway?qa? ce swi?qo?at
by the man the boy

know-r-g

'The boy is known by the man.'
(Jelinek and Demers 1983, 183)

In Lummi the active is obligatory when the agent is outranked by the patien!
and the passive is obligatory when the agent is outranked by the patient,
according to the hierarchy I,2 > 3.
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According to Jelinek and Demers (r9g3, 1g3), in this
construction ..the obrique
marker may be omitted, producing two nonoblique
adjuncts in the sentence,,,
as in (23).ro They sugges! however, that this occurs ..rerativery
infrequently.,,

(23)

A"ci-rg ca sway?qa? ca
know-r-g the man the

swi?qo?al
boy

'The boy is known by the man.,
(Jelinek and Demers 1983, 1g3)

Jeünek and Demers (19g3) claim that although the
senrence *r (23) is
transitive, i.e., it has two nominal arguments, the construction
marked by _g is
a passive and not an inverse. Here, I briefly summa¡ize
their arguments.

First, Jelinek and Demers (r9g3) note that there are contexts
in which the
choice of active or passive is optíonal, i.e., contexts in
which the agent and
patient sha¡e the same rank in the hierarchy. They
state that "where there is a
choice between transitive and passive constructions

is allowed, there is

a

semantic contrast between these forms that corresponds
to the contrast seen
between active and passive constructions across languages
(Jelinek and
Demers 1983, 182).
second" Jelinek and Demers (19g3, rg2) observe that
the suffix -g is arso used
to derive what appear to be middle voice constructions, e.g., hes-g.san ,r
sneezo.'

Finally, Jelinek and Demers (r9g3) find that it is only in sentences
in which
there are two nominal arguments of equal rank that the
oblique marker

may be

omitted. When the patient of this construction is first or second person
and the
agent is third person, the oblique marker must be used.
r0

Jelinek and Demers (1983) do not offer the English translation
for this s€ntence. They do, however,
suggest in a footnote that other researchers stuãying
s.rirr, r*grages have argued that the verbal
a-rguments of the verb are always ma¡ked on the verb,
such that "" täri-ti.," ,.nr"n"Jrruaily translated as
'the man knows the boy' would be more accurately translated
* 'h"k ,orrc him, the
man,

tsi) zuggesq therefore, that "ii is easy to see, if thi-s is correcq why thethe boy., Jelinek
oblique marking
on an agent nominal in a passive sentence m.ay occasionally
be omitted. If á;;r;;nding passive
and Demers (1983,

sentence is to be translated as.'h.e is knowl by him,
" oblique marking on a
the boy (úy) the man', then the
nominal referring to the agent is less crucial.,'

q

Jelinek and Demers (1993) note that in squamish
and Harkomelem for 3-1, and
in Lushootseed for 3-r, 3-2 that the choice between active
and passive is
optional. They question, therefore, "whether these ranguages
are developing
toward or away from an inverse-marking system" (JeLinek
and Demers
19g3.

183).

simil¿¡ly, the oblique marking of the passive subject is
optional in the
construction that has naditionally been anaryzd,as
a passive in the Nootkan
languages. This is illustated using the Nitinat sentence
n (24),the fact that
this marking is optional being represented by the
brackets around it.

Q$

cuq-sí,{-?it:t-(ib)t-?a

(?u+) John (?,çí:t)
__
- ba?i,eac_?aq'
spear-pASS-pAST_IIID/3
by
Uoy-SeeC
'John was speared by Bill.'
(Whistler 1995,229)

2.4.

Conclusion
The types of overlap discussed in this chapter appear
to blur the distinction
between the passive and inverse constructions.
It is still possible, however, to
identífu constructions in some languages which are
representative of the
prototypical passive and inverse constructions,
i.e., having all or most of the
cent¡al characteristics of one of these constructions.
Thus, we courd represent

the passive and inverse as the end poínts of a continuum
of related
constructions, some of which have more characteristics
in com.mon wrth the
passive, others of which håue more characteristics
in common wrth the inverse.
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CHAPTER

3.0"

3: THF II{VERSE I¡{ CREE

trntroduction
As discussed in Chapter 1, Wolfart (1973) analyzes the contrast between the
Cree forms in (1) as one of "direction," i.e., (a) is direct and (b) is inverse.r

(1)

a. ni(t)- asam-

'I

I

â- w ) nitasamâw

feed direct

3

feed him (1-3)'

b. ni(t)- asam-

1

ekw-

w > nitasamik

feed inverse 3
'he feeds me (3-1)'
(Wolfart 1973,24)
The forms in (1) are from the mixed set, i.e., one argument is first or second
person and the other is third person. In (1a), the verb is marked with the
theme

sign lâlwhich marks direct forms in the mixed set. When the form of the verb
is direct the higher-ranking Np in the person hierarchy z >l > 3 is interpreted
as the agent and the lower-ranking argument is interpreted as the patient. In

the mixed set, as in the example in (1a), when the form of the verb is direct, the

first or second person argument is interpreted

as the agent and the

third person

as tIre patient.

conversely, in (1b), the verb is marked with the theme sign lekwlwhich marks
"inverse forms in the mixed set. when the form of the verb
is inverse,

the

lower-ranking NP is interpreted as the agent and the higher-ranking argument
as the patient. In the mixed set, as in the example in (1b), when the form of the
verb is inverse, the third person argument is interpreted as the agent and the
first or second person argument as the patient.

t I have
added the morpheme-by-morpheme glosses for the example in
Dahlstrom (1991) in doìng so.

(l)

and

(36){39), but I referred to
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Notice that in the direcvinverse opposítion in (1) the person and number
mo¡phology does not change, i.e., ni- marks the first person argument and _w
marks the third p€rson argument in (a) and (b). only the theme sign indicating
the direction of the form, i.e., direct or inverse, changes.

The grammatical contrast exemplified in (1) has been reconstructed for the
proto-language, Proto-Algonquian (cf. B room-field 1 946, Goddard 1967).
According to Wolfart (1973), the dírect/inverse opposition in Cree and in other
Algonquian languages has often been analyzed as a voice contrast, i.e.,
active/passive. Those who have used the term "passive" to refer to the inverse

construction include: (i) Howse (1s44) for cree, who uses the term passive
with reference to inverse forms in the third person set only; (ii) Lacombe

(1874) for cree, Jones (1911)

for Fox, and Michelson (1,glz) for

the

Algonquian languages generally, each of whom use the term to refer to inverse
forms in the mixed set only; and (iü) voegelin (1946) who uses the term to
refer to inverse forms in all three sets in Delaware.

3.1.

Obviation and direction in Cree
cree has a system of "obviation" In cree, the category of third person is
subdivided into proximate (abbreviated as 3prox or 3) and obviative (3obv or
3') third persons. In any given "contextual spar4" one third person argument is
distinguished as being more central, or "proximate," as opposed to all others

.which are less central, or "obviative" (Wolfart 1973,l7).2

wolfart (1973, 17) states
semantic system

of

that

"The dimension of obviation thus marks a
FOCUS (as well as the syntactic linkage of cross-

reference). we shall say that the proximate person, in any context, is in focus
and the obviative person or persons are not." He relates this use of the term
o'focus"
to Bloomflreld's (1962, 38) claim that: "The proximate third p€rson

2A

"contexh:al span" is a segment of text or discourse in which the assignments of proximate and obviative

are held constant

(Wolfart

1973).
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represents the topic

of discourse, the person nea¡est the speaker's point of

view, or the person earlier spoken of and already knovm."

Third person proximate outranks third person obviæive in the

person

hierarchy. Therefore, direct forms are used when the proximate third person
argument is the agent and the obviative argument is the patient, as in (2), and

inverse forms are used when the obviative argument is the agent and the
proximate argument is the patien! as in (3) (Wolfart 1973,25).

(2)

sêkihêw nâpêw atimwa.
(3) dog (3')
'The man scares the dog.'

scare (3-(3')) man

(3)

sêkihik

nâpêw

atimwa.

scare ((3)-3') man (3) dog

(3')

'The dog scares the man.'

In (2) and (3), the NP nâpêw 'man' is proximate and the NP atimwa'dog' is
obvíative. In Cree, the obviative third person is the marked category. Animate
NPs referring to obviative thi¡d persons have the suffrx -a, as in (2) and (3)

(Wolfart 1973).
Since the assignments of proximate and obviative reflect focus, i.e., point

of

view, etc., these assignments may be altered by the speaker, with a new
"contextual span" indicating a change in his/her focus (Wolfart 1973,I7).

For example, as Wolfart (1973) illustates, the NPs in (2) and (3) can
-reassigned proximate and obviative statuses such that

atim 'the dog'

be
is

proximate and nâpêw'the man' is obviative, marked wíth -ø, as in (4) and (5).

(4) sêkihêw nâpëwa
scare

atim.

(3-(3')) man (3') dog (3)

'The dog scares the man.'
(Wolfart 1973,25)

(5)

sêkihik
scare

nâpêwa atim.
((3')-3) man (3') dog (3)

'The man scares the dog.'
(Wolfart 1973,25)

M

In (4), the direct form is used because
the higher-ranking proximate
Np arr¡n is
the agent' In (5), the inverse form
is used because the obviative
agent nâpêwa
is outranked by the proximate patient.

3.2.

Morphology of direct and inverse forms
in the transitive
animate (TA) paradigm
In cree, there are four classes of verbs.
This crassification is based on: (i)
the
transitivity of the verb (i.e., transitive
or intransitive), and (ii) the animacy
of
the verbal arguments (specificaily,
the animacy of the agent for inhansitives
and the animacy of the patient
for tansitive verbs).3 Transitive animate
are transitive verbs which have
an animate patient argument

The verbal paradigms

in

each

of

verbs

(worfart rg73).

these classes form th¡ee superordinate

categories cailed "orders" based
on similarities in the mo¡phorogy and
syntactic function' these being
the independen! conjunct and imperative
orders
(wolfart 1973, Dahrstrom rggr).4 The
exarrpres in (r)-(5) are from the
independent order- In this chapter,
I arso give examples from the conjunct

order.

In this section, the patterns of agreement
moqphorogy are summarized from

Dahlstrom (1991). The exampres
given are from Dahrstrom,
æ well. The

3

The animate intr¿nsitive paradigm
is uged for intransitive verbs which have
an anima¡e argumert.
43) summarittt *t'" torpiìtog,
of forms ¡n ,¡""*rr"te inr-a¡sitive paradigm

H,",:trffi

in

---.----.-----.--.----.---_hk

indef
I
r¿

lp
z\
¿p
3

3p
2l
_

tliitll:f

the

*-

ni- -n"
..
KI_ _fl
ni- -;

*.*,1ä""*

ki- _nâwâw
-w"Ø

-wak

_wrwÍl

-Yan
-Yan

-iÎlf
_rêt

-;

L{

-"'Ë -iltn.

;#:ï1iilî,?:iJ'Jili"!':å';liii'.lr:

rirst ending occurs with vower stems,
rhe second

run::'mav

appear in anv orthe three orders,

wh'e
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tables are from wolfart (1973), as are the discussions
concerning the direction
morphology.' in each of the examples the (a) forms are direct
and the (b)
forms are inverse.

3.2.r.

Míxed set
Forms in the mixed set are used when one of the
arguments is non-thi¡d person
and the other is third person. The direct form is
used when the non-thírd
person argument is the agent and the third person
afgument is the patient. The
inverse is used when the third person argument is
the agent and the non_third
person argument is the patient.

3.2.I.1.

Independent order

Table 3-1 summarizes the morphology of di¡ect forrns

in the mixed set

(independent order).
patient
'i:ìilì

agent

ï;äîi

,ïJ.
Table

-aw

-âwak

ru- -aw

ni- - âwak

ni-

-imâwa

ki-

ki-

ki-

-imâwa

-âw

-âwak

-Imawa

ni-

- ânân

ni- - ânânak

ni- -imânâna

ki-

-ânaw

ki-

- ânawak

ki-

-imânawa

ki-

- âwâw

ki-

- âwâwak

ki-

-imâwâwa

3-l Agreement morphorogt of direcÍþrms in rhe mixed set
(independent order) (Wotføt 1973, tt)

Table 3-2 s"mmarizes the morphorogy of inverse forms

in

the mixed set

(independent order).

' lot u .mor: -cor-nprehensive description of the morphology of direct and inverse forms in cree
the reader is
refened to Wolfarr
(t973) and Dahlstrom (1991).

6

Table 3-2 Agreement morphologt oJirwerseforms
in the mixed set
(independent order)

(WolÍøt íCZS,,f

II

Direct forms in the mixed set (independent order)
are marked with the theme
sign /â1. lnverse fonns in this set are
ma¡ked with the theme sign lekwl
(Wolfart 1973,53).

The basic pa.tterns of person and number agreement

in the mixed set

(independent order) are as follows.

First, when both arguments are singular the verb
stem is marked
prefix which indicates agreement for the non-third
p€rson

with: (i) a
argument (if any),

and

(ii) a suffix which indicates agreement for the
third person argument. An

example is given rn (6)

ô- ul
1 see direct 3

(6) a.ni- wâpam-

'I

.

see

> niwâpamâw
-

him'

ekw- w > niwâpamik
'
1 see inverse 3

b. ni- wâpam-

'he sees me'
(Dahlstrom 1991, 36, 3g)

second, when the non-third person argument
is singular and the third person is
plural, the agreement is as in (6). In addition,
the suffix -ak tndtcates prurar
number for the third person argument, as in (7).
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w- ak

{7) a.ni- wâpam- â-

1 see direct 33p

'I

see

> niwâpamâwak

him'

w- ak

b. ni- wâpam- ekw-

1 see inverse 33p

> niwâpamikwak

'he sees me'
(Dahlstrom 1991, 36, 3g)

Third, when the non-third person argument is plural
and the third person is
singular, the stem is marked with: (i) a prefix indicating
agreement with the
non-third person argument (if any), and (ii) wíth
a suffix indicating plural
number for the non-third person argument. The
third p€rson argument is not
ma¡ked at all. An example is given in (g)

(8)

a.

â- nân
1 see direct lp

ni- wâpam-

'we (excl) see him'
b. ni-wâpam-

I

iko-

nân

see inverse lp

'he sees us (excl)'
(Dahlstrom 199 l,

g)

37 -3

Fourth, when both arguments are prural the stem is
marked as in (g), but it is
also marked with a suffrx indicating plural number for

the third person

argument. An example is given in (9).

(9)

.

a.

ni- wâpam-

I

â-

nân-

see direct lp

'we (excl.)

see

b. ni- wâpam-

ak
3p

them'

iko-

nân-

1 see inverse lp

'they see us (excl.)'
(Dahlsrrom lg9 l,

37

ak
3p

_39)

In addition to the pattems of agreement we have looked at, acco¡cring
to
Dahlstrom (1991, 39), "If the third person argument is
obviative, this may be
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marked in the verb inflection."6 There are two patterns of agreement when the

third person argument is obviative.
First, when there is an obviative third person argument and a singular non-third
person argument, the form is marked in the following way. A prefi-x indicates

agreement for the non-third person argument.

marked: (i) with a suffix -w indicating

if the form is direct, it is

agreement for third person, and (ü) the

suffixes 'im and -a which indic¿te that the third person argument is obviative,
as

in (10a). If the form is inverse, the obviative thi¡d person is ma¡ked with: (i)

-ii and -a, as in (10b).
(10) a. ni- wâpam- im- â- w- a
o- kosis- a
1 see obv direct 3 obv his son obv

-w, aîd(ü) the suffxes

'I

b.

see his son

ni- wâpam-

[obv]'

iko- yi- w- a

1 see inverse obv 3 obv

'his son [obv]

sees

o-

kosis- a

his son obv

me'
(Dahlstrom 1991,39)

second, when there is an obviative third person argument and a plural non-

third person argument the form is ma¡ked in the following way. A prefix
indicates person agreement for the non-third person argument and a suffîx
indicates plural number for that argument.

If the form is direct, it is marked

with agreement for the obviative argument with the suffrxes -im and-¿. If the

form of the verb is inverse,

it is marked with agreement for the obviative

argument with the suffix -a¡-as in (11).?

(ll) ni- wâpam- iko- nôn- a
1 see inverse lp obv
'he (obv) see us (excl)'

(Dahlstrom 1991,40)

Finally, Wolfart (1973) treats forms with an indehnite agent and a third person
patient as forms in the mixed set as they are like other forms in this set with
u

Dahlstrom (1991) notes, however, that this marking of obviation on verbs in the mixed set is sometimes
not used in texts.
t
Dahlsrrom (1991) does not give an example of a direct form with an obviative third person argument and
a plural non-third person argument. However, see table 2-l for the mo¡phology of this form.
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respect to their mo¡phology.s [n the independent
order, these forms, like other
direct fonns in the míxed set (independent order),
a¡e marked. with the theme
sign /â/ (Wolfart l99t).
These forms are marked with agreement
for the patient Np
theme sign /â/, the suffixes for forms with an

only. tncruding

the

indefinite agent are (i) third
person singular -âw, (ü) third person plurar
-âwak, and (üi) third person
obviative -imâwa' In these suffixes, the suffix -p
indicates that the patient Np
is third person" the suffrx -ak indicates tbat
the third person argument is plural,
and the suffixes -im and'-a indicate that
the third person argument is obviative.

wolfart (1991, 175-176) shows that the morphology
of these forms parailels
other forms in the mixed set of the independent
order. To ilustrate, he shows
th¿t the sufFxes -âw, -âwak, and, -¡mâwa
arso mark forms which have a fusr
person agent and a third person singular,
third. person plural or obviafive
patien! respectively. The forms which have
a füst person agent differ onlv in
that they are prefixed with ni_ (cf. table 2-1).
The forms which have an indefinite agent,
however, do differ from other forms
in the mixed set in that they do not have corresponding
inverse forms.
3.2.r.2.

Conjunct order

Table 3-3 summarizes the morphorogy of direct
forms
(conjunct

t

order).

'

in the mixed set

Dahlstrom (1991) analyzes these forms as passives.
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:,'".¡'1"'rr '; i1,''
i;,1

-iht

-ihcik

imiht

-ak

-akik

-imak

-at

-acik

-imat

-âvâhk

-âvâhkik

-imâvâhk

-âvahk

-âvahkok

-imâvahk

-âvêk

-âvêkok

-imâvêk

agent

;,,:f;;,

Table 3-3 Agreement morpholop of directþrms
in the mixed set
(conjunct order) (Wolføt IgZ3, t2)

Table 3-4 summarizes the morphorogy
(conjunct order).

Table

34 Agreement morphologt

of

inverse forms in the mixed set

of iwerseforms in the mired ser

(conjunct order) (Wolfart t973,

In the mixed set (conjunct order),

d_i¡ect

t2)

and inverse forms which have a

singular first or second person argument are zero
marked for direction and they
are suffixed with pormairteau morphemes indicating
the person and nrmþs¡ ef
'the
agent and patient arguments (Dahlstrom 1991,
40_41)., An example is
given in (12).ro

ii:ff.ÍIt73,57)
toAs

offers an alternative analysis for the person, number
and direction morphology

in Dahlstrom (1991) the conjunct forms.in the.examples given
preverb é' Dahlstrom (1991) uses an
equals sign rattrer ttan
consistently use a hyphen throughout.

ãiñ;*

in this paper are preceded by

of

the

following this preverb. Here,

I
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Øat
see [theme.sign] 2sg_3
'you (sg) see him'
[conjunct]

(12) a. ê-wâpam-

Ø-

b. ê-wâpamisk
see [theme.sign] 3_2sg
'he sees you (sg),
fconjunct]
@ahlstrom l9gl,4l)

similarly, forms which have a singular non-third person argument
and an
obviative third person argument are marked as in (r2).
In addition, if the form
is direct, the third p€rson argument is marked as obviative
with the suffix -lrn,
as in (13a). If the form is inverse, it is marked
with the obviative sufflx _iyi, as
in (13b).

(13)

a.

ê-wâpam-

'I
b.

im-

Ø[theme.sign]
see his son [obv]' [conjunct]

see obv

ê-wâpam- Ø[theme.sign]
'his son [obv]

sees

iyi-

obv

ak o- kosis- a
lsg-3 his son obv

sk
3-2sg

o- kosis- a
his son obv

you sg.' [codunct]
(Dahlsrrom 1991, 4l-42)

In the mixed set (conjunct order), forms which have a plural
non-third person
argument are marked with the direct marker lâl
or the inverse marker lekwl

(wolfart 1973, 53). A suffrx indicates
argument, and

agreement

for the non-third person

if the third person argument is also plural, a second sufñ,x

indicates plural number for this argument. An example
is given in (14). As in
.the independent order, if the third person argument is singular, there is no
agreement for it.

Q$

a.

â- yâhk- ik
see direct lp 3p

ê-wâpam-

'we (excl) see them'
[conjunct]
b.

iko- yâhk_ ik
see inverse lp 3p

ê-wâpam-

'they see us (excl)'
[conjunct]
@ahlstrom 1991,40)
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similarly, forrns which have a plurat non-third person argument and
an
obviative third person argument are marked for direction as in (14).
A sufñx
indicates agreement for the non-thi¡d person argument. In addition, if
the form
is direc! it is marked with the suffix -im for the obviative third person,
as in
(15a), and if it is inverse, it is marked with -wâ, asin (15b).

(15)

a.

ê-wâpam-

see

'we (excl)

im- â- yâhk o- kosis_ a
obv direct lp
his son obv

see

his son [obv]' [conjunct]

b. ê-wâpam- iko- wâo- kosis- o
see inverse obv
his son obv
'his son [obv] sees you (p1)' fconjunct]
@ahlsrrom I99l,4l-42)

yêk
2p

Finally, forms which have an indefinite agent are marked with third person
singular -¡ht,thfud person plural -ihcik,and third person obviative -imiht.
Wolfart (1991, 176) states that the sufñx "-iht is the conjunct order equivalent
of 'âw" where -âw in the independent order is the direct marker and third
person agreement. The suffix -iht is pluralized by -ik and made
obviative bv
-im.
3.2.2.

Thírd person

sa

Forms in the third person set are used when one argument is third person
proximate and the other is third person obviative or when both arguments

are

thírd person obviative.

While forms in this set have two argt,ments, the verb is marked. with agreement
for only one of these arguments. According to wolfart (rg73,53), ..the one
referent which is morphologically expressed and significatively specific in
direct forms functions as actor, and as goal in inverse forms."rr

tt

Again, I use the term "patient" to refer to the argument which Wolfart (]gl3)identifies
..goal.,,
as t¡e
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3.2.2.1.

Independent order

Table 3-5 summarizes the mo¡phology
of direct forms in the third person set

(independent order).

Dâtrenf

*f¡¿:1¡1,r¡1
-ew
agent

-êwak

€vlwa
Table 3-5 Agreement morphorogt of direcrþrms

i,

(independent order) (\|/olfart 1g73,

the third person ser

4I)

Table 3-6 summa.izes the morphology
of inverse forms in the third person set
(independent order).

agent

;ij,.ijiií'.x
-ik
patient
:

'3i
Table 3-6

-ikwak
':';i,Ì

-'l'

-ikovíwa

Agrttr.lrt.morphologt of irwerseforms in the
person set
third
' - r-'
(irdependent order) (Iilotfart 1g73,
1I)

Direct forms in the third person set (independent
order) are ma¡ked with the
theme sign lê/' lnverse forms is this
set are marked with the inverse theme
sign lekwl (Wolfarr 1973, 53).

'when the proximar.

"rrlr-"nt

is singular, the form is marked for

person

agreement with this argument with _w,
as in (16).

(16)

a.

wâpam- ê- w
see direct 3

> wâpamêw

'he [prox] sees him
[obv]'

w

b. wâpam- ekw> wâpamik
see inverse 3
'he [obv] sees him
þrox]'
@ahlstrom 1991,45_46)

v

rñrhen the proximate argument

is plural, the form is

for person
agreement with this argument with -r,v and for plural n'mber with
-a,t, as in
marked

(r7).

(17)

a.

wâpam- ê- w- ak
see direct 3 3p

> wâpamêwak

'they [prox] see him [obv]'

' -,i:î;,m:î,i!"o, > wôPamikwak
@ahlstrom 1991,45-46)
When both arguments are third person obviative, either the direct or inverse
form may be used. When the direct form is usd the verb is marked for
agreement with the obviative agent with the suffrxes

-iyi

and

-a.

When the

inverse form is used, the verb is marked for agreement with the obviative
patient with these sufFxes. An example is given in (1g).

(18)

a.

wâpam- ê- iyi- w- a
see direct obv 3 obv

'he [obv]

sees

>wâpamfiiiwa

him [obv]'

b. wâpam- ikowsee inverse obv 3 obv
'he [obv] sees him [obv],
(Dahlstrom 1991,47)

iyi-

a

> wâpamikoyiwa

3.2.2.2. Conjunct order
Table 3-7 summarizes ihe morphology of direct forms in the third person
ser
'(conjunct
order).
ñâfi ent

J..:r

trU.r,

-ât

:, : ,li:li

agent

3ri,.l

-âcik

-âvit
Table 3-7 Agreement morphologt of directforms in the thÌrdperson sel
(conjunct order) (ÍI/olføt 1923, 12)
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Table 3-8 summarizes the morphorogy of
inverse fonns in the third person
set
(conjunct order).

aqent

f.,i¡$ll1,'ii.g
-ikot
patient

-ikocik

-ikovit
Table 3-8 Agreentenl morphologt of im,erseforms
in the third person set
(conjunct order) (Wolfarr IgZ3, 42)

Direct forms in the third person set (conjunct
order) are marked with the theme
sign /â/' lnverse fonns is this set are marked
with the inverse theme sign/ekwl
(Wolfart 1973,53).

when the proximate argument is singurar, the
form is marked for person
agreement with this argument with _¿ as
in (19).

(19)

a.

ê-wâpam-

see

â-

t

direct 3
'he [prox] sees him
[obv], [conjunct]
b. ê-wâpam- iko- t

see

'he [obv]

inverse 3

him þrox]' [conjunct]
(Dahlstrom 1991, 45-46)

sees

when the proximate argument is plural, the form
is marked for person
agreement with this argufirent with -r and
for plural number with -r,t, as in

(20)."

(20)

ê-wâpam- â- c_ ik
see direct 3 3p
'they [prox] see him
[obv]' fconjunct]
b. ê-wâpam- iko- c- ik
a.

see

inverse

3

3p

'he [obv] sees them
[prox]' [conjunct]
(Dahlstrom lggt,46)
tt

Here, I is palatalized to c before the third person
plural sufüx.

%

As in the independent order, when both arguments are third person
obviative,
either the direct or inverse form may be used. when the direct
form is

used,

the verb is marked for agreement with the agent. The agent is
marked
obviative with'Ð/t and as third person with -r. When the inverse
form is

as

used,

the verb ís marked for agreement with the patient with these
suffixes. An
example is given rn (2t).

(21)

ê-wôpam- â- iyi- t
see direct obv 3
'he [obv] sees him [obv]'
[conjunct]
b. ê-wâpam- ika- iyi- t

a.

see inverse obv 3
'he [obv] sees him [obv]'
[conjunct]
@ahlstrom 1991,47)

3.2.3.

Non+hîrd person set
Forms in the non-third p€rson set are used when both arguments
are first or
second person.t' In cree, second p€rson outranks first person,
and therefore,
direct forms are used when the second person is the agent
and the frst person
is the patient. Inverse forms in this set are used when
the agent is first person
and the patient is second person.

3.2.3.I.

Independent order

Table 3-9 summarizes the morphology of direct forms in
the non-third person
set (independent order). ¿
oatient

''
agent

,,t

2ò

kir'

ki-

It

-in

ki-

inân

-inâwâw

ki-

-inân

Table 3-9 Agreemenr ntorphorogt of directþrms in the non¿hirdperson
set
(independent order) (tt/olfart 1973, 4l)

13

The.term "non-third person set' is from Dahlstrom (1991).
wolfart (]g(3)refers to the forms in this set

as the "you-and-me forms."
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Table '3-10 summa¡izes the morphorogy

of inverse forms in the non-third

person set (independent order).
aqent

;ilì;ir,: ji;,'r.:,

ki- -itin
ki- -itinâwâw

patient

ki- -itinân
ki- -itinân

Table 3-l0 Agreement norphoro¿gt of inverse
forms in rhe non-rhird person set
(independent order) (Wotfart t973, 1I)

Direct forms in the non-third person set (independent order)
are marked with
the theme sígn

li/-

Inverse forms is thís set are marked with the inverse
theme
sign I eril (Wolfart 1973, 47).

when both arguments are singular the stem is marked with: (i)
the prefix,Lr_
which indic¿tes person agreement for the second person
argument, and (ii) the
suffi.x -z which marks singular number for the first and
second person
arguments, as n(22).

(22)

a.

ki- wâpam-

i-

n

2 see direct sg

'you (sg) see me,

iti- n
2 see inverse ss

b. kt- wôpam-

'I see you (sg)'
(Dahlsrrom tgg l, 42-43)
.

when the second

o.ooi

argument is plural and the fnst person argument is
singular, the stem is marked with: (i),t¡- which indicates p€rson
agreement for

the second person argument, and (ii) with the suffix -nâwâw
which indicates
plural number for that argument, as in (23).

(23)

a.

i- nâwâw
2 see direct 2p

ki- wâpam'you (pl)

b.

see

me'

ki- wâpam- iti-

nâwâw

2 see inverse 2p

'I

see you

(pl)'

(Dahlstrom 1991,4243)
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When the first person argument is plural, the stem
is marked with (i) the prefix
'tË which indicates person agreement for the second person argument, and (ü)
the suffix -nân wluchmarks plural number for the f,rst
person argument, as in
(24).

(29

a.

ki- wâpam-

i_

nân

see direct lp

,,you (sg) see me'
b.

ki- wâpam_ iti_

nân

2 see inverse lp

'we see you (sg) or (pl)'
@ahlstrom l99l,42-43)

The forms rn (24) are ambiguous with respect to the number
of the second
person argument. The agreement markings for number
are sensitive to the
hierarchy lpl > 2pr > singurar non-3rd (Dahlstrom rggr,
44). The second
person argument shows agteement for plural number
only when the first
person argument is singular, as in (23).

3.2.3.2.

Conjunctorder
Table 3-1

I

summarizes the morphology of direct forms in the non-third person
set (conjunct order).
pabent

'f'jli,','to ,.
agent

iâit,

u''iil.i
Table 3-l

-tvan

-ivâhk

-ivêk

-ivâhk

I Agreement norphologt of direcÍforms in rhe non-third person
(conjunct order) (Wolfart 1973, 4I)

ser

Table 3-12 summarizes the morphology of inverse forms in the
non_third
person set (conjunct order).
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aqent

patient

-itân

-itâhk

-itakok

-irâhk

t;:iii'i1';iil

rili.iì2ni

Table

3-1

2 Agreement morphologgt of inverse

þrnts in

(conjunct order) (Ilolfart Ì 973,

4

the non_third person set

I)

Direct forms in the non-third person set (conjunct order) are marked
with the
theme sign /i/- Inverse forms is this set are marked with the inverse
theme sisn
I erl (W olfart 1973, 47).
When both arguments a.re singular, the stem is marked for agreement
with the
agent NP, as in (25).'1

(25)

a.

ê-wâpam- i-

yan

see direct 2sg

'you (sg) see me' [conjunct]
b.

ê-wâpam-

it-

ân
inverse lsg
'I see you (sg)' [conjunct]
(Dahlstrom 1991,4445)

see

When the second person argument is plural and the first person
argument is
singular, the direct form is sufhxed wrth -yêk indicating plural number
for the
second person argument, as in (26a). The inverse form is suffixed
vnth _akok

which indicates that a singular first person argument is acting on a plural
second person argument, as in (26b).

r{ According
to Dahlsrom (1991), t}ris form

shows agreement for the subject Np. Here,
instead of "subject" to be consistent with the usage of terms in this paper.

I

use,.agent',

ffi

(26)

a.

ê-wâpam- i- yêk
see direct 2p
'you (pl)

see

me' [conjunct]

it-

b. ê-wâpamakok
see inverse lsg-2pl
'I see you (pl)' [conjunct]
(Dahlsrrom 1991,44)

Finally, when the first person argument is plural, the form is marked with the
suffix -(y)âhk indicating plural number for the first person argument as n (27).

(27)

a.

i- yâhk
see direct lp

ê-wâpam-

'you (sg) or (pl)
b. ê-wâpam-

it-

see

me' [conjunct]

âhk

see inverse lp

'we see you (sg) or (pl)'
[conjunct]
@ahlstrom 1991,44)
The forms

n

(27) are ambiguous with respect to the number of the second.
person argument, because, as with forms in the independent
order, the second
person argument shows agreement for plural number only when
the fi¡st
person argument is singular.

3.3.

Morphologf of forms in the TA indefinite agent and inanimate
agent paradigms

Wolfart (1973) deals with forms which have an indefrnite agent and a first or
second person patient unä fo.rrrs which have an inanimate agent in
a section
entitled Marginal and suppletive paradigms.ts According to wolfart (rg73,
59),

"a marginal

paradigm

is

.

one which formally diverges, however

slightly, from one of the basic paradigms" while paradigms that are suppletive
"generally serve to fill gaps, of whatever origin, in the basic paradigms,,
(Wolfart 1973,59).

t5

I

Again, wolfart (1973) actually refers to these as the TA indefinite actor
and inanimate acror paradigms.
use the "agent" rather than "actor" to be consistent with my use
of terminology throughoui.

6r

3.3.r"

The TA índeJiníu agent paradígm
The TA indefinite agent paradigm consists of fonns which have an indefinite
agent and a fust or second person patient. As discussed in 3.2.1, wolfa¡t
(1973) includes forms which have an índefinite agent and a third person patient
as forms in the mixed set of the TA paradigm.16

Forms in the TA indefinite agent paradigm are suffìxed with lekawti ín both
the independent and conjunct orders (Wolfart lg73). According to Godda¡d
(1979b,89), this suffix is a development of the inverse sufFrx lekwl.
Forms in this paradigm show agreement for the non-third person patient using
the same morphology as forms in the animate intransitive paradigm. The
agreement suffixes follow the suffix lekawil(wolfart L973).

Examples of forms in the

TA indefiníte

agent paradigm are (2g), from the

independent order and (29) is from the conjunct order.rT

(28)

ni- sôkih- ikûwi- n

I

'I

love

ekawi

sg

am loved'
(Dahlstrom 1991,51)

(29) ê-sâkih- il(ßwi- yêk

love ekawi 2p
'you (pl.) are loved'
(Dahlstrom 1991,51)

3.3.2.

.The TA ínonímnte agenÍ paradigm

The TA inanimate agent paradigm is comprised of inverse forms which have
inanimate agent and an animate patient (Dahlstrom 1991).

*

Dahlstrom (1991) ¿ìrgues that, although they differ morphologically, indefinite agent forms which
have a
first or second person patient and those which have a thirå p"rõn pui.nt form a si-ngte syntaaic
class, that
þjing "the passive."
^' In these examples, Dahlsrom (1991, 5l) glosses the morpheme lekawil as 'passive'
as this is the
approach she takes to these forms in her analysis. As I prefei to take a more general approach,
I have
simply glossed this morpheme 'ekawi.'
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All forms in this paradigm

are ma¡ked wíth lekwlor with leko/ whtchWolfan

(1973) identifies as a variant of lekwl. In additiorL these forms are
marked for
agreement with the animate patient Np using the agreement morphology
of the
animate intransitive paradigm (cf. footnote

3).

Agreement suffixes follow the

suffix I elwl (Wolfart lg73).

wolfart (1973) observes, however, that there is a peculiarity in one of the
for¡ns for third person singular in the independent order. Alongside the
expected form -¡,t, which results when the suffix /ekw/ is foltowed by the
third
person agreement marker -w, exists a second form -ikôw. Wolfart
suggests
that this second form may be due.to a change by enalegy with other forms
in
the paradigrn In these forms, lekwlfollowed by lelor /¡7 surfaces as -r,to- (cf.

Wolfart (1973,61) for more discussion).
Examples of forms in the inanim¿¡s agent paradigm are given as follows: (30)

is an example from the independent order and. (31) is an example from the
conjunct order.

(30)

ni- sêkih- iko-

n
scare inverse sg
'it scares me'
(Dahlstrom 1991,50)

1

(31) ê-sêkih- iko- yân
scare inverse lsg
'it scares me [conjtmct]'
(Dahlstrom 1991,49)

3.4.

Analysis of the inverse as passive
In this section,

I

look at one analysis (Jolley 1982) that treats the inverse in
cree as a passive. I discuss her analysis, in particular, because it provides a
detailed account of the inverse as a passive. In addition, some of the claims
she makes, though not true for the present grammar of the language, are
appropriate for an earlier stage of the tanguage and

I

have incorporated these

into my diachronic analysis.
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3.4.1.

Jolley's (Igg2) analysís

Jolley (1982) analyzes the inverse in cree
as a passive using perlmurer
and
Postal's (1977) universal characterization
of passive in Role an¿ Reference
Grammar' According to this charactenzation,
the subject of the passive
corresponds to the direct object in the
underlying active construction, while
the
subject of the active construction may
be absent in the passive an4 if present,
is expressed as an oblique object. As
the passive has only one argumen! i.e.,
the subjecg Postal and perl¡nutter conclude
that nniversally the passive is an
intansitive construction.
Given this characterization of the,passive,
Jolley (19g2, 5) concludes that ..we
now have a diagnostic tool by which to
test the so-called passive in cree, in
that if inverse forms can be shown to
be syntactically intransitive, they may
be
called passive.',

Jolley (1982) argues that the inverse is an
intra¡sitive construction in th¡ee
\¡/ays' Let us consider her analysis using the
direct/inverse contrast in (32) as
an example.

(32) a. asamêw .he (prox) feeds him (obv),
b. asamik .he (obv) feeds him (p.*Í
(Jolley 1982, g)
According to the taditional analysis, direct
forms in the third person set, as in
(32a), are marked for agreement with
the agen! while inverse forms, as in
'
(32b),are marked for agreement with
the patient. Joltey (19g2) claims that
the
passive analysis allows for what
she clajms is a significant generalization
to be
made concerning the agreement morphology
of these forms.

&

Jolley (rgg2) assumes that: (i) the agent
in the direct consrruction is the
subject' and (ii) the patient in the inverse
is the subject.

This enables her ro
make the generalization that the agreement
is always for the subject.rs
Jolley (1982) claims that the subject
of the passive corresponds to the object
in
the underling active construction.
According to her anarysis, the Engrish
gross
for the underlying construction of (32b)
.he
wourd be
(prox) is fed by him
(obv),' and therefore the third person
obviative subject of the inverse in (32b)
corresponds to the obviative object
n (32a).
Jolley (1982) argues that direct forms
are ma¡ked for agreement with an
object,
while inverse forms are not, i.e., they
are intransitive. This is the case as
she
claims that direct markers specifu the person
of the object wh'e inverse
markers do not.

specifically, Jolrey (rgg2) shows that direct
markers provide information
about the person of the object in the
foilowing way: (i) when the direct marker
is d, the object is third person (proximate
or obviative), (ii)
marker is é, the object is third person (obviative),re
and
ma¡ker is i, the object is first person.

when the direcr

(iii) when the direct

conversely, Jolley (19s2) claims that
the inverse markers do not provide
information as to the person of the second
argument in the same rvay. For

example, when the inverse marker is
ekw,the nonsubject argument courd
be

r8

specifically, Jolley (1982) claims that
agreement is always for the final subjecq
i.e., the subject in the
surtace construction' In an active
constru-ction, the subject io tr,r'una.rrying
construction, or what she
refers to as the initial subject, ¡s *'"
s"me usìhe subject in *rr*..*srugtion
or the finar subject. rn trre
passive' the NP that is thð object
in tr," u"ã"Jying ánrouoiå",ll"ln. initiar
object, is the Np that is the
consrucrion, ¡.e., t¡e Àn¿ zubject.
occorotng to Jolley (1982), é also ma¡ks
"furthertbviative." see wolfart (1973,24,
s3) for a discussion
of the appropriateness of the use of dris
category in prains cree. I wil not
refer to it agaìn in this

#lj:ili,1"^rS?:.

;;^*
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first person, second person or third p€rson (proximate or obviative).z'
concludes that as the inverse does not show agreement for an object,
intran sitive construction.

She

it is an

Jolley (1982) concludes that the inverse in Cree is an intransitive construction
in which the subject corresponds to the object in the underlying active
consfruction, and, therefore, that the inverse in cree is a passive.

According to Jolley's (19S2) analysis, then, it is the active form (rather that the
direct form) which is used when the agent outranks the patient with respect to

the person hierarchy, and

it is the passive (rather than the inverse) which

is

used when the agent is outra¡ked by the patient with respect to this hierarchy.
3.4.2.

Advønføges to the passíve analysís

Jolley (1982) argues that an important advantage to the passive analysis is that

it accounts for the use of a morpheme similar to lelcwl in the indefinite
paradigm and for the use of lelwl in the inanimate agent paradigm.

agent

In order to discuss Jolley's claim, we need to introduce an expanded version of
the person hierarchy in Cree, i.e., one that includes the indefinite and inanimate
persons in this language. This hierarchy is given in (33).

(33) 2> 1 > indefinite > 3prox > 3obv > inanimate
(Hockett 1966,60)
According to Hockett (i966), the indefrnite is situated between fust and third
person proimate in the person hierarchy in Algonquian and the inanimate
third person is in the lowest position in this hierarchy.

With regard to the indefinite agent forms, Jolley (19s2) argues that the marker

of these forms, lekawil, is a variant of lekwl and that the passive is used for
these forms because the indefinite agent is outranked by both

to

first and second

Jolley (1982) claims that when the inverse marker is lekwl,the nonsubject argument could also be third

person indefinite, but this however is not the case.

6

person in the hierarchy. She maintains
that the morphology of these forms
supports the passive analysis. Here, we
look again at the example given as
(34).

{34)

ni- sâkih- iknwi_

I

n

love ikawi ss'I am loved,
(Dahlstrom 1991,51)

As we saw in 3.3. r, indefinite agent forms
are only marked for agreement with
the patient, e.g., in (3a) the form is marked

for agreement for first person.
There is no agreement for the indefinite
agent. Jolrey (r9g2) argues that this
form, like fonns in the third person se! is
inransitive and is marked only for
the patient argument which she analyzes
as the $ammaticar subject.

Similarly, Jolley (19s2) claims that alt inanimate
agent forms are passive. The
inanimate third person is in the lowest position
ín the hierarchy, and, therefore,
is outranked by all other persons. As with the
indefinite agent forms, she
claims that the inanimate agent forms are
ma¡ked only for the patient argument
which she analyzes as the subject. For example,
in the exampre given as (30),
and repeated here as (35), the form is marked
with agreement for füst person
only.

(35)

3.4.3.

ni- sêkih- iko-

n
scare inverse ss
'it scares me'
(Dahlsrrom 1991,50)

I

'

Problems

for JoIIey,s analysís

In spite of the advantages of the passive analysis,
I berieve there are two major
problems for Jolley's analysis, the first
of which she herself
identifies.

3.4.3.1.

Inverse forms as intransitives

According to Jolley (r9g2), inverse forms in
the mixed set are probrematic for
her analysis because they are marked with person
agreement for both
arguments, as in the example in (36).
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(36) nitasamikwak .they feed me,
(Jolþ lg82,g)
The form in (36) is an inverse form in the
mixed set. This form is marked with
agreement for both arguments, i.e., with ni- for
the fÏrst person argument and

twth -wak for the third person argument. Jolley (r9g2)
acknowledges,
therefore, that inverse forms in the mixed set,
Iike the exampre in (36), are
problematic for her analysis of inverse forms
as intransitive constructions
because they are marked for agreement with
both arguments.2r

with

respect to this "extra agreement," however,
Jolley (rgg2, r0) suggests
that "consistent application allows. us to state just
when extra agreement will

occur and so does not threaten to weaken our generalization
concerning
agreement with final subjects." I would argue
instead that the ..consistency,,

of

this agreement would suggest that the passive
analysis is not appropriate for
these forms. Therefore, this problem for her
analysis is not addressed.
Jolley (1982) notes that the inverse forms from
the non-third person set, such
as the example given in (37), are arso problematic

for this

aspect

of her

analysis' This form is marked with the inverse
marker e/t which is used onJy
when the agent is fîrst person and the patient
is second person. Jolley

suggests,

therefore, that this suffîx indicates that the
initial object is first person, a
problon, then, for the analysis of these forms
as intransitive constructions.

(37) kitasamitin ,I feed you'
(Jolley t982,9)
Here again, Jolley (19s2) does not provide a
satisfactory solution to rhe
problem of extra agreement. For forms
in the non-third person seg Jo[ey
claims that eti does not mark agreement for the
object in the ..passive,,, but
rather that it marks agreement for the subject in
the underlying active
construction. With resp€ct to this claim she
suggests that:
ttAs we
saw in 3'l'l',in. the mixed set (independent
and conjunct orders), when the non-third person
argument is plural and third person atg.r*"ni
is singulaç td; t; no agreement for the third person
argument. Typicaily, however, in
these paradigms, therã is

"gr"",n.nifor

both arguments.
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Though this marking of initial terms in rest¡icted forms may appear ad hoc,
the
consequences of not analyzing the forms this way must be consiãered. If we
a¡e forced
to give up a passive analysis in you-and-me formi because of this agreemenr property,
we
will also be forced to give it up for the other forms simila¡ to them. ... Furthei, this would
mean splitting up ttrird person forms and mixed set forms into those that Oo
Aío* pusriue
and those that don't. At presenl there seems to be no independent reasons for
doing this

(Jolley 1982,12).

Clearly, forms in the mixed set and non-third person set are problematic for
Jolley's analysis of inverse forms as intransitive and therefore as passives. In
fact, it is only the analysis of forms in third person set which is not problematic

for her approach. In the diachronic approach that I take in chapter 5, I argue
that there are historical reasons why the "passive analysis" works well for
forms in the third person set, but not for forms in the mixed and non-third
person sets.
3.4.3.2.

Grammatical relations and thematic roles in the inverse

Traditionally, Algonquianists have preferred to use the terms "actor" and
"goal" which express thematic relations rather than the terms "subject'' and

"objecf' which denote grammatical relatíons (wolfart rg73). part of the
reason for this preference is the difficulty in determining gammatical relæions
in the Algonquian languages as many of the standard tests for grammatical
relations can not be used in these languages. For example, word order cannot
be used as an indicator of grammatical relations because these languages have
free word order.u

-

Jolley (1982) makes certain assumptions concerning the grammatical relations

of the direct and inverse construction in Cree. She assumes that: (i) the agent
in the direct construction is the subject, and (ii) the patient in the inverse, or
"passive" as she analyzes it, is the subject. These assumptions,
based

it

seems, are

primarily on the morphological agreement patterns of the forms, but

does not provide evidence from syntactic tests to support

them. As we will

she
see

in3.5.2, Dahlstrom (1991) uses as a test the "copying-to-object construction"
l?The

word order in Cree is "free" in the sense that the grammatical relations of S, V and O are not
identified with particular positions in the sentence srructure. The word order may, however, be affected by
pragmatic facrors @ahlsrom 1991).
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and using this she argues that it shows that the obviative
subject of the inverse
is the thematic agent, not the patient as Jolley claims.

Similarly, Jolley (1982) assumes that inverse constructions are
syntactically
intransitive, but again this is an observation concenring the
syntax of the
language that she makes solely on the basis of the morphology
constructions. Moreover, as we saìü/ in 3.4.3, she also shows
that

of the

inverse forms

in the mixed and non-third person sets are morphologically marked
for two
arguments, but dismisses this extra agreement, still claiming
that these forms
are intransitive.

In spite of these problems, Joltey (r9g2) makes interesting craims
which, as I
will argue, ñây have been true of an earlier stage of the language. For
example, I will show in chapter 5 that there is good evidence
to show that
lekwl originally marked a passive construction and that direct
ma¡kers in the
present-day language did in fact originate as object markers.

3.5.

Arguments for the inverse analvsis

3.s.1.

Wolfart's ønølysis of ìnverceforms
As discussed in 3-0 and 3.1, Wolfart (1973) relates the category
of direction to
the person hierarchy in cree, 2 > I > 3prox > 3obv. Given a form
which has
person markings for both agent and patient, the lefunost

aff-x will

be

interpreted as the agent, and the other as the patient, when the
form of the verb
-is
direct. The example in (38) is marked with /â/,the direct marker for forms
in the mixed set. The prefix ni-, rr.st person, marks the agent, and the
suffix
-w, third person, marks the patient.

(38) ni(t)-asam- â- w
I feed direct 3
'I feed him (1-3)'
(Wolfart 1973,24)
Conversely, when the form

of the verb is

inverse, the fîrst affix

will

be

interpreted as the patient, and the second as the agent. Here,
according to
70

li

wolfart (1973, 24), "the actuar linear sequence remains
unchanged but

the

reversal of the fundamental priority order is indicated
by theme signs.,, For
example, in (39), the form is marked wtth lelcwl,
the inverse sign for forms in
the mixed set, the prefix nl- marks the patient, and
the suffix -w marks the
agent.

(39) ni(r)asam- ekw-

1

w

> nitasamik

feed inverse 3

'he feeds me (3-l)'
(Wolfart 1973,24)

wolfart (1973) acknowledges the similarity of the direct
and inverse forms to
active and passive fonns in other languages. Still,
he argues against a voice
analysis for the forms in Cree.
Howeveç the tempting-similarity of the verbal forms
must not be allowed to obscure
the very fundament¿l differences. Direction reflects
tt"
a"ìor-goal relationship of the
referents. voice.in. the_lld-geuropean languages,
by contrasg
emphasis and stylistics. (Wolfart

v/olfart

also addresses the use

lg73,2S)- -

is primariry a mafter of

of the term..passive,, in cree in his 1991 paper

"Passives with and without agents."
He discusses, at some length, the
arguments which can be made for and against
the analysis of inverse forms as
passive, distinguishing here between the
inverse forms used with two third
person arguments and those used in the
mixed set.

According to wolfart

(lggl,l71),

"prominence for the patien! obscurity
for

the agent and marked verb forms are the signs of classical

passive

constructions." He argues, therefore, that inverse forms
used with two third
person arguments may be likened to passives
since these forms are
morphologically marked for agreement only with
the patient Np. In (40), the
inverse form does not show agreement for the
obviative agent. It is marked for
agreement only with the proximate patient with _w. æ

- The ageng however, may be expressed

using a full NP (Wolfart l99l).

7l

(40)

w

wâpam- ekw_

see inverse 3

> wâpamik

'he(prox) is seen by him/them/it,
(Wolfart lg9l,l7g)

Moreover, wolfart (r99r) craims that
the suffx lekwlmarking the inverse
form, in (a0) is "marked" in comparison
to the marker of direct forms, a
further indication, then, that it may
be passive.2o similarry, inverse forms
in
the mixed set are marked; they too
are sufrxed with a form of /ekwl,as
in the
example in (41).

(41) ni-wâpam-ekw- w_

1

see inverse

3

ak

> niwâpamikwak

3p

'they see me'
(Wolfart 1973,173)

wolfart (1991) shows, however, that untike
inverse fonns in the third person
set, inverse fonns in the mixed set
are obrigatorily marked for agreement
with
the agent' In (41), there is agreement
for the third person agent, i.e., with the

suffix -w marking third person, and with
the suffix -a,t indicating that this

argument is plural.

wolfart (1991) argues that there are otjrer
considerations, in addition to the

presence of agreement for the
agen! which suggest that a passive analysis
for
inverse forms in the mixed set is not
appropriate. First, he points out that the
direct and inverse forms difter in meaning.
In contrast, the passive is typicaily
an optional variation of the active
construction (used for styre or emphasis),
and both the active and passive constructions
express the same meaning.
consider the examples below. I provide
the Engrish e.xample to iuustrate
Wolfart's point.
@2)

a. niwâpamâwa,t .I see them'
(Wolfarr 1991,17S)

b. niwâpamikwak

.they

see me,

(Wolfart 1991,173)

2a

see wolfa¡t (r 99 I ) for arguments
concerning the markedne ss of lekwl.
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(43)

a.

I

b.

They are seen by me.

see them.

ln the cree example, (42a) is direct, and.
@2b) is inverse. In (42a),the fust
person is the agent, and the third person
is the patient. In (42b), the third
person is the agent, and the first person
is the patient. In contrast, in (43), the
first person is the agent and the third person is the patient
in both the active

constructio4 (43a), and the passive, (a3b); that
is, the active and passive
express the same meaning.

second, wolfart (1991) shows that the use
of the direct and inverse relates
directly to the status of the arguments in the person
hierarchy. The direct form
is required when the agent outranlcs the patien!
e.g., 1-3, and the inverse form
is required when the agent is outranked by
the patient, e.g., 3_1. As in his

1973
sfudy, Wolfart argues that this suggests that
the direclinverse contrast in Cree
is more a function of direction than it is of
voice.

3.s.2.

Dahlstrom's (1991) analysís of ínveneforms
Dahlsrrom (1991), like Wolfart (1973,1991),
argues that forms such as that in
(44) are inverse forms and not passives.

@4) ni(t)- asam- ekw- w
1 feed inverse 3
'he feeds me (3-1)'
(Wolfart 1973,24)

) nitasamik

Dahlstrom (199r), however, takes a syntactic
approach to the analysis of these
forms, attempting to demonsûate: (i) that these
forms are syntactically
transitive, and (ii) that the subject of the inverse
is the thematic agent.

In

a

passive construction, the grammatical
subject would be the thematic patient.

First, Dahlstrom (1991) claims that inverse forms
are syntactically transitive,
i.e., that they subcategonze for both subject
and object arguments. These
arguments may be expressed pronominally in
the agreement morphology of the

IJ

language, as

in (44). In (44), the first person argument is marked with the

prefix ni- and the third person argument with the suffix

_w.

The subject and object arguments may also be expressed with full Nps,
as in
(45).

(45)

osôm ê-sâkihikot
too much love obv-3/conj [inverse]
aw ôskinîkiw.
this

ohtâwiah
his father obv

young man

'for his father too much cherished this young man.'
@ahlstrom 1991,63)
The example in (45) is an inverse form in the third person set. Both
arguments

ohtâwtyah'his father' and qw ôskinîkiw'this young man' are expressed with
full NPs.25
Second, Dahlstrom (1991) maintains

that inverse forms are active, i.e. that the

subject of the inverse is the thematic

agenl she

uses the ..copying-to-object

construction" to demonstrate that the obviative subject of the inverse is
the
thematic agent.

(46) nikisikeyimâw
know TA 1-3

'I know George

George ê-sâkihât
loves his sons'

(47) *nikiskêyimimôwa George
knowTA I-3obv

'I know

okosisa
his son oáv

love 3-obv

George loves his sons'

(Dahlstrom 1991,72)
okosisa
his son oóv

ê-sâkihât
love 3-obv

(Dahlstrom 1991,73)

This construction was identified by Frantz (197g) for Blackfoot (see also
James (1979) for earlier work by others) as a test for "subjects" (or ..objects")
wrth the transitive animate verbs which take clausal complements. In this
construction, "the object of the Transitive Animate matrix verb must be
coreferential

with the subject of the complement clause; it can not

be
coreferential with the object of the complement clause" (Dahlstrom lgg1,72).
2t

Dahlstrom (1991) does not offer any further evidence to show that these
Nps are arguments of the veó.
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verb kiskêyr'rn- .know (about) someone, takes a
clausal complement with the TA verb sâkih- .love someone.' In (46),
the
matrix verb kiskêy¡tn- shows agreement for a third person object which

In (a6)

and (47), the

TA

corefers with the third person subject of the verb in the complement
clause,
George, and the sentence is grammatical. In (47), the matrlx verb
shows
agreement for a third person obviative object which corefers with
the object of
the complement clause, okosisa 'his son(s),' and the sentence is ungrammatical

(Dahlstrom 1991).

Dahlstrom (1991) likens the copying-to-object construction in cree
to the
raising-to-object construction in English as both may be used as
tests for
"subjects." In the English construction in (4g), the third person argument
may
be expressed as the subject of the finite verb, as in (4ga), or as the
object of the
verb ín the main clause, as in (a8b).

(48) a. I believe that he is sick.
b. I believe him to be sick.
(Dahlstrom 1991,68)
The sentence is ungrammatical when this argument is expressed both
as the
object of the verb in the main clause, and as the subject in the complement
clause. This is illustrated in the example in (49).

(49) *I believe him that he is sick.
(ungrammatical on the reading:
'I believe that he is Sick')
(Dahlstrom l9gl,69)
When the clausal complement is an inverse construction, t}le inverse form
in
the clausal complement of the verb is inflected for an obviative agent
and a
proximate patient. Consider the following contrast.?6

?6

Dahlstrom (1991) uses the terms "experience¡" and "goal" instead of "agent',
and.,patient,,with the verb

Iove.

IJ

{50)

nikiskêyimimâwa
know TA.

I-obv

George ê_sâkihikot
love obv_3

okosisa
his son oåy
'I know that his sons love George'
( Dahlstrom l9gl,73)

(51,)

*nikiskêyimâw George ê_sâkihikot
know TA 1-j [directJ
love obv_3/conj [inverseJ
okosisa
his son oåv
'I know that his sons love Georse'

@ahlstrom

In (51), the verb in the matix

clause

lggl,73)

is marked with

agreement for the
obviative object. This agreement corefers with
the subject of the inverse, the
obviative agenL and the sentence is grammatical.
In (5r), the verb in the
matrix clause is marked with agreement for a proximate
object. This
agreement corefers

with the object of the inverse and the sentence

is

ungrammatical (Dahlsrom 199 1).
Since the agent is the subject of the inverse,
Dahlstrom (1991) concludes that
the inverse is an active construction.
-t 5.3.

Sectíon summnry

The evidence for the analysis of these forms as
inverse constructions is
stronger than the evidenoe for the analysis
of these forms as passives and this,
therefore, is the approach that I will assume
for the analysis of these forms.

3.6.

Conclusion
The inverse marker lekwl marks: (i) inverse forms
in the mixed and third
person sets in the independent and conjunct
orders, and (ii) all forms which
have an inanimate agent in the independent
and conjunct orders. In addition,
forms with an indefînite agent and a first or second
person patient are marked
wtth lekowll which, according to Goddard (lg7gb),
developed from the use of
/ekwlto mark these forms in the independent order proto-Algonquian.
in
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I

looked at two of the approaches which have been offered for the synchronic
analysis of inverse forms in cree, these being the analysis of these forms
as

passives (Jolley 1982) and the analysis of these forms as inverse constructions

(wolfart 1973, r99r and Dahlstrom 1991). I found thar wolfarr (rg73,1991)
and Dahlstrom (1991) both make compelring arguments for the analysis of
these forms as inverse constructions and, therefore, this is the analysis that
I

will

assume for these forms. as well.
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CHAPTER. 4: EVlDEtrcE FoR TEIE oRrclN AND F[.rNCTroN
oF

-EKW- IN PROTO-ALGTC

4.0.

Introduction
The direclinverse opposition in Cree has been reconstructed for protoAlgonquian. In the examples in (r), (a) is direct and (b) is inverse.

(l)

a. *newa:pama:wa
'I look at him'

o .,r:,:::{,TrYJ
(Bloomfield 1946,99)

In (1a), the direct form is marked with *-a: and, in (1b), the inverse form
is
marked twth*-ekw.

4.1.

The use of direction in proto-Algonquian

4.1.1.

Mked

set

Direct forms in the mixed set are used when one argument is first
or second
person and the other argument is third person.
4.1.1.

l.

Independent order

the independent order'of Proto-Algonquian, there are "objective forms,,
which specify object agreement and "absolute forms" which do
not

.In

specify

object agreement in both the mixed and third person sets (Godd
ard 1967
Table 4-l summarizes the moqphology of direct forms in the
obiective
paradigm of the mixed set (independent order).

'.
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patient

t¡:,1

.J

:

3f

ne- -a:wa

ne- -a:waki

ke- -a:wa

ke- -a:waki

ne- - a:na:na

ne- - a:na:naki

ke- - a:nawa

ke- - a:nawaki

ke- - a:wa:wa

ke- - a:wa:waki

âûênf

2T

:'

.J

Table 1-1 Agreenrent morphorogt of directforms (objective) in the
mired set
(independent order) (Goddard 1962, 91)

Table 4-2 summarizes the morphology

of

inverse forms

in the

obiective

paradigm of the mixed set (independent order).
asent
,:.3

ne- -ekwa

ne- -eko:ki

ke- -ekwa

ke- -eko:ki

lp

ne- - ekwena.na

ne- - ekwena:naki

2l

ke- - ekwenawa

ke- - ekwenawaki

2n'

ke- - ekowa:wa

,,';11,

'

'i

.¿
patlent

r.

le-

- ekowa:waki

Table 4-2 Agreement morphotogt of inverse
form.s (objective) in ¡he ntixed set
(independent order) (Godtlard 1962, gJ)

Table 4-3 summarizes the morphology of direct forms in the absolute
paradigm
of the mixed set (independent order).
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Datient

3(o)
I

ne- -a

: a.
.t.L

ke- -a

agent
,.to

ne- -

)'zr

ke- - a:Pena

'2o

ke- - a:Pwa

a:Pena

Table 1-3 Agreentent morpholog,- of clirectfornrs (absohrte) irt the ntixed
set
(independent order) (Goddard 1967, gÐl

According to Goddard, there are no inverse forms conesponding to the direct
forms in the absolute paradigm of the mixed set (independent order). He
f,rnds

that "in the first and second pêrsons of the TA inverse it is possible to
reconstruct objective endings only; apparently no language furnishes evidence
for absolute forms in these categories, even though the absolute/objective
coneÌation is otherwise attested throughout the transitive paradigms" (Goddard
1967,83).

Direct forms

in the objective and absolute

paradigms

of the mixed

set

(independent order) are marked with the theme sign t-a... Inverse
forms in the
objective paradigm of this set are marked with the theme sign*-ekw.

4.1.1.2.

Conjunct order

Table 4-4 summarizes the morphology

of direct forms in the mixed

set

(conjunct order).

*P is used to represent a segment in
Proto-Algonquian which is realized as p is some of the daughter
languages and m in others (Goddard 1967, s7). According to Godda¡d (1gi4,322),
further evidence
suggests that this segment is actually a cluster, either *hn o, *?m, which may
no* 6" ,rpig ented *Hm.

'

as
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nâfi ent
J

I

-ak-

2

-at-

1o

-akent-

2l

-ankw-

2o

-e:kw-

agenÌ

Table 1-1 Agreemenî morpholopgt of directforms in the ntixed set
(conjunct order) (Bloomfeld 19J6, 102)

Table 4-5 summarizes the mo¡phology of inverse forms in the mixerd

set

(conjunct order).
asent

?lnl
1

',t2

patient

-l L-

-e0k-

lo

-iyament-

2l

-e0ankw-

2o,

-e0a.kw-

Table 1-5 Agreement morphologt of inverse forms in the mixed set
(cortjtutct order) (Goddard 1 97 7, I 3 3)

Direct forms in the mixed set (conjunct order) have no theme sign, while
inverse forms in this set are marked with the theme signs *-i and *-e0
(Bloomfield 1946, t02).

4.1.2.

-Thírd person set

Forms in the third person set are used when one argument is third person
proximate and the other is third person obviative or when both arguments are
third person obviative.

4.1.2.1.

Independent order

Table 4-6 summarizes the morphology

of direct forms in the obiective

paradigm of the third person ser (independent order).

8t

Dailent
-f

agent

3.

we- -a:wali

we- -a:wahi

3n:

we- -a:wa:walt

we- -a:wa:wahi

Table -l-6 Agreenrcnr morphologt of directJorms (objective) in
the third person set (independent order) (Cddard 1967, 94)

Table 4-7 summarizes the morphology

of inverse forms in the objective

paradigm of the third person set (independent order).
agent
rì

patient

t;l
.t,:' i

'^,,.

'. J fì

rl

.l

we- -eko:li

we- -eko:hi

we- -ekorva:wali

we- -ekowa:wahi

Table 4-7 Apyeement morphologt of inverse forms (objective) in the
third person set (independent order) (Goddard 1967, 94)

Direct forms in the objective paradigm of the third person set (independenr
order) are marked with the theme sign

*-a:. Inverse forms in this paradigm

are

marked with*-elcw.

Table 4-8 summarizes the morphology of direct forms (absolute) in the third
person set (independent order).

nâtr

agent

J

ent

-e:wa
-e.waki

Table 1-8 Apreement morphologt of direct (absolute) þrms in
the third person .set (independent order)(Goddartt 1967, 9J)

Table 4-9 summarizes the morphology

of inverse forms (absolute) in the third

person set (independent order).
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aqent
J.'

J

-ekwa

3o

-eko:ki

patient

Table 4-9 AgreemenÍ morphorogt of inverse (absorure)
forms in
the thirdperson set (independeniorder)
iOOZ,

¡Coaaara

Ol¡

Direct forms in the absolute paradigm of the third person set (independent
order) are marked with the theme sign *-e:. Inverse forms in
this paradigm

are

marked tutth*-ekw (Goddard 1967).

4.I.2.2.

Conjunct order
Table 4-10 summarizes the mo¡phology of direct forms in
the third person set
(conjunct order).
DAüent
ìlr:ì:,
ÌJ

.3,
agent

-2 f-

-a:twa:w
,''t4i:,
'rl;r:)l

l

-a:lit-

'"u'"'-lf i:;i:::#'#i::iy,:l!;;'uo,^'i,
"lf
Table 4-11 summarizes the morphology of inverse forms
in the third person set
(conjunct order).

asent
J

patient

Table J-l

:,J

-ekwet-

3p

-ekwetwa:w-

J

-ekwelit-

I A¿yeement rnorphologt oJiwerseforms in
the third person sel (conjunct order)

Direct forms in the third person set (conjunct order) are marked
with the theme
*-a:'
sign
Inverse forms in this paradigm are marked with*-ekw.
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4.1.3.

Non-third person set
Forms in the non-third person set are used when both arguments
are first or
second person.

4.1.3.I.

Independent order

Table 4-12 summarizes the morphology of direct forms in the non-third
person
set (independent order).
oatient

agent

:l':2'

ke- -i

2t

ke--iPwa

ke- -iPena

Table 1-12 Ag{reement.morpltorogt of directforms in the non-third person
set
(independent order) (Goddard 1967, gJ)

Table 4-13 summarizes the morphology of inverse forms

in the non-third

person set (independent order).

aqenr

panent

I

,ln

2

ke- -eOe

ke- -e0ePena

2o

ke- -e0ePwa

Table 1-13 ,4greement morphologt of inverse
forms in the

Direc,;:::::'::':ff:;::":':u,:#:::::'"::,,aremarkedwi,h
'the theme sign

*-1. inårr. forms in this paradigm

are marked with *-eg

(Goddard t979a\.

4.I.3.2.

Conjunct order
Table 4-14 summarizes the morphology of direct forms in the non-third
person
set (conjunct order).

&+

Datlent

agent

I

lo

")

-iyan-

-iya:nk-

2p

-ive:kw-

Table 1-11 Agreement morphologt of directforms in the
non-third person set (conjztnct order) (Bloomfield Igj6, 102)

Table 4-15 summarizes the morphology

of

inverse forms

in the

non-third

person

agenl

ln
patient

-e0a:n2o

-e0a:nk-

-e0akokw-

Table 4-i'5 Agreement norphologt of inversefornts in the
non-third person set (conjunct order) (Bloonfield 1946, I 02)

Direct forms in the non-third person set (independent order) are marked with
the theme sign *-i. Inverse forms in this paradigm are marked with *-e0
(Bloomfield 1946).
4.1.4.

Theme s¿?rrs *-í and *-e0 ín the proto-Algonquían conjunct

According to Goddard (r979a, 84), "In the proto-Algonquian conjunct the
theme signs *-l (Theme 3) and *-eg (Theme 4) were used for all forms with

first person and second person objects, respectively." Therefore, it would
seem that these morphemes functioned as object markers rather than as theme
.signs
at an earlier stage in the history of the language.

4.1.5.

Orígín of the ìnverse marker /ekw/ ín proto-Algonquían
According to Goddard (1974), the conjunct order in proto-Algonquian predates
the independent order and this is where the inverse marker *-ekw originated.

He suggests that

it

was first used

in the conjunct to mark obviative-on-

proximate and inanimate-on-animate. He states that:
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the opposition of the theme signs

-a'. direct and -ekw inverse is used in the conjunct to
distinguish proximare-on-obviative (*-a:t he-him, them (obv.)) from obviati"Ë q_-a_
inanimate)-on-proximate (*-ekwet he, they (obv.)/it, they (inanfhim), and ttris'must
have been the point of origin for the corresponding theme signs in the independent direct

and inverse paradigms (Goddard 1974,324).

Thus, the use

of *-ekw to mark forms in the independent order in

proto-

Algonquian, and hence in the independent order in Cree, originated from this
use of *-ekw in the Proto-Algonquian conjunct.

In sum, while *-elcw is used to mark many forms in the independent order in
Proto-Algonquian, this morpheme originated in the conjunct mode in the
proto-language where it marked only third person obviative-on-proximate and

third person inanimate-on-third person animate.

4.2.

Evidence from ÏViyot

4.2.1.

Agreement morphology ín lltìyot

In this section,

I look at the agreement

morphology used for intransitive and

transitive verbs in the indicative mood.2 This survey is summarized from
Teeter's gr¿rmmar of V/iyot (1964).

Intransitive stems are suffxed to show agreement with the person

of

the

subject. For example, the forms in (2) and (3) are marked for agreement with a
first person subject and a second person subject, respectively.

(2) tohl-á
talk-l
'I talk'
(Teeter 1964,34)

(3) tohl- át
talk- 2
'you talk'
(Teeter 1964,34)
Transitive verbs are derived from intransitive verbs by the addition of a suffix
refened to as a "final." For example, the transitive stem rakhohw-'laugh at' is

'In

Yurok, there are imperative, negative and subjunctive moods as well (Teeter 1964).

8ó

derived from the intransitive stem rakh- .laugh' by the addition
of the final
-ohw (Teeter 1964, 33). There are many different finals, some particular

to

only one verb.
The transitive stem is suffixed for agreement both with the subject
and with the
object, as in the examples in (a) and (5).3

$) hog- íl-

teII FINAL

al- ar

I

2

'you tell me'
(Teeter 1964,73)

(5) rakh-

óhw- al-

it

laugh FINAL I
3
'he laughs at me'
(Teeter 1964,33)

4.2.2.

Word order and grammaticøl relatíons in Wiyot

According

to Reichard (1925,96), word order is

used

to

indicate the

grammatical relations of subject and object: "syntactic relations
are expressed
by position." The first NP in the linear order is the subject and the
second is
the object. Therefore, changing the order of constituents can change the

meaning. For example, the sentence in (6) has the same th¡ee constituents
as
the sentence in (7), but the order ofthe constituents has changed
and so has the
meaning.'

(6) gurago .'w

man

î

êL
SeeS

h îyafue'l

guratc'tck
boy

'that man sees the boy'
(Reichard 1925,96)s

' I have added the morpheme-by-morpheme

glosses in examples (4) and (6)-(12). In addition, I have
the morpheme boundaries in the (tO)-ltZ¡
l"!i.lt_:9
(1997) for arguments that word ãrder can be used as an indicator
of grammatical relations.
, wnrte
the sentences in (6) and (7) differ only with respect to the order
of

*:.Ylîtt"

conitituents, i.e., there is no
difference in the mo¡photogy of the NPs or VP between the two sentences,
the sentences do differ just
slightly in the English translation of the determiner used with the NP 'boy,'
Le., .tnat' in (6) and ,this, in
(7).

gl

(7) guratc'tck

êL
sees
SLTB/AGT VERB
boy

h îyawe'l

gurago .,w î
man
OBJ/PAT

'that boy sees that man,
(Reichard 1925,96)

According to Teeter (1964,4g), in wiyot..s
normally precedes v, and o most
often follows v, but may precede it." when
Nps for both subject and object
are used' the word order is generaily svo,
as in (6)-(7), or Sov as in (g).

(8)

John

John

Mary
Mary

va-dawi'kw-il

SUB/AGT

OBJÆAT

John visited

Marv'
(Reichar

In

visited
VERB

d

1925, 96)o

which have a subject and an oblique object, the
obrique object
occurs where the direct object would occur
in the usual SVO word order, such
sentences

that the order of constituents is as follows,
subject, verb, obrique object. In
sentences which have both a direct object
and an oblique object, the order of
constifuents is as foilows: subject, direct object,
oblique object, verb (Reichard

tezs).
(9)

guratc'tck wa'iyits

boy

dog

va.d.î da.gamo.dil
with a stick
hit

'that boy hit the dog with a stick,

(Reichard 1925,96)

Most sentences with verþ, subject and object
have either SVo or
-order. However, Reichard (1925,22) states:

sov

word

when there is no ambiguity the position of independent
words is quite free. For example,
when there is no nominal object the subject
may stand either before or afrer the verb, but
if object or nominal instrumentals ,r" pår"nt they
are obliged to settle down in their own

compartments.

Teeter (1964,49) states that sometimes

ovS word order is used for

obiect

emphasis.t

;å"Ïiï*$:i5,]
'

Ï,'"'J

a now-obsolete orthographv' in which

z is equivarenr to modem d rc is modern ð,

See Teerer (1964) for additional examoles.
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4.2.3.

The constntctíon with -uk¡-¡k ín \I/íyot

According to Goddard, proto-Argonquian *-ekw is a probable cognate
of the
suffix -uk/-ik in wiyot. Specifically, he suggests, with reference to the

direclinverse opposition and the inverse morpheme, that "extreme antiquity
for this opposition and the morpheme *-ekw is indicated by the existence
of an
apparent cognate in Wiyot" (Goddard 1974,324).
Goddard (1966) notes Teeter's brief reference to two rarely used forms
of the
third person object suffix, -ik and -uk.
In addition to those listed, there are two rather rare 3-Obj suflixes which are
optionally
used in certain verbs normally taking the m allomorpl. fne
first has the form lÉ, and is
added directly to certain a-stems, of which hacab- 'give it' is
an example. The second is
uÉ, used after themes of certain i-stems, exemplifñd by tisk-'like'
itheme tiskow-) to
express the 3-Obj: tiskowuk-.like him'(Teeter 1964,73)-

In a list of examples of transitive forms, Teeter includes examples with the -¡,t
and -uk suffïxes alongside the more frequently used -¡n. These
examples are
given here as (10) and

(10)

a.

(l t)

respectively.

hácab- u- mgive- FINAL 3OBJ

it
3SLIB

'he gives it to him'

ikil
give 3OBJ 3SUB

hácab-

b.

'he gives it to him'
(Teeter 1964,74)

(11) a. rlsÉ-

o-

m-

ìt

like FINAL 3OBJ 3SUB

'he likes him'
b.

t¡sk- o(w)- úk- it
like FINAI 3OBJ 3SUB
'he likes him'
(Teeter 1964,74)

Goddard (1966) states that Reichard's (1925) grammar of Wiyor includes more

detail with respect to these forms. He takes the forms tiskomìl and tiskowúkil
from Teeter's grammar and, using the glosses given in Reichard's grammar, he
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between the two sentences being that the verb in (12a) is suffixed with the
"non-personal" form of the third person object suff,rx and the verb in (l2b)
is

suffixed with the "personal" form of the third person object suffrx.

With

respect to the position

of subject and object when the object is personal
as in (12b) or non-personal as in (12a), Reichard (1925,75) claims that: ..A
noun is indicated as subject or object, while keeping a fixed position in the
sentence, according as one or the other form of the suffix is used in the verb."

In (l2b), the patient NP rozis is still, as in (l2a), in the position normally
associated with subjects in Wiyot, while the agent Np Mary is still in the
position normally associated with'objects in this language. However, it seems
that when the verb is suffixed with the personal form of the third person suffix,
the NP which would typically be the agent/subject, Louis, is interpreted as the

patient and the NP which would typically be the patient/object, i.e., Mary, is
interpreted as the agent.
There is a second example of this contast in Reichard (1925).

(13)

gêLe'laViL
sfing-aV-iL
'the yellow-jacket stung Louis'

Louis
Louis

b. Louis
gêLelo.'gil,
Louis
stung-og-iL
'the yellow-jacket stung Louis'
(Reictrard 1925,75)8

gato

a. gats

yellow-jacket

The two sentences in (13) have the

yellow-jacket

same

meaning. In (13a), the verb

suffixed with the non-personal form of the third person object

suffix.

is

The

agent NP yellow-jacket is in subject position. The patient NP Zoz¿is is in object

position.

In (l3b), however, the verb is suffixed with the personal form of the third
person object suffix. Here, the NP that is in subject position, Louis, is
interpreted as the patient, while the NP that is in object position, yellow-jacket,

9l

likens the contrast between these forms

to the direclinverse opposition in

Proto-Algonquian.
Some verb forms have aftested beside them rare by-forms which were apparently not
clearly differentiated in Mrs. Prince's usage; e.g. tiskowúkit he likes himbeside the usual
tiskomìl (p. 73-a). Judging by Reichard's examples these indicate action by the secondmentioned of two third persons on tïe first-mentioned: Louis tiskomil Mary Louis loves
Mary; Louis tiskowúkil Mary-Mary loves Louis (R[eichard 1925] 75). The parallel with
the obviative-on-proximate forms of Algonquian is striking (Goddard 1966,403).

Goddard (1974) suggests that the allomorphs -ukl-ik in Wiyot may be cognate

with the morpheme -ekw- in Proto-Algonquian. This implies that the origin of
this morpheme can be traced to Proto-Algic.

4.2.3.1.

Reichard's (1925) analysis of the ionstruction marked by -ukl-ik

The sentences in (12) from Reichard (1925) are the same pair that Goddard

(1966) likens

to a direclinverse opposition.

However,

in her grammar,

Reichard uses a system of orthography which is no longer used and the suffix

-ikluk correspondsto -oylog in Reichard's examples.

(12)

a.

Louis dicga"mil

Mary

love-am-iL

'Louis loves Mary'
b.

Louis dìca'y'oyil Mary
love- oy-il
'Marv loves Louis'
(Reichard 1925,75)

Notice the contrast between the sentences in (12a) and (b). In (l2a), the verb is
-suffixed with the regular form of the third person object suffix. The agent NP

Louis is in subject position and the patient NP Mary is in object position. As

in 4.2.2, word order is usually used to express the grammatical
relation of subject and object in Wiyot with the subject NP preceding the

discussed

object NP.

In (12b), the verb is suffixed with what Reichard (1925) refers to as the lesser
used "personal" form

of the third person object suffix, i.e., -oylog. The word

order in (12b) is the same as the word order

in (l2a), the only

difference
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is interpreted as the agent. As in (l2b), when the personal form of the third
person object suffix is used, the NP that is in the position typically associated

with the agenlsubject is interpreted as the patient, and the NP that is in the
position typically associated with the patient/object is interpreted as the agent.
Unforn¡nately, there are no additional examples in Reichard (1925) and none at

all in Teeter's materials.
4.2.3.2.

Constraints on the -ikl-uk construction
Reichard (1,925) finds that the construction marked by the personal form of the

third person object suffix -oylog is subject to the following constraints: (i) the
object must be human and third person, and (ii) the subject must also be third

person. She gives the sentence in (14) as an example.

(14)

*wa'iyits gêLelo.'gil gats
dog
stung-og-il yellow-jacket
(Reichard 1925,75)'

The sentence in (14) is like the sentence in (13b), except that the patient NP
dog in (14), the object according to Reichard's analysis, is not human, and the
sentence is therefore ungrammatical.

In (l3b), the patient NP Zozls, the object

according to Reichard, is human and the sentence is grammatical.

4.3.

Bvidence from Yurok

4.3.1.

Agreement morphology ín Yurok

-In Yurok, there are two productive classes of inflected verbs, e-class and oclass, depending on the particular series of inflections taken.ro For e-class
verbs, e is the most common vowel in the series of inflections. Similarly, for
o-class verbs, o is the most common vowel in the series of inflections (Robins
195g).11

8

Note the difference in spelling for 'yellow-jacket', i.e., in (a) it is gats and in þ) galo.
Note the form of the suffrx -og: in (12) and (13) it is -o'g.
to
There are also a few a-class verbs (Robins 1958).
tt There are actually two subclasses of o-class verbs differing with respect to the particular inflections taken
for second and third person singular.

o
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In the indicative mood, intransitive stems are suffixed to indicate agreement
in
person and in number with the subject. For example, the forms
in (15) and
(16) are marked for agreement with the first person singular subject.,2

(15) (nek)t3 maTepet-ek'
PRO tie up-1SG
lSG
'I tie up'
(Robins 1958,33)

(16) (nek) hoTomohtk-ok'

PRO

hurt-tSG
lSG
'I hurt'
(Robins 1958, 34)

The paradigm for transitive verbs is incomplete, with some forms in it being
regularly and systematically substituted for by passive or intransitive forms.

where active transitive forms are used, the stem is suff,rxed with: a .stem
vowel' + object agreement + subject agreement. Examples of active transitive
forms are given for e-class and o-class verbs are given in (17) and (1g),
respectively.

(17) (nek) nekcen-

PRO

i-

c- ek'

meet-STEM

'I meet you (sg)'

V- 2sg-lsg

(Robins 1958,71)

(18) (nekah) ko?moy-

PRO

o-

c- olt
2sg- lpl

hear-STEM V'we hear you (sg)'
(Robins 1958,72)

In most cases, the
verbs seems

agreement morphology

to differ with

for e-class and o-class transitive

to the stem vowel only; the subject and
object suffixes take the same form for e-class verbs as thev do for o-class
respect

tj*.

provided inrerlinear glosses for the yurok examples given in this section.
The pronominal subject nek isbracketed to indicate thàt it is optionat (Robins l95g). In yurok,
the verb
alone can form a complete sentence.

ll

"

q3

verbs. For example, in (17) and (18) the second person singular subject

is

marked with -c.

4.3.2.

ÍI/ord order ønd grammntícal relatíons ín Yurok

The subject NP occurs before the object NP in the unmarked case as in the
sentences in (19).

(19)

a.

b.

ku pegrk no?p'e?n

mewil
the
chased an elk
'the man chased an elk'

man

mewil
an elk

no?p'e?n ku pegrk
chased the man

'an elk chased the man'
(Robins 1958, 19)

In (19), the sentences differ only with

respect

to the position of the NPs

relative to one another in the linear order. In (19a), the subject NP

È¿¿

pegrk

'the man' occurs first and the object NP mewil'an elk' is second. In (l9b),

mewil is the subject and ku pegrk is the object. These sentences differ only
with respect the order of constituents.
o\¡/ever, Robins (1958, 19) states that where "the morphological form of one

or more of the words, or their

sense, makes the strucfure

unambiguous, this order is not necessarily adhered

of the sentence

to." For example, in (20),

the first person singular objective pronominal nekac occurs before the NP

k¿¿

wencol{'the woman,' but it is still the object.

(20)

nekac
me

newohpe?n ku wencol{

saw

the woman
'the woman saw me'
(Robins 1958, 19)
4.3.3.

The structure of the passíve ín Yurok

In Yurok, the passive of transitive verbs is formed by adding a suffix to the
active stem. This suffix is -ey- for e-class verbs and -oy- for o-class verbs
(Robins 1958).
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The passive stem formed with -ey-l-oy- is then marked for person
and number
agreement with the passive subject, i.e., the thematic patient.
These endings
are the same for both e-class and o-class verbs and are given in (21).
These
endings take the same form as the agreement suffixes for intransitive
verbs.

(21) Agreement affixes for passive forms

lsg -ek'
lpl
2sg -e?m
2pl
3sg see below 3pl

_oh
_u?
-eJ

(Robins 1958,47)
Examples of passive forms are giVen in (22) and (23).

(22)

o-class stem tmo:l-'to shoot'; passive stem tmo:loylsg tmo. Ioyek' (tmo: Ioyk)t'

,tobe shot'

(Robins 1958,47)

(23)

e-class stem nekcen-'to meet', passive stem nekceney- ,to be met'
1 sg ne kc eneyek' (ne kc eneyk,)

(Robins 1958,47)
The third person passive form of verbs of both classes is formed bv addine
-i?-

to the active stem, as in (24) and (25).r5

(24) o-class stem tmo:l-'to shoot';

3'd singular passive tmo:ri?

(Robins 1958,47)

(25)

e-class stem nekcen- 'to meet'; 3'd singular passive nekceni?

(Robins 1958,47)
Some e-class verbs form the passive stem with the suffix -el- instead of -ey-.

Third-person forms of these verbs are formed by adding the suffix -u?-

to the

active stem, e.g., e-class stem nek- 'to put'; 3'd singular passive neku? (Robins

l95g,49)

r+

The second form in which the final vowel is not pronounced is an alternative pronunciation.
See also the
example in (22) and Robins ( 1958, 39)

"

The suffix -i? differs from the agreement marking
verb in which the final consonant is glottalized.

of the third person singular form of the intransirive
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The passive in Yurok is like the prototypical passive construction in the
following ways. The patient occurs as the subject and the agent is usually
marked as an oblique object with the preposition

mel'by., In addition,

the

passive stem is intransitive in the sense that it is marked for agreement with
the
same sufÏixes used in the intransitive conjugation, except for the use of -i? for

the third person passive suffix. Examples of the passive in yurok are given in
the following examples.

(26)

nek kic teykelewom-oy-ek' mel
I
PAST bite-PAss-lsg BY
'I

Ieyes
snake

was bitten bv a snake'

.
(27) srmryrw-i? c'Ltc'is mel
kill-PASS bird By

(Robins 1958, 50)
ha?a:g
srone

'the bird was killed with a stone'
(Robins 1958,50)

(28)

kic

le?l-oy-k'

mel

PAST sting-PASS-tsg BY
'I have been stung by a nettle'

me?yel

nenle

(Robins 1958, 146)

According to Robins (1958), however, "sometimes the agent or instrument
stands alone without mel as an independent subject", as in (2g).

(29)

nekah wi? cpi
1p pro
there only

?ekon-i?
ku nepuy
hold-pASS/3sg the salmon
'the salmon is heldSy us alone'
(Robins 1958,50)

Robins (1958, 17) suggests that in constructions such as that in (29)'.a nominal

or nominal group stands as a kind of independent subject to the sentence as a
whole, apart from any specific subject of the verbal."
4.3.4.

Dístributìon of øctive ønd passive ìn Yurok

In his grammar of Yurok, Robins (1958, 69) states that active transitive forms,
which he refers to as "bipersonal forms," "only f,rll certain places in the system,
namely, those in frequent use," and that "the other places are filled either by
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forms derived from the passive stem but used in syntactic
structures
appropriate to an active verb, or by forms of the unipersonal
conjugation,,,
where he uses the term "unipersonal conjugation" to refer
to intransitive forms.

When an intransitive form is substituted for a transitive
form, it is marked for
agreement wth the agent of the transitive form.
For example, an intransitive
form is used in contexts in which the agent is third person plural
and the
patient is singular. In addition, the object is expressed
with a fu¡ Np unless
"the context makes it un¡ecessary" (Robin s 195g,77).

As

I am concerned with the distribution

of active and

passive,

I will not

consider the use of intransitive forms in the transitive paradigm
any fi.'ther.

Although Robins (195s) relates the distribution of active and
passive in yurok
to frequency of use, I will show that the distribution of active
and passive in
this language is related to the relative rank of the agent and patient
Nps with
respect to the empathy hierarchy. The active is used
in most contexts in which

the agent outranks the patient, while the passive is used
in most contexts in
which the agent is outranked by the patient.

Table 4-16 summarizes the distribution

of active, passive and

intransitive

forms in Yurok.
subject
lsg
rsg

object

2sg

active

3sg

active

lpl

actlve

2pl

active

3pl

actlve

Toble 1-16. The

.?sg

3sg

active

active

'lpl

passive

active

active

intrans.

active

passive

passive

lntrans.

passtve

active

lntrans

intrans.

distihnion of active

and passive

2pl

3pl

active

activdpass
passlve

acllve

lntrans

passrve

passrve

passlve
intrans.

in wiyot (Robins Ig5g,

I

ntrans.

70)

As we have seen, in languages which have empathy hierarchies,
first and
second person both outrank third person, i.e.,1,2 >
3. In yurok, active forms
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are used in most contexts in which the agent outranks the patient
according to
this hierarchy.r' The exceptions to this are the use of intransitive
forms

for

2sg-3p1,

lpl-3pl and 2pl-3p1.'?

Conversely, in Yurok, passive forms a¡e used in most contexts
in which the
agent is outranked by the patient according to the hierarchy
r,2 > 3. The
exceptions to this generalization are that: (i) the active is
used for 3sg_lsg,
and

(ii) either the active or passive may

be used for 3pl_lsg.

In Yurok, the active is used for forms in which both arguments are
first or
second p€rson except when the object is first person plural,
suggesting that

person plural outranks second p'erson plural

in yurok.

first

Interestingly, first

person plural has priority over second person plural
in the number marking of
Algonquian forms in the you-and-me set (cf. Btoomfierd (1946,100)
for proto-

Algonquian, wolfart (L973,55) for cree). For example in
cree, if both the
first and second person arguments are prural, the verb is marked
for agreement
with the first person argument. verbs in this set show agreement

for the
second person plural argument only when the other argument
is first person
singular.
4.4.

Conclusion
In Proto-Algonquian, the inverse mo¡pheme *-ekw first marked proximate-on_
obviative and inanimate-gn-animate in the coniunct order.

In wiyot, 'uk/-ik, a probable cognate of *-ekw in pA, marks a construction
in
which the NP in subject position is interpreted as the patient
and the Np in
object position is interpreted as the agent.

16

Active transitive formsrvith. a third person object are only
used when the object is human. Intransitive

f_orms a¡e used otherwise

(Robins l95g).
Intransitive forms are also used in alí cases in which both
the agent and the patient are third person, e.g.,
3sg-3sg, 3sg-3p1, 3pl-3sg,
17

and 3pl-3p1.
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In Yurok,

a passive marked by -i?l-u? has an interesting structural parallel

with

the -ukl-ik construction in wiyot; the patient is in subject position, i.e.,
it
precedes the agent NP, the agent Np occurs in the object position.
untike the

Wiyot construction, however, the agent in the Yurok construction, like

the

agent in the prototypical passive, is marked as an oblique object.
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CHAPTER 5: EVIDENCE FOR A PAsS[vE To I|{\¡ERSE
REANALYSIS IN CREE
5.0.

Introduction
In this chapter, I take a diach¡onic approach to the analysis of the inverse
in
Cree' Specifically, I claim that the inverse in Cree originated
when a passive
construction that existed at a much earlier time in the history
of the language,

i.e., in Proto-Algic, w¿rs reanalyzed as an active transitive clause.
This
reanalysis, I claim, was motivated by an obligatory use
of the passive in
contexts

in which the agent was

outranked by the

patienl

The resulting
construction would have been an active nansitive clause that
was used in
contexts in which the agent was outanked by the patient,
i.e., an inverse.

5.1.

The reanalysis account for Cree (Algonquian)

s.1.1.

The passíve ín Proto-Algíc

According to the diachronic development that I am proposing, passive
a
construction that edsted in Proto-Algic was reanalyzed as
an active transitive
clause, i.e., the inverse, in pre-proto-Algonquian.

I

reconstruct a passive construction marked by lekwl for proto_Algic
as in
figure 5-1.
PATIENT/SUBJECT
(=underlying DO)

WWekw-SUBJ OBL

by

AGENT/OBL OBi
(:underlying SLtsJ)

Fig. 5-1. Proto-Algic Passive

In the Proto-Algic passive in figure 5-1, the patient Np is the subject
and the
agent occurs as an oblique object marked by an oblique
marker rike yurok mel

'by'.

The passive verb is marked: (i) bv the passive suff,rx *-eK*4,and
(ii) with
a suff,rx agreement for the passive subject.
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s.1.2.

The reanalysís

I claim that the passive construction marked by lekwlapplied obligatorily when
the agent was out¡anked by the patien! but only within the category of third
person. In this way, passive would have applied when the agent was outranked

by the patient with respect to the hierarchy 3 > 3' >

0.

Thus, the passive would have been obligatory in contexts in which the agent
was ouÍanked by the patient, i.e.,3'-3,

0-3. The active

construction would

have been obligatory in contexts in which the agent outranked the patien! i.e.,
3-3',. 3-0.

The proposed reanalysis of the passive as an active transitive construction may
have been motivated by the obligatory use of the passive in the following way.

Typically, most constructions are active and the passive is an optional variation

which is used under parricular semantic or discourse conditions and is the
marked construction. The active occurs in the unmarked case.
The frequency of the passive resulting from the obligatory use of the passive

would have made the passive rule "opaque" to speakers of the language; it
would no longer be associated with the semantic and discourse conditions that
typically determine when the passive is used in language (chung 1979).
Moreover, once the passive became obligatory in certain contexts, it would no
. longer

be a "passive"

in the sense there is no corresponding

construction.l For example, given the distribution

active

of active and passive

proposed here for pre-Proto-Algonquian, there would be no way to express
obviative-on-proximate using an active construction.
Chung (1978) argues that the passive is a structure that can be interpreted in

two ways and can, therefore, be subject to reanalysis. Following chung, I

t

According to Jelinek and Demers (1983), this is an issue that has been raised in the literature for some
the Coast Salish languages.

of
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claim that the obligatory passive in Proto-Algic was reanalyzed in pre-pA in
terms of its underlying structure in the following way.
PASSIVE: PATIENT/SUBJECT VERB-e,tw AGENT/OBL.OBJ
(underlying direct

object)

(underlying subject)

REANALYyS

ACTIVE:

TRANSITIVE
Fig. 5-2.

AGENT/

VERB-e,tl

SUBJECT
The

PATIENT/
DIRECT OBJECT

passive to itwerse reanalysis in pre-pAz

In figure 5-2, the agent is reanalyzed

as the subject

of an active clause, while

the patient is reanalyzed as the direct object of that clause.

The active transitive clause that results from the reanalysis in figure 5-2 is used

in contexts in which the agent is oufanked by the patient, i.e., it is an inverse

construction. The marker of the original passive construction, i.e.,

lelcwl,

marks the inverse verb in the reanalvzed construction.

The active transitive construction that was originally opposed to the passive,
i.e., the construction that was used in contexts in which the agent outranked the

patient, is now opposed to the inverse and is a direct construction.3
s.1.3.

A problemfor the analysís
One problem for the reanalysis account is the absence of an oblique marker in
'the reanalyzed
construction. I would suggest that the oblique marking of the
passive was lost prior to reanalysis.

t

This figure has been adapted from Chung's (1978, 263) diagram
languages in the Polynesian family.

ofthe passive-to-ergative reanalysis for

'ln

her study of the functional profìles of voice constructions in Spanish, Hidalgo (1994) finds that the
passive used with the auxiliary ser'be' has a functional profile which fits more closely with the profile of
an inverse rather than a passive. She suggests, therefore, that "an erstwhile agent-p.ese*ing promotional
passive may change over time into a functional inverse-voice clause. She makes no claims hìwever about
the passive being reanalyzed as an inverse.
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In the discussion of the type of overlap which exists between passive
and
inverse constructions in the languages of the world in3.3.2.3,I
give examples
f¡om Lummi (Salish) and the Nootkan languages in which the
oblique marking

of the agent in the passive is

sometimes omitted. Both Lummi and the
Nootkan languages are languages in which the passive construction
is

obligatory in contexts in which the agent is oufanked by the patient,
this being
the same context which I argue was the conditioning environment

for

the

reanalysis of the passive in Algonquian.

Thus, it may sometimes be the case that prior to the reanalysis
of a passive

as

an active transitive clause, the obrique marking of the agent is
at first
sometimes omitted and eventually lost.

Note, too, that in addition to this typological evidence we
saw that the oblique
marking of the agent in the passive in Yurok is sometimes

omitted. Since
Yurok is a sister language to Algonquian, and the yurok passive
is the
construction upon which I base the reconstruction of the
Algic passive, it may
well be that oblique marking of the passive subject was lost prior
to reanalysis.
s.1.4.

The analysís as grammatíc alízatio n

In

1.3.1,

I discussed grammaticalization

as a process

of

language change by

which discourse phenomena or rexical items become incoqporated
into
grammatical structure
the language and by which less

,of

the

grammatical

-morphemes become more grammatical.

The passive is a discourse-based phenomenon. The inverse,
holvever, is an
obligatory grammatical structure, i.e., it is obligatory in contexts
in which the
agent is outranked by the patient. This change is, by deñnitioq
grammaticalization because

it involves the incorporation of a discourse-based

phenomenon, the passive, into the grammatical structure
of the language. one
of the linguistic effects of grammaticalization exemplified by the proposed

reanalysis, then, is that the inverse morpheme is an
obligatory grammatical
structure rather than a discourse-based phenomenon.
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Related to the increasingly obligatory nature of lekwlas an inverse
marker is
increased frequency. The morpheme lelcwl would be used more
often as an
inverse marker than as a passive morpheme. This is due to the obligatory

nature

of the inverse, i.e., the inverse is required

whenever the agent is

outranked by the patient.

to Givón (1994, r 1): "All other things being equal, inverse
constructions tend to be much more frequent in text than passive
According

constructions." Wolfart (1991, 172) states that "the text frequency of passives,
and of agentive passives in particular, is notoriously low," ln cont¡ast,
Wolfart

(1991, 172) finds that the occurrence of direct and inverse in cree ..of
is
balanced frequency." Another linguistic effect of grammaticalization
exemplified by the proposed reanarysis of lekwl, then, is increased frequency;
i.e-, lekwl would be used more frequently as an inverse marker than
it would
have been as a passive marker.
5.1"5.

The proposed analysís as reanalysìs

As discussed in 1.3.3, changes by reanalysis always involve a change in the
structure of a form or expression, but do not affect the surface manifestation
of
that form or expression. Here,

I

discuss the proposed analysis as an example

of reanalysis.
Hopper and Traugott (1993, 42) suggest that in order for a form or expression
to undergo reanalysis, there must be "opacity/ambiguity that allowed for the
structue to be analyzed as before, and for a new analysis to coexist with it."

As we have seen, the passive is a construction which is opaque/ambiguous
in
this way and may, therefore, be subiect to reanalvsis.
Clearly, the grammaticalization of a passive as an active tansitive clause
that I
have proposed here involves reanalysis. Whether the passive is inte¡preted.
in

terms

of its surface

structure

or its

underlying stucture, the surface

manifestation is not affected and there is no corresponding change in
meaning.

IM

{?

specifTc typological evidence: the passive to ergative reanalysis
for languages in the polynesian family
chung's analysis for languages in the polynesian family provides specific
typological support for the type of change I propose for cree, i.e.,

the
reanalysis of the passive as an active transitive clause. chung (rg7g)
argues
that in some languages in this family the passive has been reanalyzed,
as an
active transitive clause. she claims that ergative case systems arose
in
languages which originally had accusative when this reanalysis
took place.
5.2.1.

Accusative and ergøtíve case systems ín the polynesían languages
Polynesian languages systematically mark grammatical relations
in one of two
ways. In some languages, it is the agent of transitive clauses that is marked

Iike, o¡ identified with, the subject of innansitive clauses, i.e., an accusative
system. In others, it is the direct object of transitive clauses that is
marked
in

this way, i.e., an ergative system.4

In Polynesian languages, there are two types of transitive verbs, ..canonical
transitive" and "middle." According to chung (lg7g, 47), ..canonical
transitive verbs describe events which produce a direct, often physical
effecr
on the direct object, while middle verbs describe events that do
not affect the
direct object immediately." A middle clause is a sentence that has
a middle
verb.

The accusative case
subgroup

,yrtJ-

is associated with languages in the East polynesian

of the Polynesian family of languages. Here,

I will look at an

example of this type of case marking system from Maori, an East polynesian
language.

a

In addition to the accu-sative and ergative systems described here, a mixed
accusative-ergative
marking sysrem exists in Kapingamarangi, a language in the Samoic-outlier
subgroup.

case
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In Maori, subjects of transitive and intransitive clauses are unma¡ked,
as in (l)
(2)'
and
respectively. The direct object of canonical transitive clauses is case
marked with the accusative marker t, as in (1).5

(1) Ka whakareri o
uns prepare prop

Rewi
t nga: rama.
Rewi ACC the-pl torch
'Rewi prepared the torches.'
(Chung 1978, 50)

(2)

Ka moe te tamaiti.
uns sleep the child
'The child is sleeping.'
(Chung 1978,50)

Subjects of middle clauses are unrharked and direct objects of these
clauses are
marked with t or ki, as in (3).

(3)

Ka hiahia au ki
uns want I to

'I want the right proverb.'

te pepelza:

tika.

the proverb right
(Chung 1978,

5t)

Languages with accusative systems have a passive construction in
which the

patient is promoted
object marked with

to subject position

e.

and the agent occurs as an oblique

The passive verb is marked with the suffix -Cla. as in

the Maori example in (4).u

@)

ka tuku-a

e paowa te waka.
uns leave-PASS AGT paowa the canoe
'Paowa left the canoe.'

(Chung 1978,52)
The ergative case system is associated with languages in the Tongic subgroup,
as well as in a number of languages in the Samoic-outlier subgroup of the
Polynesian family. Here, I

will look

at an example of this type of case marking

system from Tongan, a Tongic language.

lll.:Ï*llnesian
over me vowel.
u

examples from Chung (1978),

c in the passive sufüx -cla

I use a colon to indicate vowet length where chung

uses

represents a variable consonant (chung I97g).
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In Tongan, subjects of transitive clauses are case marked with the ergative
marker 'e, as in (5). Direct objects of transitive clauses are marked with the
absolutive marker a, as in

(5). Subjects of intransitive clauses may or may not

be marked with the absolutive marker, as in (6).

(5) 'Oku fau 'e hoku tokouá 'o e

te:pile.

prog make ERG my sibling ABS the table
'My brother is making a table.'
(Chung 1978,53)

(6) 'Oku lolotonga puna ('a) e vakopuna.
prog PROG fly ABS the airplane
'An airplane is flying.'

(Chung 1978,53)

As in the accusative languages, ergative languages have a middle

clause

construction in which the subject is in the absolutive case and the direct obiect
is ma¡ked with

T

or ki, as in the Tongan example in (7).

(7) 'Oku manako

prog like

'He likes the girl.'

ia 'i lze to'ahiné.
he at the girl
(Chung 1978,54)

Chung (1978) furds that the ergative languages do not have a passive. This is
explained by her account as

it is the passive

that is reanalyzed as an active

transitive clause with ergative case marking.

According to Chung (1978,267), the morphology of the attested languages,

both accusative and ergative, indicates that the proto-language had
intansitive pattem, such as that in (8), and two transitive patterns, (i)
accusative or middle pattern, such as that in (9), and

an
an

(ii) a passive or ergative

pattern, such as that in (10).

(8) Verb NP
(9) Verb

NP , NP

(10) Verb-(Cia)

e

NP

NP

r07

5.2.2.

Proto-Polynesían

Chung (1978) claims that

it is the languages that have accusative

systems

which are representative of the proto-language. She reconstructs an accusative
case marking system

for Proto-Polynesian, as in figure 5-3, and a

passive

construction, as in fìgure 5-4.

Verb
Verb
Verb

Subj

(intransitive)

Subj , DO
Subj ilkiDO

(canonical transitive)

Fig. 5-3. Proto-Polynesian

Case

(middle)

Marking (Chung 1978, 262)

VERB-C,a

e AGENT
PATIENT
(=underlyingSUBJ) (=underlyingDO)

Fig. 5-l Proto-Poþtesian Passive (Chrorg 1978, 262)

5.2.3.

Thepassíve-to-ínversereanalysís
Chung (1978) argues that

in some languages, i.e., languages that now

have

ergative systems, speakers of the language interpreted the passive in terms

of

its underlying structure. As a result of this reanalysis, the passive-to-inverse
reanalysis, it is the subject of transitive clauses that is morphologically marked,

i.e., with the oblique marker

e. The direct

object of transitive clauses, like the

subject of intansitives, is unmarked, i.e., an ergative system.

According

to

Chung (1978, 263),

n

most

of the languages which have

undergone the reanalysis "this ergative pattern replaced the older accusative
pattern for canonical transitive clauses, resulting in the ergative case systems

found today."
5.2.4.

Motivatío n fo r t he reanaly sís

Chung (1978) hypothesizes that the passive
motivated

to

ergative reanalysis was

by the high frequency of the passive in

Proto-Polynesian.

According to Chung (1978, 262), "passive applied more often than not to
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canonical transitive clauses" as a result of the application of a conditíon
such
as that in (1 1).

(11) Apply passive to clauses containing

an afFected direct object.

(Chung 1978,262)

chung (1978) claims that a condition like that in (lr) exists in modern-day
Maori. In Maori, passive applies to all perfective canonical clauses and some
clauses which have middle verbs;'but not to clauses with reflexive
verbs or
cognate-direct objects, where she claims that "reflexive and
cognate-direct
objects are not affected at all, given that they are referentially independent,,
(Chung 1978,79).7

Chung (1978) concludes that passive applies to clauses in which the
direct
object is affected by the action of the verb, i.e., the condition in (ll).
In
addition, she speculates that passive applies in clauses of this type
because
"affected NPs" are preferred as subjects.

According to chung (1978), in some languages, i.e., the languages which
now
have accusative systems, the condition causing the high frequency

of

passive was

lost. In other languages, i.e., the languages

the

which now have

ergative systems, she claims, the opacity was decreased when the passive
was
reanalyzed as an active transitive clause. In Maori, the condition
on the use of
passive applies, but the passive has not yet been reanalyzed,
as an ergative

construction.
5.2.5.

¿

The passíve ønd the empathy hîerørchy

There

is also some

evidence which suggests that the passive

in

Proto-

Polynesian was preferred ín contexts

in which the patient is high ranking
and/or the agent is low ranking with respect to features of the
empathy
hierarchy.

' According to chung (1978,79) cognate objects

are object Nps that ..do

not refer.,,
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This evidence comes from three of the polynesian languages
which have
ergative case marking systems, these being Tongarq
Niuean, and samoan. In
each of these languages, the suffix -cia i.e., the passive
,
suffix in the proto_
language, is used in lexical derivation. According
to chung (lg7g, 2g2),
where these derivatives "differ from a true passive
is in the distribution

of their

semantic and syntactic effects, which are not invariably
present but instead are
lexically selected by the stem."

The use of lexícal derívations with

-cia in each of these languages

suggests

that one of the contexts in which the passive was used
in proto-polynesian in
contexts in which the subject
ryas low ranking in features of animacy or
agency, i.e., in features of the empathy hierarchy.
These lexical derivations are
nonproductive

in some languages, e.g., Tongan, and not fulry productive in

others, e.g., Samoan.

In each of these

languages, some lexical d.erivations with -Cia are
used to
..the
indicate a "lack of agency" in the sense that
event is not contolled. by a
canonically human or specific agent" (chung rg7g,274).
For example, this
type of derivation is used in the sentence in (r2)
f¡om samoan to indicate
a

lack of agency in this way. In (12), the stem mana,o.want,
is suffxed with
-mia, a form of -Ciø.

(I2) 'Ua mana'o-mia ,oe (e

Ie fale-fa'amasino).
PRF want-SUFF you ERG the house-investigate
'You are wanted (by the court).'
(Chung 1978,285)

Similarly, lexical derivation is used in the sentence from
Tongan in (13) to
indicate a lack of agency.
(13)

Na'e
'I

au 'e he

nanomu 'o e kakalá
smell
of the flower
was awakened by the smell of the flower.'
(Chung 1978,274)

fangu-na
PAST awaken-StlFF

me ERG the
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In the examples in (12) and (13), lexical derivation wtth -c¡a is
used in
contexts in which the agent, the subject of the üansitive
ergative construction
in each case, is low ranking with respect to features of animacy
and agency.

In her discussion of lexical derivation with -cla in Tongan, chung (Lg7g,274)
suggests that "derivations of this type usually impose
additional selectional or
subcategorization resfictions on the (tansitive)

subject. For instance,

transitive, the derivatives may require their subject

to be

if

nonhuman or

inanimate."

For example, chung (1978) offers the following contrast between
the Tongan
sentences in (14) and (15), which use lexical derivatives
with -Cia. In each of
these sentences, the stem

kei'eat' is suffixed with -na,a form of -cia.

(14) 'Oku hanga 'e

he
kulî 'o
kei-na ,a e
prog do ERG the dog COMP ear-SUFF ABS the

puaka

pig

mata.

raw
'The dog is eating the dead pig.,
(Chung 1978,274)

he Sione ,o
kei_na ,a e
ERG the John COMP eaçSLtFF ABS rhe

(IS¡ * 'OOu hanga 'e

prog do

puaka

pig

matu.

raw
'John is eating the dead pig.'
(Chung J978,274)
The sentence in (14) has a nonhuman subject and is grammatical;
the sentence
in (15) has a human subject and the sentence is ungrammatical.
The subject
must be lower ranking with respect to the feature of agency
and animac y, i.e.,
it must be nonhuman or inanimate.

According to Chung (1978), the semantic effects of these
lexical derivations
"strikingly
are
similar to those traditionally associated with passive rules in
the
languages of the world." The suffix -cia used
in this type of lexical
derivation originated as the passive suffix. Thus, prior to
the reanalysis of the
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passlve as an active transitive clause, -Cia was used

to mark passive

constructions in which the agent was low in features of agency or animacy.

5.2.6.

Parallels between the reanalyses in Argonquian and polynesían
First, with respect to the type of change hypothesized, the proposed analysis,

like Chung's (1978) analysis for the ergative Polynesian languages, involves
the reanalysis of a passive as an active transitive clause. The passive is
teanalyzed in terms of its underlying structure, i.e., as a tansitive clause with
an agenlsubject and a patienVdirect object.

Second, with respect to the motivation for the change,

I argue that a condition

on the use of the passive existed in ttre proto-language, i.e., Proto-Algic, as in
Chung's (1978) analysis, the effect of which was an increased frequency of the

passive.

It

is this increased frequency of the passive, which according to

Chung, motivated the reanalysis..

Moreover, in each case the conditioning factor for the proposed development
exists synchronically in a daughter language, i.e., in Maori for Polynesian and

in Yurok for Algic. As we have

seen,

in Yurok, the passive is obligatory in

most contexts in which the agent is outranked by the patient. Therefore, it is
plausible to suppose that such a condition on the use of the passive in preProto-Algonquian.
Clearly, then, there are parallels between the analyses with respect to both the
-

type of change hypothesized a¡rd the motivation for the hypothesized change.
Moreover, I would argue that there are also parallels between the two analyses

with respect to the context in which the passive was used in the

proro-

language.

Chung (1978) suggests that the high frequency of the passive is conditioned by

a

for "affected NPs" as subjects. Similarly, I claim that the
obligatory use of the passive hypothesized for pre-PA was motivated by a
preference

preference for NPs that are high ranking in the empathy hierarchy as subject.

rtz

In addition, the consüaints on lexical derivation with -Cla in the ergative
Polynesian languages suggest that the passive was used in contexts in which
the agent was low-ranking with respect to anìmacy and agency, both features

of the empathy hierarchy. In this way, the conditioning environment of the
reanalysis in the ergative Polynesian languages overlaps with that of the
conditioning environment for the passive-to-inverse reanalys is.

It would

seem, then, that in Proto-polynesian and pre-pA, the obligatory use

of

the passive in certain contexts was motivated by the preference for a particular

type of NP as the subjecr.

Significantly, the analyses for the Polynesian and Algic families differ in terms
of the ouþut of the hypothesized reanalyses. In the polynesian languages
affected by reanalysis, the oblique marker of the passive subject Np was
reanalyzed as an ergative case marker, the end result of which was that an
ergative case marking pattern replaced the original accusative case marking
pattern for canonical tansitive clauses. In the Algic language affected by this
reanalysis, i.e., Proto-Algonquian,

I

claim that the oblique marker of

the

passive subject NP was lost, the reanalyzed construction therefore being
simply an active üansitive construction which was obligatory in contexts in
which the agent was outranked by the patient, i.e., an inverse.
Despite this difference,

typological support

I

believe that Chung's analysis provides important

fðr the proposed analysis. Her analysis is

well

documented, in part due to the number of languages in the family, and to the

way in which the change has affected only some of the many polynesian
languages in the family. some of the languages in the polynesian family have
not undergone reanalysis, i.e., the languages with accusative systems, while
some

of the languages have undergone the reanalysis, i.e., the ergative

languages, and still there are languages, e.g., Maori, which would appear to be

undergoing the change. For example, the conditioning environment for the
proposed reanalysis exists in the synchronic grammar of Maori.
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The evidence for the analysis proposed here for Cree is comparatively
fragmentary owing to the time depth at which the hypothesized change would
have taken place, i.e., between Proto-Algic and Proto-Algonquian.

ln the

Algic family, there are three languages. Of these, the reanalysis of the passive
as an active transitive clause affected

Algonquian, which has since diversified

into a number of daughter languages, and Wiyot, which is extinct.

5.3.

Evidence from Wiyot and Yurok

s.3.1.

T he evidence

fro m lltiy ot

Goddard's (1974) claim that *-ekw- in Proto-Algonquian and -ikluk in Wiyot

are probable cognates means that they likely originated from

a single

morpheme in the proto-language, i.e., Proto-Algic.

The parallel distributions of the constructions marked by these morphemes
would seem to indicate that their ancestor marked a single construction in the
proto-language. For example, they are both used in constructions which have
two third person arguments, and in which the patient outranks the agent with
respect to the empathy hierarchy.

In Wiyot the patient must be human. In

Proto-Algonquian, *-ekw was first used

to mark inanimate-on-animate

and

obv iati ve- on-proximate.

I argue that the -iHuk construction in Wiyot, like the inverse in ProtoAlgonquian, originated when a passive that existed in Proto-Algic was
Here,

'reanalvzed as an active tansitive clause.

5.3.1.1. The reanalysis in Wiyot
I claim that the passive in P¡oto-Algic was reanalyzed

as in Figure 5-5

LL4

PASSTVE

PATTENT/SIIBJECT VERB-PASS-SUBJ
(direa obj. in underlying)
active clause

AGENT/OBLIQUE OBJ.
(sudect in underlying)
clause

RÙINALYYS

ACTIVE
TRANSITIVE:

PATIENT/DIRECT OBJ. VERB-OBJ-SIIBJ AGENT/SI'BJECT

Fig.

5-5. Hypothetical reatulysis in ¿m earlier stage of

Iliyot

The patienlsubject of the passive is reanalyzed as the patient/direct
objecr of
an active transitive construction. The agent/oblique object
is reanalyzed as the
agenlsubject of the active transitive construction. The passive
marker -i¡uk is
reanalyzed as the object marker.

5'3'l'2.

Grammatical relations and thematic roles in the -iklukconstruction
in Wiyot
The reanalysis account for the -iUuk construction in Wiyot is
able to account
for the association between gammatical roles and thematic relations
that exists
in this construction in the synchronic grammar of the language.
Here, I briefly
explain how this is the case.

In Wiyot, the grammatical

relations

of

subject and object are typically

by position. ln a construction with two NPs, the first Np is the
agenlsubject and the second is the patienlobject. However,
as we saw in
4'2'3.f in the -ik/uk construction the patient/object is in the position typically
expressed

.

associated with the subjecg and the agent/subject is in the position
associated
with objects/oblique objecfs.

The construction resulting from the proposed reanalysis in Figure 5-5
has
precisely the same word order and association between grammatical
relations
and thematic roles that exists

in the -ikluk construction in the synchronic

gralnmar of the language. The patient/object is in initial
position, followed by
the verb, while the agenrsubject occurs after the verb.

r,15

E

Thus, the proposed reanalysis for Wiyot is able to account for the peculiar
association that exists between the grammatical relations and thematic
roles in
the - i H uk construction.

5.3.1.3.

Constraints on the -iHuk construction

The reanalysis account for Wiyot also accounts for the constraints
on this
construction that are described by Reichard (1925).
The -ikluk construction in Wiyot is subject to two constraints, these
being that:

(i) the objeclpatient must be third person and h,man,

and

(ii) that rhe

subjeclagent must also be third person.
There is a universal tendency for third person human to outank
all other third
persons (Comrie 1980). Since (i) both arguments in
the -ikluk construction in

wiyot

are third person, and

(ii) the patient is human, the -iúuk mo¡pheme

is

only used in contexts in which the patíent shares the same rank as the agent
or
outranks it. It will never occur in a construction in which the agent
outanks
the patienl i.e., when the agent is third person human and the patient
is third
person nonhuman.

As we have seen, there is a universal tendency for languages to

prefer
constructions in which the subject is the highest-ranking Np in the
clause, and
instead, this constaint ensures that the subject never outanks
the obiect ¡p.

.However, given the diach¡onic analysis which

I

have presented here, the

existence of these constaints is easily explained. According to the
reanalysis
account, the patient NP in the -ik/uk construction originated as the
subject of a
passive construction. Therefore, the constaint that the patient

of

-ikluk

construction must be human would have ensured that the subject, i.e., the
patient in the passíve, was never outanked. It could have
shared the same
rank as the oblique object if this argument was also human, but it could
never
have been ouûanked.
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Given the diach¡onic analysis

I

offer here, the constaints on the -iHuk
construction in the synchronic grammar of the language can be
easily
accounted for in terms of a phenomenon we see in many languages
of the
world, i.e., the tendency for a language to prefer constructions in which
the
subject is high-ranking with respect to the empathy hierarchy. As we
have
seen, the passive is a grammatical device that is exploited ín some
languages to

ensure that the subject NP is the highest-ranking NP in the clause in
this way.

The hypothesized reanalysis for

wiyo!

therefore, accounts for both:

(i)

the

association that exists between the grammatical relations and thematic
roles

that exists

in the -iHuk construction" and (ii) the consûaints on this

construction in the synchronic grarnmar of the language.
5.3.1.4.

Problem for the reanalysis account for Wiyot
The absence of an oblique marker in the reanalyzed clause is a problem
for the
reanalysis account for wiyot, just as it is for the account for Algonquian

However, as discussed in 5.1.3, there is some typological evidence
as weli as
evidence f¡om Yurok, a sister language to both proto-Algonquian and
wiyoq

which suggests that an oblique marker may have existed and been omitted
prior to reanalysis.
s.3.2.

The evidencefromyurok

5.3.2.r.

The passive in

Yurok

¿

-rn4.3.3,I showed that the passive in yurok is like the prototypical

passive

construction since: (i) the patient occurs as the subject, (ii) the agent
is usually
marked as an oblique objec! and (iii) the passive stem is intransitive
in the
sense that it is marked for agreement with the same suffixes used
in the
innansitive conjugation (except in the third person).

Thus' the existence of this construction in Yurok could well be representative
of a passive that existed in the proto-language, proto-Algic. The proto_Algic
passive in figure 5-4 is reconstructed based on the

yurok passive.

rI7

Moreover, it is significant with respect to the proposed analysis that the agent
in the passive in Yurok can be expressed as an oblique object. Clearly, it
would seem unlikely that an agentless passive could be reanalyzed as an active
construction in the way I have described for Algonquian since there would be
no agenloblique object NP which could be reanalyzed as the subject as in the
proposed analysis for Algonquian and in the reanalysis which has taken place

in some of the Polynesian languages.

5.3.2.2. The distribution of the passive in Yurok
The distribution of the passive in Yurok may also be used to provide valuable
support for the proposed analysis.. The passive in Yurok is obligatory in most

contexts

in which the agent is

outranked by the patien! the conditioning

environment for the proposed analysis in Proto-Algonquian. This distribution

of active and passive may well be representative of the distribution of

the

active and passive in pre-PA, prior to the reanalysis of that construction as the
inverse.

Thus it is the case that the conditioning environment of the proposed analysis

actually exists in a sister language of Proto-Algonquian, thereby providing
support for the proposed analysis.

5.3.2.3. Comparing

the passive in Yurok to the -ikluk construction in

Wivot

5.3.2.3.1. Synrar

-In Yurok, word order can be used to mark the grammatical relations of subject
and object and when it does, the subject precedes the object in the linear order.

In the

passive, the patient NP precedes the agent NP, such that, as in the

prototypical passive, the patient in the passive is the grammatical subject,
while the agent NP, if expressed, occurs as an oblique object. The agent NP is
marked as an oblique object by the preposition zel.

Similarly, in the -ikluk construction in wiyot the patient Np occurs in the
position typically associated with the subject and the agent NP occurs in the
position typical ly associated with obj ects/oblique obj ecrs.
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In this way, then, the syntax of the passive in Yurok parallels the syntax of the
-ikluk construction in Wiyot.
5.3.2.3.2. Morphologt

As discussed in 4.3.3, in Yu¡ok the passive of nansitive verbs is formed by
adding a suffix to the active stem, i.e., -ey- for s-class verbs and -oy- for oclass verbs (Robins 1958). The passive stem is then marked for person and

number agreement with the passive subject, i.e., the thematic patient, giving
the structure VERB-pASS-SLiBJ.
The third-person fonn of verbs of both classes are formed by adding -¡?- to the

active stem. Some e-class verbs'form the passive stem with the suffix -elinstead of 'ey-. Third-person forms of these verbs are formed by addine
the
sufhx -u?- to the active stem.
Now compare the morphology of the passive verb in Yurok to the morphology
of the verb in the -ikl-uk construction in Wivot.
In the -ikl-uk construction, the suffix is suff,xed to the verb and is followed by
the subject agreement ma¡ker -tl, gíving the structure vERB-OBJ_SLIBJ.
According to the reanalysis account that I am proposing, the morphology of the
passive verb was reanalyzed in Wiyot as follows: VERB-PASS-SLIBJ
r eanaly ze

'The

d as VERB - OB J-S LIB J.

reanalysis of the passive marker as an object marker in the reanalyzed

construction in Wiyot seems plausible given that object agreement precedes
subject agreement for transitive verbs in both yurok and wiyot.
There is one signifîcant difference between the agreement morphology of the
passive verb in Yurok and the verb in the -ik/-uk construction in Wiyot.
The
subject agreement in the Yurok passive is for the thematic patient, while in the

Wiyot construction it is for the thematic agent. However, this difference is not
problematic for the reanalysis account presented here since both Nps in the

n9

reanalyzed construction are third person. The agreement for the third person

patienlsubject could have been reanalyzed as agreement for the third person
agenlsubject in the reanalyzed construction, as in Figure 5-6.
VERB-PASS-SUBJiPAT
a
1

reanalyzedas

,
VERB -OBJ/PAT- SUBJ/AGT

33

Figrre 5-6. Reanalysis of verbal morphologt in Wiyot

I

can find no evidence to suggest that marker of the passive in Yurok, either

-eyl-oy or -i?-l-u?, is cognate with the morpheme -ikl-ukin

wiyot.

I

However,

would still argue that the constructions marked by these morphemes originated

from a single construction in the proto-language, that construction being

a

passive.
-r.3.3.

consideríng the evidencefor a common orígin of the ínverse in Algonquían,
the -iUuk construction ín Wiyot and the passive ín yurok

I argue that -ekw in Proto-Algonquian and -ikl-uk in v/iyot are cognate. In
addition, I show that (i) there are structural similarities befween the -ikl-uk
construction in Wiyot and the passive in Yurok, and

and the inverse

in

(ii)

these constructions

Proto-Algonquian have similar distributions

in

thei¡

respective languages. I clgim that these constructions have a common oriein in
the Proto-Algic passive.
5.3.4.

Problemsfor the proposed common orígin of the Algonquìan, lïiyot and
Yurok constructíons
One problem for the proposed common origin of these constructions is that I
am unable to relate the morphemes marking the inverse construction in proto-

Algonquian and the -ikl-uk construction in Wiyot to the marker of the passive

in Yurok. However, given that I am working at the time depth of proto-Algic,
this is perhaps not surprising.
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s.3.5.

Alternatíve a.nalyses

At this point, there are two alternative

approaches

we may want to consider,

one of these being that the inverse marker in Proto-Algonquian and -ik/-uk in

Wiyot originated as an object marker in the proto-language, and the other that
the inverse in Proto-Algonquian, -ik/-uk construction in Wiyot, and the passive

in Yurok originated as an inverse in the proto-language. Let us begin by
considering the first of these.

It is possible

that the inverse marker in Proto-Algonquian and -ikl-uk in Wiyot

originated as an object marker, as -ikl-uk is an object marker in the synchronic
grammar of

wiyot. This approaclq

however, would not account for:

(i) the

constraints on the -ikl-uk construction, or (ii) the association between thematic

roles and grammatical relations in the -ikl-uk construction in the synchronic
grammar of the language, as the passive analysis does. This approach also

does not account

for the

distributional parallels between

the

-ikl-uk

construction in Wiyot and the passive in Yurok.

The second approach would be to argue that the inverse in Algonquian, the
-ikl-uk construction in Wiyot, and the passive in Yurok originated as an inverse

construction

in

Proto-Algic.3 This approach would relate the

three

constructions in these languages, just as the reanalysis account I propose does.

However, it lacks rypological support in terms of the type of change proposed
and the motivation for thischange. Moreover, this approach would involve the

'development

of a more grammatical

constructior¡ the inverse, as

a

less

grammatical construction, the passive, and according to the unidirectionalíty
hypothesis of grammaticalization, such changes tend not to occur.

I

Similarly, Forresr (1991) suggests that

an inverse

in Bella-Coola (Salish) may have developed as a

passive.

t2r

5.4.

The evidence from Proto-Algonquian and Cree

5.4.1.

EvídencefromProto-Algonquían

5.4.1.1. Antiquity of /ekw/
ln the diachronic approach that I take, I argue that the inverse marker lelwl in
Cree originated as a passive marker when, at a much earlier stage in the history

of the language, a passive construction ma¡ked by lekwlwas reanalyzed as an
active tran sitive construction.

Goddard (1974) claims that the morpheme lekwlwas first used in the conjunct
order of Proto-Algonquian and that it is a "probable cognate" of the morpheme

-iH-uk in Wiyot. This indicates that the origin of this morpheme can probably
be traced at least as far back as the ancestral language of Proto-Algonquian and

Wiyot, i.e., Proto-Algic. This is significant with respect to the present analysis
because

it

shows that the morpheme leh,vlappears to have sufFrcient antiquity

to suggest that the proposed analysis is plausible.

5.4.1.2. Origin of lekwl in Proto-Algonquian

I

claim that the reanalysis of the passive in pre-PA was motivated by the

obligatory use of the passive in contexts in which the agent is outranked by the
patient.

The inverse marker lekwl was first used in the conjunct mode in protoAlgonquian to mark obíiative-on-proximate and inanimate-on-proximate.
Therefore, given the hierarchy that exists in the language, i.e., 3prox > 3obv >

inan, we can see that the inverse

in Proto-Algonquian

was first used in

constructions in which the agent was outranked by the patient, precisely the

conditioning environment for the proposed reanalysis.

5.4.2.

Evidencefromthe morphology of Cree

5.4.2.1.

The morphology of inverse forms in the third person set

As discussed in 3.5.1, Wolfart (1991) likens inverse forms in the third person
set of the independent order to passive forms. These forms show agreement
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only for the patient thematic role. Since they are not marked for agreement

with the agent, and are therefore ma¡ked only for a single argument, they

are

morphologically intransitive.

Similarly, forms in the third person set of the conjunct order are marked only
for the patient argument, as in the examples in (16).

(16) a. ê-wâpamikor 'he [obv] sees him fprox]'
b. ê-wâpamikocik 'he [obv] sees them [prox]'

c. ê-wâpamikoyit 'he [obv]

sees him [obv]'
(Dahlstrom 1991, 45-47)

In each of the forms in (16), the suffix -/ indicates that the patient is third
person and there

is no

agreement

for the agent. In (16b), the sufiïx

indicates that the third person patient is plural, and

-iÆ

in (16c), the suffîx -ryr-

indicates that the third person patient is obviative.

One explanation for the similarity of the inverse construction

in the third

person set (in the independent and conjunct orders) to a passive construction,

then, is that the inverse originated as a passive. There are two potential
problems for this analysis.

One potential problem is that while inverse forms in the third person set have
passive-like morphology, inverse forms in the mixed set and non-third person
set are marked

with agreement for the agent.

As we saw in 3.4.3.1, it is the morphology of these forms, i.e., inverse forms in
the mixed set and non-third person set, that is problematic for Jolley's (1982)
analysis of inverse forms in Cree as passives because these forms are marked

for agreement with the agent.

In his survey of forms which may be analyzed as passive, Wolfart (1991)
concludes that

of the three constructions he considers,

these being, inverse

forms in the mixed and third person sets and indefînite agent forms, the inverse
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forms in the mixed set are the reast passive-rike as they are
marked with
agreement for both agent and patient (cf. 3.5.1).
Inverse forms

in the mixed and non-third

however, given the diach¡onic analysis

person sets are not problematic,

I offer in this chapter. If passive

applied in contexrs in which the agent was ouüanked by
the patien! but only
within the category of third person, then the forms in the third person
set could
be expected to differ morphologically f¡om the forms in
the mixed set and nonthird person set precisely as they do in the synchronic grammar
of the
language. Thus, there are historical reasons why the ..passive
analysis', works
well for forms in the third person set, but not for inverse forms
in the mixed
and non-third person sets.

A

second potential problem concerns the morphology of
direct forms in the
third person set. These forms are also marked for agleement with
a single
argument, in this case the agent, as in the example below.

(16) wâpam-

see

ê-

direct

w
3

'he fprox] sees him [obv]'
(Dahlsrrom 1991,45)
The direct form in (16) is marked for the third person
agent with the suffix _w,
There is no agreement for the patient argumenr.

The fact that direct formvin the third person set, like inverse
forms in this set,
are also marked only for a single argument would appear
to weaken the
argument that inverse forms in this set are morphologically
like passive forms.
Moreover, given the analysis presented here in which I craim
that inverse

forms originated as passives and direct forms as active transitive
forms, we
would have expected that direct forms would be active tansitive
forms marked
for both agent and patient.
Interestingly, however, there is evidence, particularly from
the grammars

wiyot, Yurok and Proto-Algonquian which

of

suggests that active verbs were in
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fact marked for both subject and object in Proto-Algic. In this way, direct
markers would have originated as object markers.e

I consider

this evidence

here.

First, as we saw for Wiyot in 4.2.1, transitive verbs are marked with suffixes

for object

agreement and subject agreement, respectively. Similarly, as we

saw for Yurok in 4.3.1, active transitive verbs are marked with suff,xes for
object agreement and subject agreement, respectively. Thus, as two of the
three Algic languages are morphologically V + OBJ + SUBJ, it is probable that

active transitive forms in Proto-Algic had this agreement pattern.
Second, as we saw 4.1.4, according to Goddard (I979a), the theme signs

*-l

and *-e0 in Proto-Algonquian marked all forms with first person and second

person object, respectively, throughout the

conjunct. This indicates that in

Proto-Algonquian, these morphemes functioned as object markers, rather than
theme signs. Moreover, as we have seen, the conjunct order is more likely to
be indicative of the proto-language, suggesting that these morphemes were in
fact object markers in Proto-Algic.

Thus,

I

rvould argue that direct markers existed as object markers of active

transitive forms prior to the reanalysis, and therefore that the passive-like
morphology of inverse forms in the third person set can in fact be used to
support the hypothesis that inverse forms originated as passives.

5.4.2.2. 'Evidence forlekwlu,

u

O*lrrre marker - the derivational suffixes

According to Chung (1978), constructions which she refers to as "relics" or

"archaisms" are of particular importance where internal reconstruction

is

concerned.
These are constructions that are unmotivated or restricted synchronically, but can be
explained as survivors of motivated or general constructions from an earlier stage of the
language. In other words, they are exceptions that cease to be exceptional when placed in
the context ofa historical proposal (Chung 1978,267).
o

Jolley (1982) claims that direct markers are object markers in the synchronic grammar of the language.
Her claim, though not true of the synchronic grammar of the language, is appropriate for an earlier stage of
the Ianguage.
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Chung (1978) has suggested that derivational suffrxes are more marginal and
less productive, and that forms of this type are more likely to be indicative

of

the earlier function of a morpheme.

The use of th¡ee complex derivational suffixes in modern-day cree, each of

which is formed with the inverse marker lelcwl (Wolfart 1973), suggests that

the inverse morpheme was a passive morpheme at an earlier stage in the
history of the language. Each of these complex derivational suffixes adds a
passive-like meaning to the stem to which it is added.

The inverse moqpheme forms part of the complex finals -ikosi- and -ikwan-,
the other elements in these suffixês being the intansitive abstact finals -isË
and -an- respectively. Wolfart (1991) states that the passive meaning of the
inverse marker is evident in the derivation of forms usins these suffxes.
The suffrx +Èo- which in Plains Cree appears in the ma¡ked member of the opposition
occurs in a variety of other contexts as well; its passive meaning is particularly obvious in
the derivation of inransitive stems such as, ohcinakosi 'be (animate) seen from there',
itihtâkwon 'be (inanimate) heard thus' (Wolfart 1991, 173).

The suff,rx -ikosi- derives forms that Wolfart (1973) refers to as medio-passives

from transitive animate (TA) verbs. For example, the medio-passive form
itêyihtôkosivv 'he is thus thought of is derived from the TA stem itêyihtaw'think so of someone.'

Similarly, Bloomfield t1925,
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reconstructs Proto-Algonquian

*te:pehta:kwesiwa'he is audible within hearing' which has the suffixes +-ekw-

and *-esi- which he glosses as 'undergoing' and 'animate intransitive,'
respectively.

Finally, wolfart (1973,71) finds that "-¡st- and -an- further combine with

a

longer alternant of the inverse marker /ekw/ to form the complex final -ikowisi-

'action by the supernatural powers'." He gives the example itêyimikôwisiw 'he

is thus thought of by the supernatural powers,' from itêyim- 'think so of
someone.'
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Forms derived with'¡kowisl- a¡e also passive-like in meaning. ln
fact, Wolfan
(1991, 174) states with respect to these forms that "more than merely
passive

in meaning, these verbs express a state of impotence or submission (perhaps
even grace)." In addition, forms derived with -ikowisi- are syntactically
passive-like since they involve a reduction in valency and
because the subject
of the derived form corresponds to the object of the underived form.

Thus, the passive function

of

-ekw-

in the derivational forms may well

represent the ea¡lier function of the inverse ma¡ker.

Therefore, the use of the derivational moqphemes with /ekwlin cree
supports
the diach¡onic analysis presented here, i.e., at an ea¡lier time in the
history of
the language /ekwlmarked a productive passive construction.

J.J.

General fypological evidence

J.J..{.

Contst of use
one type of general typological evidence which can be used to support the
proposed development concerns the context in which passive
and inverse are
used in the world's languages. In many languages, passives exhibit
the same
type of moqphosyntactic sensitivity to the empathy hierarchy that characterizes

the inverse. In these languages, passives, líke inverse constructions in a
direclinverse system, are used in contexts in which the agent is outranked
by
the patient.

This overlap with respect to context of use between passive and inverse
constructions can be explained by the reanalysis account. Inverse
constructions are used

in the same context as passives in

some languages

because they can originate as passives that are obligatory when
the agent is

outranked by the patient.lo

t0

while I suggest that one source of inverse constructions may be passives, I do not
méan to imply that that
there are not other source constructions for the inverse. I do not
cånsider other source constructions for the

inverse in this paper.
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Morphologícal overlap

J.J.¿.

A

second type of general typological evidence which may be used to support

the proposed analysis concerns the morphological overlap which
between passive and inverse constructions in the languages of the

exists

world. The

diachronic approach to the passive and inverse proposed here can account for
this overlap.

According to this approach, there is morphological overlap between passive
and inverse because some inverse constructions originate as passives. Here, I

consider how

this approach specifically

accounts

for the types of

morphological overlap that were discussed in2.3.
5.5.2.r.

Passive and inverse are both the more marked members of their respective

oppositions

I showed that

passive and inverse verbs are the more marked members of their

respective oppositions, i.e., the passive verb tends

to be universally

more

morphologically marked than the active, and the inverse verb tends to be more
marked than the verb in the direct construction. According to the approach

taken here, direct/inverse oppositions can originate as active/passive
oppositions; therefore the direct verb, like the active verb, is typically
unmarked, while the inverse verb, like the passive verb, is typically marked.
s.5.2.2.

The inverse agent in some_languages is marked as an oblique object
.

According to Givón (1994), the agent in the inverse in some languages is
marked as an oblique object. In these languages, then, the agent in the inverse

is marked like the agent in the prototypical passive.

I gave examples from

Northwest Sahaptin (Givón 1994) which illustrate that the agent NP in both
types of inverse construction in that language is marked with a morpheme that

originated as an oblique object marker.

Given the approach presented here,

I

would

ar-que

that

it is possible that the

agent NP in both inverse constructions in Northwest Sahaptin is marked like
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the agent NP in a passive because the inverse constructions originated
passives in an earlier stage in the history of the language.

as

Interestingly, the inverse in Northwest Sahaptin is paralleled by an ergative
construction in a closely related language, Nez perce (also a Sahaptian
language). In Northwest Sahaptin the suff,rx -nim is the marker of the agent in

the inverse, originating as an oblique agent marker meaning

'hither.'

The

cognate of this morpheme in Nez Perce is the ergative Np suffix -nim (Givon
1994).

rn 5.2,I discussed chung's (1978) analysis for languages of the polynesian
family in which she claims that the ergative constructions in some of the
languages

in this family originated as passive constructions and the ergative

NP marker originated as the oblique object marker.

It is possible that the

ergative construction in Nez Perce and the inverse in Northwest Sahaptin both
developed from a passive that existed in the ancestral language.tt

rn 5.2.6,I argued that the passive-to-inverse development proposed here for
Proto-Algonquian parallels the passive-to-ergative development in the ergative
Polynesian languages.

It

may well be that each of these developments, i.e.,

passive-to- inverse and passive-to-ergative, has taken place in a single family,

i.e., Sahaptin. This would seem to provide support for the proposed analysis.

At the very

least

ít would

support my claim that the proposed passive to

inverse change and the passive to ergative change in the polynesian languages
are parallel developments.

5.5.2.3.

The passive agent not marked as an oblique object

In some languages the agent in the passive is sometimes not marked as arl
oblique object. Where this occurs, the passive construction in these languages

is like the prototypical inverse in that the agent is not marked as an oblique
rr According to Givón (1gg4),
the ergative in Nez Perce arose by

means of an inverse-to- ergative
development. Givón suggests that the inverse marker in Northwest Sahaptin originated as the markerof a¡
impersonal passive construction to which an oblique object was added.
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object and the construction is transitive. I discussed the following as languages

of this type: Lummi (coast salish); Yurok (Algic); and Nitinat, Noorka and
Makah (Nootkan).
For Lummi, Jelinek and Demers (1983, 183) suggest that this construction may
be "developing toward or away from an inverse-marking system."

lnterestingly, in each of these languages, the passive is obligatory in contefis

in which the agent is outanked by the patient. It may well be that the passive
constructions in these languages are developing along the passive-to-inverse
path proposed here for Cree and that first the passive becomes obtigatory in
contexts in which the agent is outranked by the patient and then is reanalyzed
as an active transitive clause, i.e., the inverse.

J.J.J.

Functíonal overlap

A third type of general typological evidence which may be used to support the
proposed analysis concems the functional overlap which exists between
passive and inverse constructions in the languages of the world.

One of the defining functional characteristics of the passive, i.e., that it makes

the patient more topical, is also a defining functional characteristic of the
inverse. The diachronic approach proposed here for passive and inverse
constructions is able to account for the overlap in function between these

constructions. Accordingi to this approach, the functional overlap between
passive and inverse constructions exists because inverse constructions
originated as passives.

5.6.

Conclusion
There is evidence suggesting that -ekw in Algonquian and -ikl-uk in Wiyot are
cognate, supported by distributional evidence which suggest that they marked a

single construction in the proto-language. Then, in turn, there is distributional
evidence to suggest that the -ikl-uk construction and the passive originated as a
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single construction

in Proto-Algic. Finally, the

constraints on the Wiyot

construction, and the morphological evidence from Cree suggest that this
construction was a passive.

According to the approach taken here, the inverse in Cree is morphologically

like a passive because it originated as a passive, but syntactically like

an

inverse because the original passive was reanalyzed as an active tansitive
clause.
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CHAFTER

6

CO}iCLUSION

6.0.

Introduction
In this thesis, I

argue that the inverse

in cree originated from a passive

construction that existed at a much earlier time in the history of the language.

ln this

chapter,

addition,

I

I

summarize the evidence

look at the advantages

in

of this analysis. In
to this approach for the analysis of the
support

inverse in Cree and at some of the implications that this approach has for the
study of language more generally. Finalry,I identi$ some of the questions for
further research that arise from the proposed analysis.

6.1.

Evidence in support of the account

6.1.L

Evidence thøt /ekw/ marked a passíve ín proto-Algic

First, the fact that a passive construction exists in a sister language of protoAlgonquian, i.e., Yurok, suggests that a passive construction may have exísted
in Proto-Algic.
second, the fact that Goddard (L97$ identifies an "apparent cognate', of /ekwl

in Wiyot suggests that the morpheme lekwl canbe ûaced back to the ancestral
language of Proto-Algonquian and Wiyo! i.e., proto_Algic.
6.1.2.

E víd e nc e fo

There

is

r t he co n dítio

ní ng envír o nment

evidence which suggests that

the

hypothesized conditioning

environment for the proposed analysis, i.e., the obligatory use of the passive in
contexts in which the agent is outanked by the patient, may have existed in
pre-Proto-Al gonquian.

ln Yurok the active is obligatory in most contexts in which the

agent outanks

the patient and the passive is obligatory in most contexts in which the agent is

outranked

by the patient. Since yurok is a sister

language

to

proto-
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Algonquian,

it is therefore plausible

that the same distribution of active and
passive may have existed in proto_Aleic.
Second, the constraints on the -ukl-ik construction in
Wiyot suggest rhat this
construction originated as a passive in which the subject/patient
is never
outranked by the oblique objectiagent.

Third, Goddard (1974) claims that the morpheme lekwl was
first used in the
conjunct order of proto-Algonquian to mark obviative
on proximate and
inanimate on proximate. Given the hierarchy for third person
which exists in
the language, i-e., 3 > 3' > 0, lekwlactually originated
in contexts in which the
agent was outra¡ked by the patien! thereby providing
further support for the
hypothes ized conditioning environment.

Finally, there

is

general typological evidence which suggests that
this
conditioning environment may have existed in pre-pA. In
many lang'ags5,
e.g., Picurís, Arizona Tewa (Tanoan);

Lummi, Squamish, Lushootseed (coast

salish); and Nitinat, Nootka, Makah (Nootkan), the active
is obligatory when
the agent outranks the patient and the passive is obligatory
when the agent is

outranked

by the patient.

Therefore,

the

hypothesized conditioning

environmen! i.e., the obligatory use of the passive in contexts
in which the
agent is outranked by the patient, is highly plausible.
6.1.3.

Motívatíonfor the proposed change

chung's reanalysis for the ergative polynesian languages offers plausible
motivation for the proposed reanalysis. Speciflcally, the
reanalysis of the
passive as an active transitive clause was likely
motivated by the obligatory
use of the passive in contexts in which the agent is
outranked by the patient.

when the passive is obligatory
language, i.e.,

it

becomes opaque to the speakers

it is no longer associated with the semantic

of

the

and discourse
conditions that typically determine when the passive is
used. Moreover. when
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the passive is obligatory,

it is no longer

a passive in the sense that there is no

corresponding active construction.

Also, the passive construction is ambiguous in that
terms

of its

underlying structure

or its

it may be interpreted

in

surface structu¡e. The passive is

reanalyzed in terms of its structure in the unmarked contex! i.e., the agent is
the subject and patient is the direct object.

6.1.4.

Typologícal evídence

chung (1978) documents the specific type of change proposed here for some
of the languages in the Polynesian family, i.e., those that have ergative case

marking systems. The proposed analysis parallels Chung's analysis with
respect to both the type of change and the motivation for the hypothesized
change. This suggests that such a reanalysis may have taken place in pre-pA
as well.

In addition, the analysis proposed here is supported by general typological
evidence.

If

inverse constructions typically originate as passives, we would

expect to find the type of overlap that exists between these constructions in the
languages of the world.

6.2.

lvhy take this approach to the analysis of the inverse in cree
The fact that the inverse in Cree

is

morphologically like

a

passive but

syntactically like an active transitive construction has contributed to the
contoversy which has surrounded the analysis of this construction. This,
however, can be explained by the diach¡onic analysis offered

here.

The

inverse is morphologically like a passive because it originated as a passive, but

it is syntactically

an active transitive construction because the passive has been

reanalyzed in terms of its underlvine structure.

one advantage, then, to the proposed analysis is that is explains why the
inverse in Cree is morphologically like a passive but syntactically active. In
this way, we incorporate the insights of the various theorists who

have
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analyzed this construction and explain

why it is that the analysis of this

construction has been problematic.

6.3"

General implications

of,

the analysis

The analysis proposed here for Cree may have implícations with respect to the

of inverse constructions in other languages. If the inverse in Cree
originated as a passive, it is possible that the passive is a typical source
analysis

construction for inverse constructions.
The proposed analysis also has implications for the use of grammaticalization
as a framework

for linguistic analysis..

The grammaticalization framework can accommodate the type of change
proposed

here. Rather than view the inverse and passive as two

categories, we are able to describe them

separate

in terms of prototypes, or in terms

central characteristics of these constructions which can be viewed as existins
as different points on a continuum of related construction.

Different constructions in different languages may exist at various points along
this continuum. For example, the passive in Yurok is like the inverse in some
ways, e.g., it is used in the same context in which the inverse is used, but it has

more characteristics

in

common with the passive, i.e.,

it is an intransitive

construction in which the subject is the patient and the agent is marked as an
oblique

.

object.

on the other hand, the inverse in cree is morphologically like a passive in
some respects, but

it

has more characteristics in common with the prototypical

inverse constructiofl, e.g.,

it is a transitive construction in which the agent is

the subject and the patient is the object.

The proposed analysis, therefore, provides support for the grammaticalization
approach to language study. A theory of language that views the inverse and
passive as separate, unrelated constructions from a synchronic perspective: (i)
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can not explain why the inverse is Cree is morphologically like a passive, but
syntactically like an inverse, and (ii) can not accommodate the type of change
proposed here.

6.4.

Questions for further study
The proposed analysis raises several interesting questions for further study.

Firs! this analysis does not address the origin of the system of obviation that
Cree inherited from Proto-Algonquian This type of system does not exist in

Yurok or wiyot. Interestingly, obviation exists only in the Algic

language

which has an inverse system, i.e., Proto-Algonquian" and its descendents. One
area for frrther study would then concern the origin of obviation; in particular,

it might

address whether or not the origin of obviation is tied into the origin

of

the inverse.

second, as we saw, the morpheme -ikl-uk in wiyot is analyzed as an object

marker in both Reichard (1925) and Teeter (1964).

I briefly explored the

possibility that the construction marked by -iH-uk in Wiyot also originated as a
passive which has been reanalyzed as an active transitive clause. I believe this

is an area that merits further study. In addition,

I

have no account as to why

the mo¡pheme in the reanalyzed construction in wiyot is an object marker,
while the morpheme in the reanalyzed construction in Proto-Algonquian is an
inverse marker.

Tlird,

as we saw, there are languages in which the passive is obligatory in

contexts in which the agent is outranked by the patient. In these languages, we

might expect that the passive will develop

as an inverse

in these languages.
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